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This dissertation introduces an agent based model driven by the behavioral 

assumptions of the bargaining theory of war.  The model is applied to explain why wars 

cluster geographically and why democracies do not fight other democracies.  Simulation 

results suggest new explanations for both of these phenomena.  The emergence of 

regionally clustering conflict can be explained by the tendency of shifting power to 

motivate renegotiation when agents pay costs for projecting power and select their 

bargaining partners.  Regions of democratic peace occur when groups of agents share 

information more effectively than their competitors.  The dissertation develops and 

validates these theories with statistical analysis of simulation results and case studies.    



 

 1 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

This dissertation introduces an agent based model to explain why wars cluster 

geographically and why democracies do not to fight each other.  The answers to these 

questions build on the bargaining theory of war to provide new microfoundations for the 

war diffusion and democratic peace literatures.  This chapter introduces the research 

questions that guide the later chapters, explains the value of an agent based model in 

answering these questions, reviews the bargaining theory of war and relevant agent based 

modeling literatures, and outlines the dissertation.   

 

Why ask these questions? 

War diffusion is an empirical regularity with important policy implications.  In 

the context of international relations, diffusion refers to the process whereby intra and 

interstate wars spill over into neighboring polities.  Empirically, the regional clustering of 

wars seems related to diffusion, although diffusion is not the only possible cause of 

regional variations in war density.  This dissertation is specifically interested in the 

causes of diffusion and tackles the regional clustering of wars as part of the diffusion 

question.   

Since WWII, the geographic distribution of war has been strikingly uneven.  A 

few regions, Africa and the Middle East in particular, account for an inordinate share of 

world conflict.  Of the interstate wars since 1945, one third have taken place in the 

Middle East.  Almost one third of the intra and extrastate wars since 1945 have taken 
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place in Africa.  Gleditsch (2002) confirms the tendency of wars to cluster in time and 

space.  Anecdotally, diffusion seems to contribute to the size of the largest wars.  The 

Napoleonic Wars and WWII both consumed Europe in warfare that radiated from single 

sources.  Why does this happen?  If costly power projection is the chief geographic 

determinant of war, we should expect wars between neighbors to be evenly dispersed 

globally.  Gravity models and opportunity based theories assume that proximity increases 

the risk of war rather than rigorously explaining why this might be the case.  Determining 

why wars cluster in certain regions could help policy makers prevent diffusion before it 

starts or direct aid more fruitfully. 

Academically, war diffusion is a problem with an incomplete answer.  Several 

authors note and explore the tendency of wars to cluster, but specific causal mechanisms 

for diffusion are vague.  This dissertation establishes a new theory of conflict diffusion 

by connecting the bargaining theory of war and conflict diffusion literatures.  I 

demonstrate that war clustering is an emergent property in a multi-agent bargaining 

model in which agents select their own bargaining partners and power projection is 

costly.  The behavioral assumptions employed here are common to many models of 

interstate warfare, but their application in a multi-agent model that incorporates 

geography is entirely new.  The result is a new theoretical explanation for a heretofore 

undertheorized empirical regularity.   

The democratic peace has attracted substantial attention from policy makers and 

academics since Kant.  As with war diffusion, the democratic peace is an academic 

puzzle with serious implications for policy makers.   Billions of dollars have been 

devoted to the project of democratizing the world to make it safer.  While a perfect 
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explanation of the democratic peace is not a panacea for democratization policy, a more 

complete understanding of the mechanisms that drive the democratic peace would 

certainly help policy makers invest their money productively.   

The academic literature devoted to the democratic peace has matured, but failed 

to produce consensus on a theory.  Recent work by Gleditsch suggests that a more 

complete explanation for the democratic peace may be linked to the geographic 

distribution of wars.  This dissertation connects Gleditsch’s theory of democratic 

neighborhoods with a strategic bargaining explanation of democratic pacifism and war 

diffusion.  I use an agent based model to demonstrate that the democratic peace and the 

existence of peaceful, democratic neighborhoods can be explained by the informational 

advantages enjoyed by democratic states.  This insight reinforces the explanatory power 

of the bargaining theory of war and enriches our knowledge of the democratic peace.   

More broadly, a complete and cohesive explanation of war is a long term, if 

quixotic, goal of international relations.  Answering the research questions posed here 

expands the explanatory scope of the bargaining theory of war and moves the field 

incrementally closer to a comprehensive theory of war.  This dissertation is an effort to 

achieve those ends with a multi-agent, computer based model 

 

Why use this tool? 

Agent based modeling has developed into a formidable tool for social scientific 

investigation.  Broadly defined, agent based models are simulations in which autonomous 

and usually heterogeneous agents interact according to a set of behavioral rules in an 

artificial environment.  These agents are stand-ins for actors of theoretical interest – cars, 
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consumers, voters, states, birds, etc.  Conventionally, academic modelers use deductive 

theory to establish rules by which agents interact.  Each agent within the model contains 

information that describes its basic characteristics (e.g. voting preferences) and prescribes 

its behavior (e.g. this type of voter votes strategically).  This information is sufficient for 

the agent to act autonomously with the model.  The modeler generates a population of 

agents, releases them into a simulated environment, and analyzes the resultant behavior.   

ABMs are especially useful for demonstrating and explaining the emergence of 

nonobvious behavioral patterns from relatively simple rules.  These behavioral patterns 

are called emergent properties, emergent behavior, or simply emergence.  Emergence is 

common in the natural world.  Colonial insects generate complex hive and nest structures 

with bottom up behavioral rules rather than top down plans.  Complex schooling and 

flocking behaviors emerge from individual animals that have no broad plans for the 

dynamics of their groups.  Humans also display emergent behaviors.  Nagel and 

Rasmussen (1995) demonstrate that traffic jams emerge from a few simple driving 

behaviors.  Schelling (1971) demonstrates that stark patterns of neighborhood segregation 

can arise from the aggregation of much milder individual preferences.  The emergence of 

complexity from aggregated simplicity is intriguing for theorists – patterns and behaviors 

considered intractably complex may be explicable as products of emergence.       

Emergent behavior is tantalizing to agent based modelers in part because it is 

uniquely accessible to them.  Because emergent properties are generally aggregate 

patterns of behavior that occur in large populations over time, they are difficult to explore 

with formal models and nonformal theory building.  Many complex environments are 

opaque to formal models because equilibrium solutions are unavailable.  Complexity can 
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also confound nonformal theorists in search of emergent behavior; behavioral 

aggregation in large populations across time is not usually feasible via simple deduction.  

ABMs are well equipped to overcome these shortcomings.  They can build large 

populations, analyze aggregate behavior, and rerun history with different variables to test 

behavioral sensitivity.  The investigation of emergence is a significant driver of the 

proliferation of ABMs as academic tools.   

Two specific aspects of the subject matter of this dissertation make an ABM a 

particularly attractive analytic tool.  First, geography is central to both of the research 

questions investigated here.  War diffusion and geography are effectively inseparable.  A 

model that can analyze many states as they interact in geographic space is necessary to 

effectively analyze these phenomena.  Second, war diffusion has the characteristics of an 

emergent property.  Diffusion appears sporadic on a case by case basis (i.e., it is difficult 

to predict precisely when and where it will occur), but over the history of the 

international system, war diffusion is an empirical regularity.  A two player game 

truncates too much behavior to capture the way that diffusion emerges in a population 

over time.  Given the characteristics of the questions posed by this dissertation, an ABM 

is an ideal analytic tool. 

 As ABMs proliferate as tools, political scientists will be forced to conquer 

problems of internal and external validity.  Internal validity is a concern because ABMs 

are rather opaque to readers not fluent in computer code.  Moreover, complex ABMs 

sometimes employ apparently arbitrary behavioral and environmental rules that may 

substantially affect their output.  Internal validity is especially desirable because of the 

ease with which models can be built around desired results.  A model based on internally 
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valid theory is more credible to a skeptical audience than a black box.  This dissertation 

directly confronts the problem of internal validity by basing its behavioral rules on formal 

models and keeping those rules as transparent as possible.   

External validity is a concern because political scientists would prefer that their 

work apply to the world around them.  ABMs that do not describe human political 

behavior are essentially academically null -- and very boring -- video games.  I address 

the problem of external validity with case studies that compare causal mechanisms 

identified in the model to historical instances of war diffusion.   

 

ABMs in international relations and the bargaining theory of war 

The most identifiable trend in the development of ABMs in political science is 

increasing complexity.  Early models were heavily stylized abstractions of political 

behavior.  Technological developments have vastly increased the potential complexity of 

political ABMs (Schelling’s initial work was calculated by hand).  With this complexity, 

agents have come to better resemble political actors as the field knows them.  Newer 

models incorporate geography, strategic behavior, and other details of theoretical interest.  

As the field moves forward, emphasis will likely be placed on parsimony and external 

validity.   

 Early social scientific ABMs tend to be extremely parsimonious with simple, 

nonstrategic behavioral rules.  Schelling (1969, 1971) uses simple behavioral models to 

demonstrate that extreme neighborhood segregation can arise even when agents are 

relatively tolerant of integration.  The emergence of segregation from nonsegregationist 

preferences in these models is of particular social interest.  Schelling shows that 
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superficial analysis of macroscopic behavioral patterns can greatly exaggerate the 

microscopic motives that generated the patterns.  Although they do not address matters of 

international relations, Schelling’s models are the first ABMs used by a social scientist. 

Axelrod (1984) famously demonstrates the value of the tit for tat strategy in an 

iterated prisoner’s dilemma tournament.  It is significant that Axelrod’s analysis 

demonstrates that a non-Nash equilibrium strategy can prevail over Nash strategies 

outside the confines of two player game.  Here was an emergent property not predicted 

by a formal two player game.  Axelrod’s 1997 follow up expands the model beyond 

simple tournament play, investigates the problem of noise in the prisoner’s dilemma, and 

introduces new models of norm enforcement. 

 Epstein and Axtell (1996) introduce a more completely realized world that 

simulates competition for resources (sugar), trade, migration, and other group dynamics 

with simple, nonstrategic rules for agent movement and interaction in an environment 

called a sugarscape.  The broad scope of this model makes it one of the first fully realized 

political scientific ABMs. 

 The next step for ABMs in political science was the introduction of less stylized, 

more state-like agents. Cederman’s GeoSim model is the first ABM that uses agents that 

look and behave like states to address international relations questions.  GeoSim starts 

with a grid filled with state-like agents.  These agents make decisions to allocate their 

military resources based on the local balance of power and past behavior of their 

neighbors.  Decisions to fight are based on the local balance of power and are not 

strategic.  With some modifications, Cederman uses GeoSim to demonstrate the 
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emergence of polarity in the international system (1994), the Kantian peace (Cederman 

and Gleditsch 2001), and Richardson’s power law distribution of wars (2003).   

 Bearce and Fisher (2002) substantially advance the field by creating an ABM with 

strategic behavioral rules to investigate the relationship between trade and war.  By 

applying game theoretically derived rules to the behavior of their agents, Bearce and 

Fisher add a level of internal validity to their model that had been missing in political 

scientific ABMs.  In their model, trade and war are endogenized.  At the beginning of 

each simulation, agents possess unique goods and must decide whether and with whom to 

trade.  Trade networks are an emergent property of the model, given the right starting 

parameters.  Bearce and Fisher are at the forefront of the field and it is their work that this 

dissertation most resembles.  Advances in ABM techniques have made it possible to 

transfer the intuition behind state of the art formal theories into ABMs to see how those 

theories might play out in artificial environments with multiple actors, user controlled 

variables, and unlimited simulations.  As ABMs continue to advance, they will be 

powerful tools for building new theories and exploring old theories more completely.   

This dissertation builds on Bearce and Fisher by using the logic of the bargaining 

theory of war to drive behavior in an ABM.  This section reviews the bargaining theory 

of war literature for the sake of explicating precisely what that logic is.  While the idea of 

war as a bargaining process has its roots with Clauswitz and Schelling, strategic 

bargaining is a relatively recent addition to the literature.  Bueno de Mesquita (1981) 

introduces expected utility values in a decision theoretic model and later Bueno de 

Mesquita and Lalman (1992) introduce a refined, strategic model of war.  Fearon (1995) 

and Powell (1999), establish what has been called the first wave of the bargaining theory 
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of war with strategic bargaining analyses premised on the inherent inefficiency of war.  

In these models, bargaining between states is stylized as a modified Rubinstein (1982) 

model that features two states bargaining over a finite spectrum of territory.  War is 

treated as a one-shot lottery.  If the two states cannot agree to a bargain, they fight a war 

that eliminates the loser with a predetermined probability.  Fearon claims that bargaining 

failure has three potential causes: indivisible bargaining space, commitment problems, 

and incomplete information.  Powell extends Fearon’s model with a more complete look 

at commitment problems and an analysis of equilibrium behavior under incomplete 

information.  Powell finds that states with incomplete information face a risk-return 

tradeoff.  When pressing for better outcomes at the bargaining table, they must balance 

higher returns against the risk of war. These fundamental insights: commitment 

problems, incomplete information as a cause of war, and the risk-return tradeoff are the 

elements of strategic bargaining that this dissertation captures in an ABM.  

Later first wave authors refine these models and test the importance of incomplete 

information to conflict, but the essential models are the same.  Kydd (2000) includes 

internal balancing in the bargaining process.  Powell (2006) explores war as a 

commitment problem and explains that bargaining indivisibilities are a type of 

commitment problem.  Meirowitz and Sartori (2008) unpack the assumption that constant 

sum bargaining games create private information and incentives for misrepresentation.   

The second wave of the bargaining theory of war expands the model beyond its 

treatment of war as a one-shot lottery.  These models include the process of fighting 

rather than treating it as an outside option.  Smith (1998) introduces a Markovian random 

walk model in which states fight over stylized forts.  Wagner (2000) examines war 
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termination with a modified Rubinstein model (agents alternate offers and risk military 

collapse while fighting) in which states bargain over the outcome of a war.  Filson and 

Werner (2002), Slantchev (2002), and Powell (2004) explore war as an information 

revelation mechanism by incorporating costly rounds of fighting in the bargaining 

process.  If bargaining fails because the participants make bad guesses about the costs 

their opponents are willing to bear, warfare helps clarify precisely what those costs are.  

Smith and Stam (2004) suggest a similar revelation mechanism with an entirely different 

model.  They update Smith’s Markovian random walk model by embedding a mechanism 

for bargaining and relaxing the assumption of common prior beliefs.  Warfare continues 

in this model until one side is defeated decisively or the two states’ beliefs converge 

sufficiently for settlement.  In an article that demonstrates that wars need not be caused 

by information problems, Slantchev (2003) finds that war can occur under complete 

information if actors can threaten strategies that will arrive at equilibria that leave their 

opponents even worse off than simply fighting. 

Second wave models represent the future of bargaining theory of war and 

highlight some of the obstacles it faces.  Moving beyond the stylization of war as a one-

shot lottery enhances the model’s realism, but it also opens a world of complex, 

competing modeling options.  As the field advances, it will face increasingly difficult 

tradeoffs between tractability and realism.  It is for the sake of tractability that this 

dissertation is grounded firmly in the first wave. 

Several authors explore empirical implications of the bargaining theory of war.  

Werner (1999) and Reed, et al. (2008) suggest that disparities between distributions of 

power and benefits within dyads can motivate challenges to the status quo.  Werner finds 
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that changes in the status quo distribution of power increase the probability of conflict.  

Reed et al. find that divergence between the distribution of power and distribution of 

benefits (proxied by UN roll call voting patterns) within a dyad increases the probability 

of war.  Reed (2003) finds empirical support for the claim that power parity increases the 

probability of conflict by increasing uncertainty about the distribution of power.  

Slantchev (2004) finds empirical support for the principle of convergence in patterns of 

warfare duration and settlement terms.  While these studies are not comprehensive, they 

do suggest important parallels between interstate behavior and the basic intuition of the 

bargaining theory of war.   

 These works share the intuition that fighting between states can be best 

understood as a competitive bargaining process over a limited resource.  This treatment is 

especially appealing because it allows strategic action by states.  The actors in these 

models are forward looking and make decisions that account for the likely actions of their 

opponents.  These behavioral guidelines carry with them an internal consistency that 

makes them more appealing than those commonly used to guide ABMs.  For example, 

Cederman’s GeoSim model, while groundbreaking, employs agents that behave 

probabilistically rather than strategically.   Bargaining models allow weak and strong 

states to reach a division of resources that satisfies both rather than forcing the stronger to 

reflexively attack the weaker.  This dissertation builds these microfoundations into its 

behavioral rules. 

Two formal criticisms of the bargaining theory of war are notable (many valid 

criticisms have also arisen from outside the subfield; they are beyond the scope of this 

dissertation).  Gartzke (1999) finds that ex ante predictions about informational wars are 
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impossible because any predictable and inefficient outcome would be preemptively 

resolved by rational states.  This is a problem for empirical analysis because measurable 

causes of war should also be observable to combatants.  Thus, the factors that cause wars 

in the way that the bargaining theory of war predicts should be difficult for both states 

and political scientists to observe.  Powell (2004) finds that bargaining models are 

extremely sensitive to their structural specification.  If the results generated by a model 

depend more on the modeling choices of its creator than they do on the underlying nature 

of interstate bargaining, that model is not a useful source of information about state 

behavior.  This finding is a problem for the literature because it challenges the extent to 

which any model can claim to be externally valid.  At the extreme, if each bargaining 

model is entirely unique, it is difficult to imagine that the subfield is able to generate 

additive knowledge about anything but modeling. 

While agent based models do not eliminate these criticisms altogether, they do 

offer a few specific advantages over formal models in the analysis of interstate 

bargaining and war.  First, ABMs make Powell’s model specification concern easier to 

examine and solve.  Although the results of agent based models are also sensitive to the 

specification of the models themselves, the task of respecifying an agent based model to 

test the sensitivity of its results is relatively easy once the model is up and running.  Open 

source code means that these models can be prodded by anyone with internet access and 

a working knowledge of computer code.  Given the ease of respecifying a model and the 

relative transparency of computer code, specification testing is an accessible option for 

authors and critics alike.  The more scholars who can critically examine, alter, and 
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reexamine these models, the less problematic specification sensitivity will be for the 

field.     

Second, ABMs can accommodate and analyze complex situations with multiple 

actors that are not amenable to equilibrium analysis.  This advantage trades the internal 

consistency check of a formal model for a broader descriptive scope.  This tradeoff may 

be particularly advantageous for bargaining and fighting models.  While substantial 

advances have been made since Fearon’s initial application of the Rubinstein model to 

interstate bargains, formal models remain limited in the amount of complexity that they 

can handle.  Whereas formal models with more than three players quickly become 

unwieldy, ABMs are capable of simulating large, complex worlds with many, many 

agents.  Thus, an ABM simulating bargaining and fighting can analyze an entire world of 

states interacting rather than extrapolating a two or three state result onto an n-state 

world.  This dissertation reveals patterns of war distribution that would be impossible to 

analyze with a two player model.     

Third, ABMs are powerful platforms for modular theory building. While 

rationalism boasts the promise of “boxes within boxes” modularity, complexity currently 

limits the extent to which those boxes can be connected.  ABMs can overcome this 

difficulty with their capacity to handle complexity.  Even if the initial model is relatively 

simple, adding piecemeal complexity is not difficult.  As models advance, modular 

additions to skeletal models will permit growing complexity without overhaul.  Unitary 

states can be modified with electoral models, guns vs. butter tradeoffs, etc.  Single shot 

lottery wars can be changed into complicated strategic bargaining events.  Changes such 

as these will require difficult theoretical work, particularly since equilibrium is frequently 
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unavailable as an internal validity check, but the fact that they can be added to an extant 

model makes an early model all the more valuable.  The model presented here offers 

limitless opportunities for refinements, spin offs, and collaboration.      

 

Outline for the dissertation 

This dissertation consists of five chapters.  Chapter two introduces the model and 

analyzes the behavior of forward looking agents.  Chapter three introduces geography to 

examine war diffusion.  Chapter four introduces regime types to examine the democratic 

peace.  Chapter five concludes the dissertation and outlines future applications for the 

model.   

Chapter two introduces and validates the basic model on which the dissertation is 

based.  This version of the model establishes the basic bargaining behavior of the agents 

in an environment without geography to confirm the fidelity of the ABM to the 

bargaining theory of war.  The model is an extension of first wave bargaining models into 

an n-player simulation with user defined population parameters.  The agents act as 

abstract states with characteristics describing their power, information about other agents, 

costs of fighting, and analytic time horizons.  These agents are paired randomly and make 

offers for their share of a one dimensional bargaining space.  If the offers are compatible, 

the agents settle on a bargain.  If they are not, the agents fight.  Two wrinkles make the 

multiplayer environment analytically meaningful: first, an agent’s power is determined 

by the sum of the bargains is holds with all other agents.  Thus, each bargaining outcome 

affects an agent’s power.  Second, agents calculate and evaluate their offers by looking 

into the future and anticipating changes across dyads.  When making or evaluating an 
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offer, agents use their knowledge of past bargains to guess about how the offer under 

consideration will affect future bargains.   

To validate the model, I run 33 unique simulations with varying initial 

parameters, generating over 100,000 dyadic interactions.  These data are aggregated and 

analyzed using Beck, Katz, and Tucker’s (1998) binary time series cross sectional 

(BTSCS) analysis technique.  Analysis of the costs and information parameters suggests 

that the model behaves as it would be predicted to.  Ceteris paribus, less information and 

lower costs of war increase the probability of war in a dyad.  Interestingly, increasing the 

number of steps agents look into the future also increases the frequency of war.  This 

result is new and counterintuitive.  Because war is inefficient, one might expect forward 

looking states to be better able to resolve their problems for the sake of their future 

utility.  The opposite is true.  Imbalanced dyads seem to anticipate further imbalance, 

making a bargained outcome impossible if both sides look far enough into the future.  

These findings offer promise that the ABM presented here is an accurate adaptation of 

the bargaining theory of war and has the potential to be provide new insight in the field of 

interstate bargaining behavior. 

Chapter three introduces geography to the model to analyze the question of war 

diffusion.  The new geographic features include a two dimensional grid in which the 

agents interact, costly projection of power, and the opportunity for agents to select their 

bargaining partners.  Power projection is implemented by making an agent’s costs of 

fighting a product of the originally assigned costs term, distance from its dyad mate, and 

a projection variable assigned to all agents at the beginning of the simulation.  The new 

dyad selection technique allows agents to select their own dyads.  To select a dyad, the 
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model asks each agent to return the value that it would expect to gain by bargaining with 

its most preferred partner.  The agent with the highest value is allowed to form a dyad of 

its choice.  These simple changes generate an emergent pattern of regional warfare 

clustering that roughly matches observed results for the clustering of interstate war.  This 

pattern emerges because wars motivate their participants to renegotiate bargains.  In the 

model, wars cause changes in state power that destabilize the bargains of their 

combatants and encourage renegotiation.  When projecting power is costly, local 

renegotiations are riskier than distant ones and subsequent wars tend to cluster regionally. 

This theory establishes an entirely new explanation of war diffusion as an emergent 

property that is congruent with the bargaining theory of war.      

Chapter three compares data from the nongeographic model of chapter two to data 

from the geographic model to explore the theory that wars prompt renegotiation and 

conflict clustering.  I conduct 20 nongeographic and 20 geographic simulations with 

equivalent initial parameters.  Analysis of the simulation results confirms that this theory 

explains agent behavior in the model and identifies simulation elements that match 

empirical analyses of war clustering.  Specifically, Moran’s I, a measure of spatial 

autocorrelation, picks up clustering in the geographic model but not in the basic model.  

BTSCS analysis of the simulation results also reveals evidence of war clustering. 

Case studies of wars and negotiations following the Young Turk Revolution and 

the Treaty of Versailles confirm that elements of the theory presented here are observable 

in historical events.  The events following the Young Turk Revolution leading to the first 

Balkan War and German rearmament and expansionism following the Treaty of 

Versailles show behavior consistent with the model.  In the model, a change in power is 
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followed by a pattern of renegotiation centered on the changed state.  As it rearmed itself 

in the 1930s, Germany strategically selected neighbors with which to negotiate territorial 

bargains.  These neighborhood gains and faits accomplis empowered Germany to make 

greater demands, leading eventually to regional war with the invasion of Poland.  The 

Ottoman Empire prior to the Balkan War is a slightly different case.  The Young Turk 

Revolution of 1908 visibly weakened the Ottoman Empire.  This weakness prompted 

several neighboring polities to renegotiate their bargains with the Ottoman Empire under 

more favorable terms.  These renegotiations further weakened the Ottoman Empire, 

prompting more challenges and leading eventually to war when the Balkan League 

attacked the Ottomans.  These cases suggest that the modeled behavior has strong 

parallels with observed interstate bargaining.     

Chapter four introduces democracy to the model to explain why democracies tend 

to live in peaceful neighborhoods.  Democracy is modeled by altering the way in which 

agents treat information.  I test two different versions of the democratic model.  In the 

dyadic transparency model, a dyad with two democracies will have perfect information, 

but mixed and nondemocratic dyads behave normally.  In the monadic transparency 

model, democracies broadcast perfect information regardless of their partners.  

Comparison of the modeled results to Militarized Interstate Disputes and Correlates of 

War data supports the dyadic transparency model.  Empirically, democracies behave as if 

they voluntarily share information with one another.  Coupled with my theory of 

emergent war clustering, this finding provides a clear explanation of peaceful democratic 

neighborhoods.  Wars tend to start in mixed or nondemocratic dyads and expand 
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regionally.  Democratic neighborhoods will naturally be peaceful because they do not 

seed patterns of regional war diffusion.   

Further investigation of the model reveals two interesting results regarding the 

survival of democracies in the model.  First, I confirm that the neighborhood effect 

described in chapter three is meaningful for the survival of democracies.  Specifically, 

democracies that are isolated from democratic neighborhoods are at heightened risk for 

elimination from the system.  The risk borne by isolated democracies is generated by the 

neighborhoods in which they live.  More wars take place outside of democratic 

neighborhoods than inside.  The second result runs counter to the first.  Despite the fact 

that individual democracies are at risk in war prone neighborhoods, democracies flourish 

collectively in war prone simulations.  Because war is the only mechanism for regime 

change in the model and democracies avoid war better than nondemocracies, wars place 

selective pressure on nondemocracies.  As a consequence, simulations with higher rates 

of war tend to encourage the proliferation of democracies.  

 Chapter five concludes the dissertation with a recapitulation of my findings.  I 

also suggest potentially fruitful extensions of the model, including analysis of complex 

multistage behaviors such as intervention and alliance building.  Current analyses of 

intervention and alliance formation are methodologically limited.  When states decide to 

ally, intervene, or fight, they do so in an enormously complex multiplayer environment.  

A thoughtfully applied agent based model could reveal unexplained behavior and shed 

new light on these topics.   
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Chapter 2: The basic model 

 

 

This chapter applies an agent based modeling approach to bargaining models of 

conflict.  The model itself is a simple adaptation of the Fearon (1995) model to an n-actor 

environment.  The simulation results reveal that costs, information, looking forward, and 

continuity of bargaining space are all significant predictors of conflict.  In general, these 

findings fall into two groups.  The effects of costs, information, and continuity in the 

bargaining space reinforce extant literature and confirm that the model is behaving as 

expected.  The effects of looking forward and a particular mechanism by which 

information affects the probability of war are new and unexpected.   

 The bargaining theory of war literature, discussed in chapter one, is good start 

toward understanding the basics of the model presented here.  Because the basic elements 

of the model presented here closely match those of the Fearon and Powell models, only a 

brief digression is necessary.  This description primarily covers Powell’s model because 

it includes equilibrium behavior under incomplete information.  That model begins with 

two actors bargaining in a one-dimensional space with a total value of one.  Three basic 

characteristics describe the actors and dictate their behavior: share of the bargaining 

space, probability of victory, and costs of fighting.  The variable labels that follow match 

the ABM rather than Powell, but the math is the same. 
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For actor A: 

s = share of the status quo 

p = probability of victory in a one shot lottery war with actor B 

c = costs of war 

 

For actor B: 

1-s = share of the status quo 

1-p = probability of victory 

d = costs of war 

The relationship is displayed in figure 1. 

 

p + d p p- c s 

B’s status quo payoff 

B’s payoff to fighting 

A’s status quo payoff 

A’s payoff to fighting 

A 
B 

Reproduced from Powell (1999), p. 92 

Figure 1: One dimensional bargaining 
 

 

Figure 1: One dimensional bargaining 
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Under complete information, each actor knows the value of all the variables in the 

system.  In the scenario reproduced above, the status quo is untenable because state A’s 

payoff to fighting is greater than its status quo payoff.  Because it possesses complete 

information, state B should offer just enough to keep state A from fighting: p-c.  In this 

model, complete information precludes fighting because the minimally satisfying offer 

can always be calculated and made. 

 Incomplete information in the Powell and Fearon models is stylized as uncertainty 

over an opponent’s costs of fighting. Powell treats this uncertainty as a uniform 

probability density function.   

 

p + c p p- c s 

A B 

Reproduced from Powell (1999), p. 92 

ca.max ca.min 

Figure 2: Uncertainty around the costs term 

 

Treating the same scenario with incomplete information, B cannot be certain of the 

precise value of the offer that will minimally satisfy A.  In this model, uncertainty is 

represented by a range of information which B believes to contain A’s minimum 

acceptable offer.  Given the boundaries (ca.max and ca.min above) and some basic 

knowledge of the distribution of this range, B is equipped to make an offer that 

Figure 2: Uncertainty around the costs term 
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maximizes its own utility.  In particular, B must confront what Powell terms the risk 

return tradeoff.  Overestimating the amount of concessions needed to mollify A drives 

down the risk that it will reject the offer and fight, but leaves the B with less.  Guessing 

low increases the payoff to B if it is correct, but also increases the probability that A will 

fight. 

 

The model 

 The first challenge faced by this project is a reasonable and transparent translation 

of the formal modeling literature into an agent based model.  This section is intended to 

provide an outline of the ABM sufficient for an interested reader to understand its basic 

moving parts and interpret regression results.   

Basic organization of agent based models frequently begins with the creation of 

agents and the environment that they populate.  This section follows that guideline; first 

the agents are introduced, followed by the environment that they inhabit.  Though the 

flexibility afforded by an ABM is tantalizing, time and computational constraints mean 

that compromises must be made when constructing a model.  In the name of 

transparency, I have tried to call attention these compromises and roads not taken in the 

section that follows.    

The agents in this model are called bargainers.  In the simulation, these bargainers 

play the part of unitary states.  These are the basic units of the ABM.  Each bargainer has 

a number of variables associated with it that describe its basic characteristics.  These 

characteristics help shape the actions of the bargainer and, to the extent that they are 
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known by others, shape the actions of other bargainers.  The basic characteristic variables 

are s, p, costs, info, and look.   

s represents the bargainer’s status quo share of a given dyad and is measured from 

0 to 1.  This matches the setup in Fearon (1995) and other formal models.  Each agent has 

a unique s variable for each dyad of which it is a member.  For each dyad, initial values 

of s are determined by status quo values.  This initial s is equal to a bargainer’s share of 

the total status quo in a given dyad.  That is, sa = sqa /( sqa+ sqb).  This assignment 

provides a basis for the first round of bargaining.  After the first round, s values are 

simply what the two bargainers agree to.   

The variable p represents the probability with which a bargainer will win a one 

shot war with another bargainer.1  Like s values, p values are dyad specific – each 

bargainer has a unique p value for every other bargainer in the system.  The probability of 

winning a war with another bargainer is equal to the bargainer’s share of the total 

bargains held by both members of the dyad, or pa = Σsa/ ( Σsa+ Σsb).  Thus, the 

probability of victory in any conflict is a direct reflection of the size of an agent’s 

portfolio of bargains with respect to that of its opponent.   

Cost represents the costs each bargainer associates with fighting.  This term is 

congruent with the literature on bargaining and fighting and is theoretically identical to 

those used by Fearon, Powell, and others.  The costs of fighting may include casualties, 

financial costs, or political burdens associated with war.  Ultimately the costs term is best 

                                                 
1 Although one shot lottery wars are common in the literature (Fearon 1995, Powell 2006, Kydd 2000), 
more complete models of war are becoming more prevalent.  Powell (2004) identifies a “second wave” of 
bargaining models that includes Filson and Werner (2002), Slantchev (2002, 2003), Smith (1998), Smith 
and Stam (2004), and Wagner (2000).  In the interest of simplicity and transparency, this model is firmly 
grounded in the first wave.   
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considered as the translation of the material costs of war into political costs.  Different 

states will translate population and natural resources into military capacity with different 

efficiencies, and different states will evaluate those burdens with different political 

lenses.  Those leaders that find fighting the most politically costly will experience high 

costs of war in this model.   

Information describes the amount of information each bargainer has about the 

costs of the other bargainers in the system.  For a given bargainer, the value of 

information is the same for all agents (implying that it has an equal amount of 

information about all other bargainers in the system).  As in Powell (1999), incomplete 

information is treated as uncertainty over another bargainer’s costs of war.  This 

treatment also follows the field (Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1992; Bueno de 

Mesquita, Morrow, and Zorick 1997; Wittman 2001).2  Under conditions of incomplete 

information, each bargainer knows only that its opponent’s costs of war fall within a 

range that is assigned by the information variable.  As the value of information increases, 

the range that contains the opponent’s costs value increases.  This range is treated as a 

uniform probability density function.   

Building a population of agents with asymmetric information presents a challenge 

not seen elsewhere in this literature.  Because each agent has a costs value that is 

unchanging and known by the coder, asymmetric information is introduced by having 

each agent randomly place a range of uncertainty around each of its opponent’s costs 

values.  This means that the range of uncertainty is assigned such that the costs value can 

fall anywhere within it, but never outside it.  The figure below illustrates this fact.  While 

                                                 
2 See Reed (2003) and Powell (2004) for investigations of bargaining with uncertainty over the p term.   
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p-c remains static, different random number seeds slide the range of uncertainty around 

it.  Figure 3 displays three different, randomly seeded uncertainty ranges. 

 

   

Look describes how far into the future agents look when formulating and 

evaluating offers.  Because bargaining outcomes affect an agent’s power and power 

affects what an agent can hope to gain from its opponents, it makes sense that agents 

should incorporate these effects into their behavior.  Look takes on integer values starting 

with zero.  A bargainer with a look value of 3 will consider the effects of the offer it is 

making or evaluating on three future rounds of bargains.  Along with the code that makes 

it work, look is a departure from other formal models of interstate bargaining.  No work 

in the field has combined strategic, forward looking agents with a complex, multiactor 

environment.3 

                                                 
3 The mechanism by which agents look into the future effectively magnifies the present value of any gain or 
loss at the bargaining table.  When an agent considers the effect of a status quo bargain (a) on another 
bargain (b), it considers the power it had when bargain (b) was struck to the power it expects to have as a 
result of bargain (a).  It uses the ratio of power (when b was struck) to b to guess the bargain (b’) that 
would result from a.  Thus, any gain in bargain a guarantees a gain in bargain b and any loss in bargain a 
guarantees a loss in bargain b. 

p + c p p- c s 

A B 

ca.max ca.min 

   Figure 3: Randomly placed uncertainty ranges 
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The complexity of the model’s environment introduces a problem: no 

generalizable equilibrium behavior exists for the agents.  To overcome this problem, the 

agents perform crude differentiation of the expected utility function described in Powell 

to find their utility maxima.  Rather than using calculus, the agents divide the bargaining 

range over which they are guessing into smaller sections and calculate the utility of the 

bargain described by each section.  This behavior is regulated by the increment variable.  

An agent with an increment value of 1000 will divide its bargaining space into 1000 

sections and evaluate those bargains that fall within its information range.  An agent with 

an increment value of 50 will divide the bargaining range into 50 sections and consider 

far fewer bargains.  In this way, increment allows the modeler to analyze the effects of 

bargaining space divisibility on bargaining behavior. 

The values of these variables are assigned at the beginning of the simulation 

according to population parameters set by the user.  The value of look is the same for all 

agents in a given environment.  Assignment is completed with a single user input value.  

The assignment of s, p, costs, and info is slightly more complicated.  These variables are 

assigned according to a user defined normal probability density functions.  User input 

parameters describe the means and standard deviations of these pdfs.  For example, 

info_mu and info_sig establish the mean and standard deviation of a normal probability 

density function for the variable info.  This probability density function is used to 

establish the info values of the agents in the model.  As agent each is created, its info 

value is assigned probabilistically according to the pdf.  These parameters provide an 

easy system for shaping the characteristics of a world while maintaining a reasonable 

level of realism.  Initial values of s and p are handled similarly with the status quo 
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parameters.  As with info and costs, these parameters assign status quo values according 

to a user defined normal pdf.  These values can be thought of initial resource endowments 

for the agents in the model and establish a basis for p and s in the first round of 

bargaining.4 

The purpose of the model class is to create the bargainers, allow them to interact, 

and record the data necessary for analysis of the simulation; it establishes the bargainers’ 

environment.  This walkthrough describes those actions in sequence. 

 Creation of the bargainers begins with the graphical user interface (GUI) that 

controls the basic parameters of the model.  The GUI has 11 basic parameters (n, 

iterations, sq_mu, sq_sig, power_mu, power_sig, costs_mu, costs_mu, costs_sig, 

info_mu, info_sig) that correspond to variables in the model class.  These parameters 

establish the size of the model and the distribution of the basic characteristics of the 

agents. 

 The size and duration of the simulation are controlled by n and iterations.  n sets 

the number of agents in the model and iterations sets the duration of the model in terms 

of cycles through its basic loop. 

 Once the modeler establishes the values of these initial parameters, the model 

creates a list of n bargainers with status quo, power, information, and costs values 

assigned by their respective probability density functions.  At this point, the bargainers 

have been created, but need to interact.  For each bargainer, another is selected from the 

                                                 
4 To create populations based on normal distribution parameters, I used Pierre L’Ecuyer’s SSJ (Stochastic 
Simulation in Java) library, specifically the NormalGen class.  Further information on this excellent tool is 
available here: http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/~simardr/ssj/indexe.html 
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list randomly to establish a bargaining dyad.  One iteration is completed when the list of 

agents has been passed through once.  

Because bargaining situations that can lead to conflict are not inherently based on 

geography, this model gives all bargainers an equal probability of interacting with each 

other.  This selection mechanism means that, for each iteration, there will be as many 

dyads as there are bargainers and each bargainer will appear in a dyad at least once.  

Random selection of one half of the dyad means that it is possible for some bargainers to 

appear in more than one dyad per iteration or for a given dyad to appear more than once 

per iteration.  This feature of the selection process is purposeful; some states bargain 

more than others in a given period of time and some renegotiate newly minted bargains. 5 

Bargainer interaction follows this basic pattern: establish dyad, bargain, establish 

outcome, update statistics.  The actual bargaining process emulates the logic in Powell’s 

model.  After a dyad has been established, each bargainer knows its probability of victory 

over its opponent(p), its current share of the dyad (s), and has established a range within 

which it expects its opponent’s costs to fall.  From this information, each bargainer 

calculates an optimal offer.  The model employs a silent auction format to evaluate these 

offers.  Each bargainer makes an offer without knowing the other agent’s offer (this 

cannot be predicted because bargainers only have information about their own costs 

estimates) and the model evaluates whether the two offers are compatible.  If either offer 

is less than the minimum acceptable to the other bargainer (opt_offera < minofferb, or 

                                                 
5 Because there are a number of possible selection mechanisms and the choice of mechanism may strongly 

affect the behavior of the model, this element of the model requires particular attention.  While 
randomization of dyads is imperfect – real states probably select their bargaining partners while 
considering a complicated array of variables – it offers a reasonable first look at interactive bargaining.   
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opt_offerb < minoffera), the two states fight.  This conflict is a one shot lottery with an 

outcome determined by the p value.  The winner is awarder 100% of the bargaining 

spectrum minus its costs of fighting and returned to the list of bargainers.  The loser is 

eliminated from the list.  The remainder of the loser’s portfolio is eliminated from the 

simulation.  All other dyads that involve the loser are treated as frozen; other agents keep 

their share as part of their portfolio, but they cannot bargain for more.  The loser’s share 

of other dyads is treated as “waste” booty for the winner because an award over and 

above the specific dyadic bargain would problematize bargaining calculations and 

portfolio distributions.  In other words, if an agent could win an opponent’s entire 

portfolio in a war, the complete portfolio would have to be subject to bargaining, 

rendering unique dyads meaningless.6 

 If the two offers are compatible (opt_offera > minofferb, and opt_offerb > 

minoffera), the model establishes the midpoint between the two and distributes the 

proceeds of the bargain accordingly.  Each bargainer updates its array of bargains to 

match the outcome of the interaction, and both are returned to the master list of 

bargainers.  The model depicts this process via a display window. 

 

 

                                                 
6 An alternative to this approach is worth investigating: conquered agents could be eliminated from the 
system only when their share of all portfolios is depleted.  This would eliminate the problem of evaporating 
an agent’s remaining portfolio when it has been defeated by one other agent and substantially slow the rate 
of attrition in the system.  Deciding between these two approaches depends upon the theoretical 
underpinnings of war in the model.  Allowing an agent to live on after a defeat would mean that all wars 
are dyad specific and that complete conquest of one agent by another is impossible.  This difficulty may 
eventually be resolved by allowing agents to choose the level of escalation in a war and to vary the goods 
over which they are bargaining.  In the meantime, the simple solution is to eliminate defeated agents and 
remain mindful of the effect of attrition on the model.  The results in this chapter are unlikely to be affected 
by attrition rates.  I note when attrition may affect measurement and behavior in later chapters. 
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Bargaining walkthrough 

 This section details a simple, two agent simulation in and effort to clarify the 

basic workings of the model.  While the interaction between parameter and variable 

values is accurate, alternative values are possible in many cases.  I have noted where this 

is the case. 

 Agents A and B are bargaining for the first time in an environment in which look 

= 0 and increment = 10.  Agent A holds .55 of the bargaining range between the two and 

has a p value of .6 (thus B holds .45 of the range and has a p value of .4).  For both 

agents, costs = .1 and info =.1.  Because A and B are bargaining for the first time, each 

must start by setting the limits of the range of information that contains its opponent’s 

reservation value. 

 Agent A begins this process with the knowledge that B has a p value of .4, but no 

real knowledge of B’s costs value beyond infoa, which establishes the range that A 

believes to contain costsb.  The limits of info are set with the product of a randomly 

selected number between 0 and 1 and infoa.  The high end of the range is costsb + infoa 

*r, where r is a randomly generated number between 0 and 1.  The low end of the range 

is costsb – (1-r)* infoa.  In this example, assume A draws an r value of .9.  The highest 

costs value A believes B might hold is .1 + .1*.9, or .19.  The lowest possible costs value 

for B is .09.  Again, this mechanism for establishing costs ranges has the effect of 

randomly setting limits about the true costs values.  Randomization was introduced for 

the sake of realism.  It stands to reason that real states should not be capable of drawing 
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perfectly centered ranges of uncertainty with perfect consistency in a world of incomplete 

information.  The random placement of these limits allows agents to make bad guesses. 

By the same mechanism, B draws an r value of .5 and believes that A has a costs value 

between .05 and .15.  In the figures that follow, agent A’s reservation values and offers 

appear in blue.  Agent B’s reservation values and offers are red.  

 

Areservation = .5 

 
Breservation = .7 

 

Alow = .45      Ahigh = .55            Bhigh = .69           Blow = .79 

Figure 4: Reservation values and uncertainty ranges 

 

 

 Combining these ranges with the agents’ p values establishes a more complete picture of 

the bargaining environment with which A and B are dealing.  B’s r value of .5 centers its 

range of uncertainty about A’s true reservation value.  A’s r value of .9 skews the range – 

A thinks that B could have a much lower reservation value than it actually has.   

 Once an agent has established its uncertainty range, it must formulate an offer.  

This formulation is an application of Powell’s equilibrium solution to an environment 

that is not calculus friendly.  As A formulates an offer for B, it must consider the 

probability that any offer will be rejected and weigh the consequences of rejection against 

those of acceptance.  This is Powell’s risk reward tradeoff.  Equilibrium offers are 

generalizable as the maximum of the following expected utility function. 

EU = paccept(offer) + (1-paccept)(war) – costs  (Powell, 100)  

Figure 4: Reservation values and uncertainty ranges 
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Because information is treated as a uniform pdf, the probability that an offer will be 

accepted is its distance from the reservation value of the toughest to please opponent 

divided by the total bargaining range.  Thus, if A offers .69 to B, A believes that the offer 

will be accepted with 100% probability because .69 is the offer that satisfies even the 

toughest B in this case.  Likewise, A believes an offer of .74 (at the center of the 

uncertainty range) has a 50% probability of acceptance.   

 Recall that A and B are bargaining in an environment in which increment = 50.  

This means that agents divide the total bargaining space into 50 increments when 

evaluating bargains.  To find the offer that maximizes its expected utility, A steps through 

its uncertainty range in increments of .02 (1/50th of the total bargaining space) and selects 

the offer with the highest expected utility.  Starting with the most aggressive offer (the 

one that offers B the least) A evaluates offers of .77, .75, .73, .71, .69. 
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 In this case, the “sure thing” offer of .69 is A’s best option.  B performs the same 

calculation on its own uncertainty range, evaluating offers of from .45 to .55.  Again, the 

offer that is sure to be accepted is optimal for B.  (This is a product of the costs terms at 

play here; not a generalizable result.)  

Bhigh = .69    Breservation = .7                                                                                      Blow = .79 

      offer6 = .69*      offer5 = .71      offer4 = .73      offer3 = .75       offer2 = .77       offer1 = .79 

EU = paccept*offer + preject(p – c) 
EU6 = 1(.69) + 0(.6 - .1)  = .69* 
EU5 = .8(.71) .2(.6 -.1)  = .668 
EU4 = .6(.73) + .4(.6 - .1)  = .638 
EU3 = .4(.75) + .6(.6 - .1)  = .6 
EU2 = .2(.77) + .8(.6 - .1)  = .554 
EU1 =  0(.79) + 1(.6 - .1)  = .5 
 

Figure 5: Evaluating offers within the uncertainty range 
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 Notice that the offer values seem to be reversed in the table of expected utility 

calculations.  Because the calculations are made by B, the values reflect its proposed 

share of the bargaining range rather than the left to right measurement used in these 

diagrams.  While offer1 is labeled as .45 on the diagram, B receives .55 from offer1. 

 These two offers are compatible; neither agent offered a bargain to which its 

opponent prefers war, so the bargaining round ends with a settlement.  To establish a 

settlement between two equally acceptable offers, the model find the midpoint between 

the two offers.  This has the effect of rewarding the agent that was most aggressive 

Alow = .45                                                   Areservation = .5                                           Ahigh = .55 

      offer1 = .45      offer2 = .47      offer3 = .49      offer4 = .51       offer5 = .53       offer6 = .55* 

EU = paccept*offer + preject(p – c) 
EU6 = 1(.45) + 0(.4 - .1)  = .45* 
EU5 = .8(.47) .2(.4 -.1)  = .436 
EU4 = .6(.49) + .4(.4 - .1)  = .414 
EU3 = .4(.51) + .6(.4 - .1)  = .384 
EU2 = .2(.53) + .8(.4 - .1)  = .346 
EU1 =  0(.55) + 1(.4 - .1)  = .3 
 

Figure 6: Evaluating offers within the uncertainty range 
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without submitting an unacceptable offer while keeping the model relatively 

streamlined.7 

 The result of this is example is depicted in figure 7.  States A and B reach a 

settlement that leaves A with .62.  

 

Areservation = .5 

 
Breservation = .7 

 

Alow = .45      Ahigh = .55            Bhigh = .69           Blow = 
.79 

Settlement = .62 

Figure 7: Settlement 
 

 

  

Forward looking bargainers 

How does A’s behavior change in a forward looking environment?  Running the 

same simulation with forward looking agents calls for a more completely imagined 

environment.  The logic that underlies forward looking agents is best explained in an 

environment with more than two agents.  For this walkthrough, consider the same agents 

A and B, with the addition of C and D in an environment with where look = 2.  For the 

sake of simplicity, A holds identical bargains (.62) with B, C, and D and had a p value of 

.574 with each when it negotiated those bargains.  B, C, and D hold bargains of .38 with 

A and .5 with each other.   

                                                 
7 This does, however, make the expected utility calculations of the agents problematic.  An agent knows the 
probability that its offer will be accepted, but not the probability that it will find its opponent’s offer 
acceptable.  Moreover, the final settlement is only an indirect result of the offer presented by any one agent.   

Figure 7: Settlement 
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These bargains are translated into p values by the agents.  A’s p value for B is 

.574, its share of the total bargains held in its dyad with B: 

62+.62+62/((.62+.62+.62)+.(38+.5+.5)).  B’s p value for A is .426. 

 To translate these p values into reservation values, agents must consider the 

effects of fighting on their bargains with other states.  A’s expected utility for fighting B 

is the sum of the expected utility of the war and the effect to that war on its other 

bargains.   

EUa = p(1+ ∆s) – c  

EUa = .574(1+ ∆s) - .1  

  ∆s represents the effect that any given bargain has on other bargains in future time 

periods.  A makes this calculation by estimating future bargains based on its changed p 

values brought about by the new bargain.  In this example, A considers two future 

bargains because look = 2.  If A defeats B, its new portfolio of bargains will be sb= 1, sc = 

.62, sd =.62.  A’s new p value for C is 1+.62+.62/(1+.62+.62)+(.38+.5+.5) or .619.  A 

projects its new deal with C with a simple comparison of p values.  A’s p value with C 

was .574 when it negotiated a deal of .62.  Thus, a p value of .619 should yield a deal of 

.669.  ∆s is the difference between this new deal and the old deal, .049.  A continues the 

calculation by considering the effect of these two new bargains on its bargain with D.  

A’s new p value for D is .624, which should yield a bargain .674 and a ∆s of .054.  Thus, 

∆s for a victory against B is .049+.054, or .1038.  A’s expected utility for a war against B 

                                                 
8 This calculation elides the baseline ∆s calculation, which is described in more detail later in the chapter.  
Here, the elision is mathematically inconsequential. 
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is .533.  In this case, A’s costs of war are completely offset by the gains it can expect in 

future bargains with C and D.   

 Because every offer has a corresponding ∆s term, the expected utility of war is 

only the first part of a reservation value calculation.  A’s reservation value is an offer 

with a value equivalent to its expected utility for fighting.  Unless ∆s = 0, an agent’s 

reservation value will not equal its expected utility of war.  To calculate a true reservation 

value, the model uses recursion to find an offer and corresponding ∆s whose sum equals 

the expected utility of war.  Here,  

offer + ∆soffer =.533 

.554 - .021 = .533 

A’s reservation value is .554 because an offer of .554 would cause an expected loss of 

.021 to A’s bargains with C and D, generating a total value of .533. 

 The same calculations return a reservation value of .599 for B.  With these values, 

the model is ready to calculate optimal offers for A and B.  As before, uncertainty ranges 

are established around the reservations values of A and B with a random number 

generator.  To keep the examples similar, A and B retain their r values of .9 and .5. 

This generates a bargaining range similar to the previous one, with some important 

differences.  Notably, the reservation values of A and B have migrated toward one 

another – there a fewer bargains that will satisfy both agents.  (This is not an artifact of 

changed p values; shifting p values in a look = 0 environment will move both reservation 

values in tandem, not relative to one another.) 
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Areservation = .553 

 
Breservation = .599 

 

Alow = .45      Ahigh = .55            Bhigh = .69           Blow = 
.79 

Figure 8: Reservation values and uncertainty ranges with forward looking bargainers 

 

 

Next, both agents establish optimal offers as before, with the added wrinkle of 

looking forward to calculate the expected utilities of these offers.  These calculations 

match the above reservation value example.  A considers how holding a bargain of .689 

will affect its bargain with C and how the two new bargains will affect its bargain with D.  

A evaluates offers of .689, .669, .649, .629, .609, .589 and finds that Offer 4 (.629) 

maximizes its expected utility.  

 

Bhigh = .589  Breservation = .599                                                                                      Blow = .689 

      offer6 = .589     offer5 = .609  offer4 = .629    offer3 = .649     offer2 = .669     offer1 = 

EU = paccept*offer + preject(p – c) 
EU6 = .580 
EU5 = .591 
EU4 = .592 
EU3 = .583 
EU2 = .563 
EU1 = .533 
 

Figure 9: A forward looking bargainer evaluates offers 
 

Figure 8: Forward looking bargainers 
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 B evaluates offers of .503, .523, .543, .563, .583, .603 and finds that offer3 (.543) 

maximizes its expected utility. 

 

 Once A and B have established their optimal offers, a complete picture of the 

negotiation emerges. 

 

Areservation = 
.5 

Breservation = 
.7 

Alow = .45      Ahigh = .55            Bhigh = .69           
B = .79 

Figure 11: Forward looking bargainers make incompatible offers 

 

Alow = .504                                                Areservation = .554                                       Ahigh = .604 

      offer1 = .503      offer2 = .523    offer3 = .543    offer4 = .563     offer5 = .583    offer6 =.603 

EU = paccept*offer + preject(p – c) 
EU6 = .403 
EU5 = .426 
EU4 = .438 
EU3 = .439 

EU2 = .429 
EU1 = .409 
 

Figure 10: A forward looking bargainer evaluates offers 
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Figure 11 reveals that A and B have both made unacceptable offers.  Both A and B prefer 

war to the offers they have received from their opponents.  The model evaluates this war 

as a one shot lottery in which p values determine the probability of victory.  The winner 

is awarded all of the bargaining space (1) and the loser is eliminated from the system.  

The loser’s bargains with other agents are frozen and cannot be renegotiated.  In this 

model, C and D forever hold bargains of .5 with B. 

 

Model validation 

 In an effort to validate the model, I generate and simulate 33 unique environments 

with widely variant starting parameters.  These environments generate over 100,000 

unique dyadic bargaining outcomes.  The data record bargaining outcomes at the dyad 

level.  These data are recorded once per dyad per tick and were designed to help explain 

why certain negotiations end with war and others with peace.  The variables of interest 

for these regressions are war, total costs, total info, look, and increment.  War records 

whether a negotiation ended in war (war = 1) or settlement (war = 0).  Total info records 

the combined information values of both agents in the dyad.  Total costs records the 

combined costs values of both agents in the dyad.  Look records the look value for the 

simulation.  Increment records the increment setting of the simulation. 

 To create variance in the independent variables, each independent variable is 

varied from low to high while the other variables are held constant.  Costs_mu is varied 

from .05 to .55 across 6 simulations in increments of .05 with costs_sig at 1/3 of the value 

of costs_mu to create a fairly broad distribution within simulations without skewing 

populations with too many extreme values.  Info_mu is also varied from .05 to .55 across 
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6 simulations in increments of .05 with info_sig at 1/3 of the value of info_mu.  

Increment was varied from 50 to 2000 across 6 simulations.  Look is varied from 0 to 24 

across 15 simulations.  A complete specification of the simulations can be found in 

appendix A. 

Table 1: Regression 1 

 war 

Total costs -4.040 

 (13.13)** 

Total info 6.044 

 (38.50)** 

Look 0.135 

 (21.85)** 

Increment -0.001 

 (16.55)** 

Peaceyrs=0 36.985 

 (36.38)** 

Peaceyrs=1 -7.948 

 (0.00) 

Peaceyrs=2 34.149 

 (29.10)** 

Peaceyrs=3 33.828 

 (27.21)** 

Peaceyrs=4 33.848 

 (27.23)** 

Constant -40.523 

 (39.55)** 

Observations 103098 

Number of 
dyads 

60986 

Absolute value of z statistics 
in parentheses 
* significant at 5%; ** 
significant at 1% 
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I employ the binary time series cross section regression technique described in 

Beck, Katz, and Tucker (1998).9  I report these results with dummy variables labeled 

peaceyrs that record the number of ticks that have elapsed in a dyad since its last war.  

Because wars terminate dyads, these dummies essentially record the dyad’s age.  

Regression 1 uses the pooled data from 33 different simulations in a logit model to 

predict the occurrence of war.  The results reflect the expectations of the war modeling 

literature and suggest that the model is working as it should.  Costs, information, and the 

divisibility of bargaining space are important predictors of war.  Interestingly, forward 

looking agents within the model significantly increase the probability of war. 

Total costs is highly significant and negatively signed.  Though the high z score is 

driven in part by the high number of observations, there can be little doubt that costs play 

the role that one would predict in this model.  Costs have two basic effects on the way 

that agents bargain.  First, they increase the size of the space in which two agents can 

reach a bargain by driving down the value of minimum acceptable offers.  Second, 

because costs reduce the expected value of war, they reduce the value of the risky end of 

the risk reward tradeoff.  As the risk of war becomes less valuable, agents make more 

conservative offers.  Thus, as costs increase within a dyad, the probability of war 

decreases.   

Total info is the sum of the ranges over which the two agents in a dyad guess.  

Recall that, for each agent, the value of info determines the range over which that agent 

guesses about the costs values of other agents.  Thus, as the value of info increases, an 

agent is less certain about its opponent’s reservation value.   

                                                 
9 I used Richard Tucker’s BTSCS Stata ado file for the regressions. 
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Total info is positively signed and highly significant.  As the amount of 

information in a dyad decreases (and total info increases), the probability of war 

increases.  Again, the model is acting as predicted. 

Increment is negatively signed and highly significant.  The increment variable 

describes the number of available bargains within the whole bargaining range.  When 

increment = 1000, the bargaining range is divided into 1000 pieces and an agent arrives at 

an optimal offer by stepping through its information range one thousandth at a time.  As 

the value of increment increases, the bargaining range becomes more continuous.  At low 

values, increment mimics the discontinuities that Fearon mentions as one of three 

possible sources of war. (382)  The relationship between increment and war in the model 

is straightforward.  As the bargaining range gets less continuous, more and more offers 

are skipped over by the agent.  At extremely low values of increment, there may not be a 

bargain that the agents prefer to war.  At intermediate values, offers that would be 

optimal with a continuous bargaining range may not be considered.  The overall effect 

limits the bargains available to the agents and increases the probability of war as 

increment decreases. 

The time dummy variables indicate that the longer a dyad interacts without 

fighting, the less likely it is to fight.  This result is out of step with the reality of 

international relations and must be regarded as an artifact of the model.  Perhaps a better 

way to frame the result is this: if a dyad is going to fight, it will most likely fight in its 

first or second interaction.  60,986 dyads interact a total of 103,098 times in the 

simulations.  The maximum number of interactions per dyad is 44, but the mean is only 

1.7.  This makes sense given that the variables that seem to drive whether a dyad will 
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fight are all static within the model.  Information, costs, increment, and look do not 

change as time passes in the model.  Thus, if a dyad has characteristics that predispose it 

to fighting, it will likely fight and eliminate itself quickly.  If it has characteristics that 

predispose it to peace, it will likely bargain indefinitely.  This stylized behavior could be 

eliminated from the model by allowing one or more of the dyad characteristic variables 

change over time, whether randomly or otherwise.   

New results 

Table 2: Regression 2 

 War 

Total costs -4.439 

 (13.64)** 

Total info 6.875 

 (39.78)** 

Look 0.147 

 (22.47)** 

Increment -0.001 

 (16.54)** 

Total r 3.065 

 (37.22)** 

Peaceyrs=0 27.443 

 (27.24)** 

Peaceyrs=1 -20.204 

 (.) 

Peaceyrs=2 24.697 

 (21.23)** 

Peaceyrs=3 24.306 

 (19.71)** 

Peaceyrs=4 24.295 

 (19.70)** 

Constant -34.841 

 (34.04)** 

Observations 103098 

Number of dyads 60986 

Absolute value of z statistics in 
parentheses 
* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1% 
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 Regression 2 matches regression 1, but adds r value as an independent variable.  

This offers a look at independent effects of an agent’s random guess (total r) and the 

range of information over which it guesses (total info).  Like the other dyadic variables, 

total r is the sum of the two r value guesses made by the agents in a dyad.  Low r values 

place the true costs value of an agent’s opponent at the low end of the information range 

and thus generate more conservative behavior.  The higher the costs an agent imagines its 

opponent might have, the more cautious it must be.  Higher r values consequently 

generate more aggressive behavior.  This effect is independent of the size of the 

information range over which an agent is guessing.  Total r is positively signed and 

highly significant.  As in regression 1, total info is positively signed and highly 

significant.  This result offers a powerful experimental evidence for an amendment to 

Gartzke’s (1999) claim that informational models of war are essentially driven by bad 

guesses.  While bad guesses do explain many wars in these models, information has a 

significant, independent effect on the probability of war.  Why might these two variables 

have independent effects? 

Two mechanisms explain the relationship between war and low information in 

this model.  First, information interacts with increment.  Because in a given simulation all 

agents step through offers with the same increment (that is, when increment = 1000, 

agents start at the top of the information range and subtract .001 until they reach the 

bottom of the range), smaller ranges are effectively less continuous than larger ones.  

Thus, increasing the range across which an agent guesses has the same effect as 

decreasing the increment value for that agent. 
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Second, as the range of information over which an agent guesses expands, its 

ability to accurately assess the probability that its offers will be accepted decreases.  This 

means that offers otherwise likely to be rejected are overvalued while offers otherwise 

likely to be accepted are undervalued.  This phenomenon is best illustrated with an 

example.  Consider two agents (A and B) separately formulating an optimal offer for a 

third agent (D).  Agent D’s true reservation value is .6 in both cases.  Agents A and B 

have information values of .1 and .2 and have made identical guesses (r = .5).  This 

places D’s reservation value in the middle of both agents’ information ranges. 

 

The figure above represents small portions of the AD and BD bargaining ranges.  

The probability that D will accept a given offer is the ratio of the range between the offer 

and highest (from A’s perspective) offer under consideration to the total information 

 
A is establishing an offer for D: 
 
 
 
offer value     .55       .575      .6      .625      .65 

B is establishing an offer for D: 
 

offer value       .5                     .55           .575    .6      .625       .65                  .7 

paccept                1         .75       .5       .25        0 

Figure 12: The effect of uncertainty on the probability of settlement 

 
Figure 12: The effect of uncertainty on the probability of settlement 

paccept                          1                    .75        .625     .5     .375     .25                  0 
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range. (Powell 100)  Agents A and B both believe that an offer of D’s true reservation 

value will be accepted with .5 probability.  While both agents are wrong about this (the 

probability that an offer of .6 will be accepted is 1), this error is a product of their guesses 

(r values, in this model), not their information ranges.  However, as the agents analyze 

offers further and further from D’s reservation value, differences driven by the 

information ranges emerge. 

 Consider an offer of .575.  This exceeds D’s reservation value and will certainly 

be accepted.  A assesses a .75 probability of acceptance whereas B assesses a .625 

probability of acceptance.  This difference is magnified at more extreme values within the 

information range.  A correctly assigns a 1 probability of acceptance to an offer of .55.  B 

believes that an offer of .55 will be accepted with .75 probability.  Larger information 

ranges distort an agent’s ability to assess the probability that offers will be accepted.  

These distortions are predictable: conservative values (those that will be accepted) tend to 

be undervalued, and more undervalued at extreme values.  Aggressive offers tend to be 

overvalued, and more overvalued at extreme values.  Thus, agents with larger 

information ranges make offers that are more likely to be rejected.  Ultimately, this 

insight is more interesting to modelers of war than it is empirically useful.  Even if 

information could be reliably disentangled from random error in the world outside the 

model, the independent effect of random error would still make perfect ex ante prediction 

of war problematic per Gartzke’s critique.  .    

 The look result is also unique to this ABM.  Look is highly significant and 

positively signed.  The more agents look into the future to establish and evaluate offers, 

the greater the probability that their negotiations will result in war.  
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Why might a forward looking dyad of be more likely to fight than a myopic one?  

The most obvious change associated with looking into the future in the model is the 

recognition at the agent level that settlements tend to snowball.  Because the overall 

power of an agent is a reflection of its bargain portfolio, one victory at the bargaining 

table has the capacity to create others.  Alternatively, any loss might spiral out of control 

if look takes on a high value.  Indeed, in the code, agents assume that a victory (loss) at 

the bargaining table will create other victories (losses).  Any net gain over the status quo 

in one negotiation translates into more power and thus a better expected gain the next 

time that agent negotiates with any other agent.   

This dynamic is particularly pronounced when agents assess the value of fighting.  

Because the winner of a war is awarded the total bargaining space, a victory carries over 

strongly into future bargains.  Thus, an agent with a look value of 1 will value war more 

highly than an agent with a look value of 0.  A higher valuation of war means that the 

forward looking agent will have a higher reservation value and find more value on the 

risk side of the risk reward tradeoff that Powell describes.  These facts produce an agent 

that makes riskier offers than a myopic agent and rejects offers that a myopic agent 

would accept. 

Again, an example helps illustrate the dynamic at work here.  Consider three pairs 

of agents (AX, BY, and CZ) in different environments that are identical except for their 

look values.  Look = 0, 1, 2 for agents A and X, B and Y, and C and Z, respectively.  All 

other characteristics of the agents and their environments are identical. (n=10, 

iterations=5, increment=1000, sq_mu=50, power_mu=50, costs_mu=.05, info_mu=.1, 

and the random guess ‘r’ is .5 for all agents.)  The pattern is clear as look increases.  
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Minimum acceptable offers increase and optimal offers get more aggressive.  In the 

figure below, the triangles above the bargaining space lines represent the agents’ offers; 

those below represent their reservation values. 

 

When both offers fall within the reservation values of the agents, a bargain has 

been struck.  This is true in the AX and BY dyads.  In the CZ dyad, a bargain was 

available to the agents (there was space between the two reservation values), but their 

offers were too aggressive.  As look continues to increase (not depicted here), the 

reservation values will increase until they pass each other in the bargaining space, making 

a settlement impossible.  How quickly this happens depends on the costs and information 

values of each agent.  In these extreme cases in which no bargain is available, look 

Agent a: Min acceptable = .45, offer = .525  look = 0 

Agent z: min acceptable = .45, offer = .475 

Agent a: Min acceptable = .463, offer = .533  look = 1 
Agent z: min acceptable = .463, offer = .467 

Agent a: Min acceptable = .477, offer = .54  look = 2 
Agent z: min acceptable = .477, offer = .46 

Figure 13: The effect of forward looking agents on bargaining range 
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generates a commitment problem.  Neither agent can is willing to accept a settlement 

because the future results of any settlement would be unacceptable. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The results presented here, while limited, suggest a model with a great deal of 

potential.  Strategic behavior in an n-actor environment is something new for bargaining 

models of conflict.  As this model advances, it will offer opportunities for analysis of 

complex, multiactor situations that are currently difficult for formal conflict models.  I 

take three important points from this chapter. 

First, the model is working as it should.  This may seem obvious, given the 

context of the claim, but it is worth considering.  The structure is this model is similar to, 

but not exactly the same as the formal models on which it is based.  Things like attrition, 

dyad selection, and population creation are foreign to formal bargaining models and are 

potential problems in terms of translating the basics of the bargaining theory of war to an 

ABM.  The results presented here suggest that the important underlying behaviors and 

intuitions of the bargaining theory of war are present in this model.  That is a valuable 

starting point.  

Second, the finding that agents are more conflict prone as they look further into 

the future is unexpected and highlights the potential benefits of an agent based modeling 

approach.  The discovery that the agents in the model behave in a nonobvious, but logical 

fashion when left to their own devices is precisely what one might hope for from an 
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ABM.  There is good reason to believe that this model creates behavior that is rich, 

interesting, and difficult to duplicate with a different method.    

Third, the model is working well, but it is incomplete in its current form.  

Specifically, random dyad selection and nongeographic interaction were modeling 

decisions driven by the need for a simple model rather than theory.  The addition of 

geography and self selected dyads will enhance the realism of the model and provide a 

tool to answer geographic questions about wars. 
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Chapter 3: War diffusion as an emergent property 

  

 

This chapter introduces a geographic framework to the model to explain why wars 

tend to cluster regionally.  With the addition of a few geographic details, a pattern of 

regional conflict is an emergent property in the geographic model.  The model’s new 

features include a two dimensional grid in which the agents interact, costly projection of 

power, the opportunity for agents to select their bargaining partners, and the replacement 

of defeated agents with new agents.  These simple changes generate an emergent pattern 

of regional warfare clustering that roughly matches observed results for clustering of 

interstate war.    In the model, wars cause changes in state power that destabilize the 

bargains of their combatants and encourage renegotiation.  When projecting power is 

costly, local renegotiations are riskier than distant ones because neighbors pay relatively 

low costs when they fight.  Subsequent wars tend to cluster regionally.  Analysis of 

simulation results confirms that this theory explains agent behavior in the model and 

identifies simulation elements that match empirical analyses of war clustering.  Case 

studies of wars and renegotiations following the Young Turk Revolution and German 

expansionism prior to WWII confirm that elements of the theory presented here are 

observable in historical events.  This theory builds on the logic of the bargaining theory 

of war to form an entirely new explanation of regional conflict clustering.   
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Literature 

 Conflict diffusion is a well examined, theoretically diverse topic.  The finding that 

conflict and peace tend to cluster regionally is well supported empirically, but there is 

little consensus about a mechanism for conflict diffusion. 

 Gleditsch (2002) represents the most recent serious advance in the treatment of 

conflict (and democracy) as a regional phenomenon.  Gleditsch finds that patterns of 

democracy and peace tend to cluster geographically and presents evidence that the 

peaceful behavior within these neighborhoods is driven by the regional concentration of 

democracy and integration.  This is an important break from simple dyadic analysis of 

war and provides a richer explanation of geographic patterns of state behavior.  While 

Gleditsch is at the empirical and conceptual cutting edge of the field of geography and 

interstate behavior, a specific mechanism for the diffusion of war is beyond the scope of 

his project. 

 Earlier theory in the war diffusion field is organized around the idea that 

opportunity and willingness are necessary conditions for diffusion. (Starr 1978; Most and 

Starr 1989; Siverson and Starr 1990)  Opportunity roughly corresponds to the ease or 

frequency with which two states interact and is generally operationalized as some form of 

distance or shared border measure.  (See Siverson and Starr 1990; N.P. Gleditsch, et al. 

2006 among many others.) Willingness is a murkier term and generally conveys the how 

willing one state is to fight another.  This concept is explored with preference proxies 

such as alliance overlap.  Siverson and Starr (1990) use alliance involvement to test 
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willingness.   Furlong et al (2006) use water scarcity and shared rivers.10  Opportunity 

and willingness interact to produce diffusion.  Wars spread because shared borders create 

opportunities for additional conflict and some outside condition, such as an alliance or 

resource shortage, makes states willing to fight each other.  Unfortunately, much of the 

focus in this field has been on identifying independent variables that might proxy for 

opportunity and willingness rather than exploring their theoretical underpinnings.  

Willingness, in particular, is often treated as a catchall for correlates of war.  A robust, 

strategic take on this theory would advance the field considerably.     

 Much of the progress in the field has been empirical and methodological.  

Gleditsch and Ward (2000) use a generalized additive model to test the functional form of 

the relationship between war, democracy, geography, and other variables.  Ward and 

Gleditsch (2002) introduce an autologistic model estimated using maximum 

pseudoliklihood and Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques to account for conditional 

probabilities generated by spatial interdependence.  Gleditsch and Ward (2001) introduce 

a minimum distance database to correct problems associated with binary contiguity 

measures and unreliable continuous measures.  Starr and Thomas (2005) use new GIS 

measures of borders to test their opportunity and willingness framework.  Clark and 

Regan (2003) test opportunity and willingness by treating opportunity as a latent variable.  

                                                 
10 Many explanations of conflict diffusion are directed specifically at the spread of ethnic and civil 

wars.  While several of these emphasize characteristics that are unique to the ethnic conflict subfield, others 
are more generalizable.  Specific characteristics of ethnic politics such as outbidding (Horowitz 1985), 
entrepeneurism (Saideman 1998), and activism (Kuran 1998) are thought to exacerbate the tendency of 
ethnic conflicts to flare up and spread.  More general strategic bargaining failures such as information 
failures (Lake and Rothchild 1998), security dilemmas (Posen 1993; Saideman 1998) and commitment 
problems (Fearon 1998; Weingast 1998) have also been applied to this field.  While I contend that elements 
of these theories can be applied broadly to explain inter and intrastate conflict diffusion, the diffusion of 
intrastate conflict is not the focus of this chapter. 
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 While the field is certainly rich, it lacks a theory that integrates conflict diffusion 

with a more complete theory of conflict.  The result that wars cluster in time and space 

seems to be robust.  The goal of this project is to establish a simple starting point for the 

incorporation of diffusion into the broader understanding of war as a bargaining process.   

 

A competing explanation 

 Wars diffuse because they destabilize other bargains in the international system.11  

The basic intuition behind this theory is assumed into the bargaining theory of war: a 

bargaining encounter with war as an outside option is a necessary (but not sufficient) 

condition for war.  Circumstances that drive states to renegotiate their bargains should, 

ceteris paribus, increase the probability that wars will erupt.  I contend that events that 

alter the balance of power between states render bargains obsolete, compel renegotiation, 

and spread war.  This theory is driven by three propositions that are subsequently 

embodied in the model.  First, wars create incentives to renegotiate bargains. Second, 

states choose the bargaining partners from which they expect to extract the most utility.  

Third, the costliness of projecting power puts bargains with neighboring states at 

relatively high risk for war.  This proposition is agnostic about the probability that wars 

will cluster; it merely holds that negotiations between neighbors are riskier than those 

between distant states.  Together, these three propositions produce clustering as emergent 

property of the model. 

                                                 
11 On its face, there is tension between this logic and certain facets of the bargaining theory of war.  
Slantchev and others theorize that war reveals information about its combatants.  Unfortunately, it would 
take a second wave style model to explore this issue fully.  In the case of this model, the potentially 
stabilizing effects of wartime information revelation within a dyad can be ignored because each war 
represents the death of a dyad. 
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The first proposition is that wars create incentives to renegotiate bargains by 

shifting power.  While this model can only capture a highly stylized power shift (only one 

state survives per war), there are many ways for wars to affect power in the world outside 

the model.  Whether it wins or loses, a state’s power is likely to change substantially after 

a war.  Depending on the nature of the war and its outcome, a state might find itself flush 

with resources or depleted by losses.  In a system of interactive bargains, a war has 

effects across all dyads.  If a state suddenly gains power relative to other states in the 

system, as it might after winning a war, its bargains with other states in the system may 

be rendered unsatisfactory.  If the increase in power is sufficient, the newly strong state 

may prefer war to the status quo bargain.  While such an imbalance does not mean that 

war will necessarily follow, it does mean that the newly powerful state will have a strong 

incentive to renegotiate its portfolio of bargains.      

The second proposition is an offshoot of Starr and Most’s concept of opportunity.  

Whereas the basic model randomizes the dyad selection process, dyad selection for 

bargaining between real states is hardly random.  Much of the way the diffusion literature 

understands opportunity as it relates to dyad formation arises from gravity models of state 

interaction. (See Zipf 1946; Anderson 1979; Isard 1975)  These models contend that 

states are most likely to interact (usually in the form of trade) with their neighbors.  I 

begin with a simpler assumption.  When states choose to bargain about issues over which 

they are willing to fight, they select the partners from which they expect to gain the most 

utility. Although the bargaining field of international relations has little to say about 

which partners are chosen and when, dyad selection based on perceived material 

advantage follows the expected utility logic (see Beuno de Mesquita 1981 among many 
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others) that is now commonplace in the field.  In the international system, states face time 

and cost constraints to their ability to bargain.  It is reasonable to assume that the more a 

state expects to benefit from bargaining with a partner, the more likely that interaction is 

to occur.   

The third proposition of this theory is that the projection of power across distance 

is costly.  The idea that fighting is more difficult at distance is well founded in political 

science; Boulding (1963) notes the loss of strength over distance.  In rationalist terms, the 

loss of strength gradient can be conceived as costs of war that increase with distance.  

Bargaining between neighboring states is riskier because each state faces relatively low 

costs associated with mobilization, transportation, and other logistics.  This means each 

state can make credible threats in the face of more lucrative offers, giving it a relatively 

small margin for error.  Empirical investigation of the simple model bears this out – costs 

are negatively related to the probability of war in any given dyad.  Thus, if the costs of 

war increase as the distance between two states increases, a bargaining interaction 

between two distant states should have a lower probability of escalation than a bargaining 

interaction between two neighbors.   

 Regional war clustering is an emergent property when these three propositions are 

combined.  Wars alter the power of their participants.  Sometimes this new distribution of 

power renders old bargains obsolete.  The obsolete bargains are targeted for renegotiation 

by rationally self interested states.  Renegotiation between neighbors is more likely to 

escalate into war because projecting power is costly.  Over time, these tendencies create a 

pattern of wars that cluster together.        
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The geographic model 

 My goal is to model the relationship between geography and war while keeping 

the model as simple as possible.  I make four changes to the model to approximate 

interaction in a geographic space.  First, the model uses a basic grid to simulate 

geography with each agent occupying a four sided space.  Second, power projection is 

costly.  The costs of fighting increase with distance between agents.  Third, agents are 

allowed to select their own dyads rather than being saddled with randomly selected 

dyads.  Fourth, dead agents are replaced with new agents rather than leaving voids in the 

map. 

The environment in which agents interact is a simple rectangular grid.  The grid is 

uniform; there are no characteristics that mimic terrain or natural resources.  At the 

beginning of a simulation, each spot in the grid is occupied by an agent.  As agents are 

killed off in wars, they are replaced by new agents, as described below. 

 The second change in the geographic model is penalization for power projection.  

This modification is straightforward.  Because the model only assesses whether a dyad 

fights and not where (i.e. when agents from opposite ends of the grid fight, there is no 

designation within the model of precisely where the fighting occurs), the costs of 

projecting power are paid equally by both agents in a war.  Power projection is 

implemented by making an agent’s costs of fighting a product of the originally assigned 

costs term, distance from its dyad mate, and a projection variable assigned to all agents at 

the beginning of the simulation.   

Costs = assigned costs * distance * projection 
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Because assigned costs and projection are constants for each agent, the relationship 

between distance and costs is linear.  While this functional form may not perfectly match 

the way that power is projected in the modern world, it offers a simple, easy to use 

starting point for simulation and analysis.12 

 The third modification of this geographic model is the mechanism by which dyads 

are selected.  In the simple model, dyads are selected randomly.   The new dyad selection 

technique allows agents to select their own dyads.  To select a dyad, the model asks each 

agent to return the value that it would expect to gain by bargaining with its most preferred 

partner.  Agents calculate these values in the same way that they anticipate the effect of 

current bargains on future bargains in the simple model, as described in the chapter two 

walkthrough.  The agent with the highest value is allowed form a dyad of its choice.  

Over the course of a single time period, the model creates as many dyads as there are 

agents in the system.  For each bargaining event, the agent in the simulation with the 

highest expected return from bargaining is allowed to select a dyad, with no limitation on 

how many times an agent is allowed to select dyads.  Rather than distributing the 

privilege of dyad selection evenly across agents, only those agents that expect to gain 

substantially from negotiation are allowed to choose their dyads.   

 While a selection mechanism based on a gravity model would have been a 

reasonable option, it would not have been theoretically useful.  A gravity model that 

causes wars to cluster in space is not especially instructive about the behavior of agents in 

                                                 
12 Functional forms that simulate increasing or decreasing marginal costs are options for future models, but 
the functional form of the costs of power projection does not seem to stylize the results here.  See note X 
regarding the Moran’s I results for further detail.   
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space – the result is obvious.  Allowing agents to select their own partners ensures that 

any geographic selection behavior will be endogenous.    

The fourth change concerns attrition in the model.  The new model replaces 

conquered agents with new agents rather than leaving a void in the map.  The model 

assigns parameter values (information, costs, etc) according to the initial population 

parameters established by the user.    New agents inherit the total value of the bargains 

held by the states that they replace.  The model assigns bargains between the new and old 

agents according to the balance of power between the two.  Once these initial bargains 

are established, the new agents behave like all other agents.  The replacement of defeated 

agents ensures that the Moran’s I results are not influenced by agent populations that 

shrink and become geographically discontinuous over time.13 

 

Results 

 I conducted two sets of simulations to evaluate the effect of geography on agents 

in the model.  The first group of simulations uses the simple model described in chapter 

two.  The second group of simulations uses the geographic model described here. The 

difference is stark: wars cluster in the geographic model, but not in the basic model.  

Analysis of the data suggests that bargaining incentives are a plausible causal mechanism 

for this clustering effect.  These results offer a new explanation for the geographic 

clustering of wars and valuable insight for more complete extensions of the geographic 

model. 

                                                 
13 The results are more or less the same without the change, but adjusting the model leaves less room for 
skepticism.    
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 I conduct two sets of 20 simulations to generate the data analyzed here.14  20 of 

the simulations use the basic model described in chapter two (modified to collect 

geographic data).  20 additional simulations use the geographic model described in this 

chapter with initial settings equivalent to those used with the basic model.15  Rather than 

pooling data from simulations with a wide range of starting parameters, all 20 simulations 

of the geographic and basic models employ identical starting parameters.  Because the 

value of an agent’s costs term is a function of distance and projection in the geographic 

model, the distribution of costs is not equal across the geographic and basic models when 

costs_mu and costs_sig are equal across the two models.  To compensate for this, I adjust 

costs_mu and costs_sig down in the geographic model until the model produced a rate of 

war equivalent to the basic model.    Using identical parameter values within models and 

equivalent parameters across models is a precaution against latent, environment specific 

effects in the pooled data.16    As in chapter two, these data are pooled for binary time 

series cross sectional analysis.  The basic model simulations recorded 91199 interactions.  

The geographic model simulations recorded 101812 interactions.   

Interpretation of the simulation results turns on two questions: did wars cluster 

geographically in the simulations and, if so, can the clustering be attributed to the theory 

presented here?  For both questions, the data suggest that the answer is yes.   

                                                 
14 See appendix A for a complete specification of the simulations. 
 
16 In particular, Moran’s I and regional war density measures are sensitive to the war proneness of a given 
environment.  Pooling across environments with different levels of war proneness may overstate the effect 
of war density on the probability of war.   
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 The simulation results show evidence of a measurable clustering effect.  

Following Gleditsch (2002), I use Moran’s I (1950) to measure clustering in the 

simulations.    Moran’s I is a measure of spatial autocorrelation defined as 

 

Where x is the variable being tested for spatial autocorrelation (a binary record of 

whether a dyad fought in a war in this case) and wij is an element in an n*n matrix of 

spatial weights.  Moran’s I essentially communicates how similar i’s value of x is to those 

of its neighbors.  For all js that neighbor i, wij will be positive, whereas wij will be 0 for all 

non neighbors.  For Moran’s I, a value of 1 indicates high spatial autocorrelation, -1 

indicates negative autocorrelation, and 0 indicates neutral spatial autocorrelation.   To 

account for different clustering densities, I calculate three different Moran’s I values with 

different neighborhood rules, counting agents as connected if they are within an 9 cell 

Moore neighborhood in the first and expanding the neighborhood to 25 and 49 agents for 

the second two measures.  Tables 3 and 4 compare mean Moran’s I values for the two 

models.       

Table 3: Moran’s I values for the simple model 

    
Variable 

Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max 

Moran_9 1020 -.0102238 .0498557 -.1767881    .1724468 

Moran_25 1020 -.0106841 .0281425   -.0849673    .1244251 

Moran_49 1020 -.0105387 .0184497 -.0587216    .0843816 
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Table 4: Moran’s I values for the geographic model 

    
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev.  Min Max 

Moran_9 1020 .1719814 .1090677 -.0678263 .5611467 

Moran_25 1020 .1067154 .1090677 -.0563039 .3498572 

Moran_49 1020 .0567675 .051525   -.0515724 .2248168 

 

The difference between the two models is appreciable.  Clustering is slightly 

negative in the basic model, but consistently positive in the geographic model.  It is 

noteworthy that mean Moran’s I values fall off steeply as the neighborhood measure 

increases in the geographic model.  This indicates that clustering is relatively tight.  The 

value of Moran’s I decreases in these cases because expanding the neighborhood includes 

more agents with variant dependent variable values.17      

 Table 5 compares the basic and geographic models with BTSCS regressions using 

Carter and Signorino’s (2010) cubic polynomial method to account for temporal effects 

in the data.  Because they do not vary within simulations, the look and increment 

variables are omitted from this analysis.  Local war density and distance are included to 

measure the effect of geography on the probability of war.  Regressions 3, 4, and 5 use 

the pooled data collected from the geographic model.  Regressions 6, 7, and 8 use the 

pooled data from the basic model.   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
17 This is where the functional form of the costs of projecting power is most prominent.  A different 
functional form might generate clustering that expands into larger neighborhoods (logarithmic) or 
something even tighter than these (exponential).   
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Table 5: Regressions 3-8 
 Geog model Geog model Geog model Basic model Basic model Basic model 

 Regression 3 Regression 4 Regression 5 Regression 6 Regression 7 Regression 8 

 War War War War War War 

Total 
costs 

-908.301   -455.046   

 (12.46)**   (20.13)**   

Total 
info 

199.112 168.626 14.046 202.500 40.888 40.889 

 (12.24)** (13.26)** (17.52)** (18.73)** (45.48)** (45.48)** 

Total 
r 

25.867 22.091 1.630 15.463 3.347 3.347 

 (13.09)** (14.87)** (55.22)** (19.93)** (92.76)** (92.76)** 

Local 
war 
densit
y 

-0.327 0.147 1.917 0.121 0.262 0.262 

 (1.17) (0.55) (51.42)** (0.34) (1.27) (1.27) 

Dista
nce 

1.675 -13.954  -0.045 -0.001  

 (1.07) (14.86)**  (2.31)* (0.16)  

Tick 0.022 0.070 0.015 0.032 -0.079 -0.079 

 (0.40) (1.37) (2.06)* (1.16) (11.10)** (11.11)** 

Tick 
squar
e 

-0.002 -0.003 -0.000 -0.002 0.002 0.002 

 (0.59) (1.32) (1.45) (1.57) (5.89)** (5.89)** 

Tick 
cube 

0.000 0.000 0.015 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 

 (0.66) (1.21) (2.06)* (1.69) (3.92)** (3.92)** 

Const
ant 

-33.775 -29.428 -0.000 -23.467 -13.518 -13.523 

 (12.09)** (12.68)** (1.45) (16.30)** (67.96)** (68.60)** 

Obser
vation
s 

101812 101812 101812 101956 101956 101956 

Numb
er of 
dyad 

91199 91199 91199 91671 91671 91671 

Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses 

* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1% 

 

The independent variables that are significant predictors of war in the basic model 

are also significant in the geographic model.  Total costs is significant and negatively 
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signed, total info is significant and positively signed, and total r is significant and 

positively signed.   

Two measures of how war interacts with geography are included in these 

regressions.  Distance is self explanatory, although it is worth noting that the agents 

interact in a simple grid, not a torus.  Local war density measures the aggregate war 

density in the 9 cell Moore neighborhoods of both agents in a dyad.  This is calculated by 

summing the number of agents that have fought in a war in since the beginning of the last 

tick in the 8 cells that surround each agent.  This value is divided by the total number of 

agents in the neighborhoods of the dyad that were alive at the beginning of the last tick.   

Regressions 3 through 5 suggest that costs are an underlying cause of war 

clustering in the geographic model.  Regression 3 includes total costs, local war density, 

and distance.  Of these variables, only total costs is statistically significant.  This is not 

surprising.  Total costs and distance have a linear relationship in the geographic model 

and are thus strongly correlated.  When total costs is omitted from regression 4, distance 

remains negatively signed and becomes statistically significant, but local war density 

remains statistically insignificant.  When distance and total costs are both omitted from 

regression 5, local war density remains positively signed and receives a boost in 

statistical significance similar to the one received by distance in regression 4, implying 

more correlation.  Table 6 confirms these correlations. 

Table 6:  Costs, distance, and war density correlation in the geographic model 

 Total costs Distance Local war density 

Total costs 1.0000    

Distance   0.9869** 1.0000   

Local war 
density 

-0.1516** -0.1510** 1.0000  

** significant at 1% 
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The negative correlation between local war density and distance is caused by the 

tendency of states that have fought wars to control dyad selection.  This pattern is 

explored more completely below.  Of the two agents in a dyad, the selector is likely to be 

at the center of a war cluster because it has probably fought one or more of its neighbors 

to earn the privilege of selecting a dyad.  If the selected agent is close to the selector, the 

dyad will have a high local war density as a consequence of the war proneness of 

selecting agents.  If the selected agent is far from the selector, the local war density will 

be relatively lower because the selected agent is out of range of the selector’s 

neighborhood wars.  This behavioral pattern causes local war density to negatively 

correlate to distance.  Table 7 presents evidence of this process.  Agents that select dyads 

have a mean local war density more than five times greater than agents that are selected 

for dyads.    

 

Table 7: Mean local war densities for selecting and selected agents 

 Obs. Mean St. dev. Min Max 

Selecting agents 101812 .0703112 .1327421 0 3 

Selected agents 101812 .0122416 .0781323 0 2 

 

This pattern is congruent with the theory presented in this chapter.  When the regression 

of war is completely specified, total costs acts as a confounding variable for distance and 

local war density.  When costs are omitted from the regression (as they would be in any 

regression using non simulated data), distance and local war density proxy for their 

effects.   
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In this model, diffusion is driven solely by the dynamics of bargaining.  These 

regression results, combined with the Moran’s I figures for the geographic model, 

provide convincing evidence that a pattern of regional warfare is an emergent property of 

this model.  Each dyad bargains and fights in total separation from its environment; 

spillover is not possible in the way that it is conceived in the war diffusion literature.  

Nothing in the model matches what one might consider willingness, beyond the desire to 

renegotiate bargains.  Specific, direct mechanisms for diffusion are also absent, as are 

agent characteristics that might be associated with integration or democracy.   

The next step in interpreting the simulation results is confirming that wars cluster 

for the reasons theorized in this chapter.  Two findings confirm that the behavior in the 

model matches the theory presented here.  First, as distance between two agents 

increases, the probability that they will fight decreases.  Second, wars motivate 

renegotiation in the model.     

The effect of distance on the probability of war is described in regression 4.  

Distance is significant and negatively signed when the total costs variable is omitted in 

regression 5.  As explained above, the costs associated with projecting power reduce the 

probability of war as the distance between the agents in a dyad increases.  While this 

result confirms part of the theory presented here, it does not explain clustering 

completely.  Costly power projection decreases the probability that distant agents will 

fight, but there is no reason for it to induce zones of war and peace on its own.  If costly 

power projection were the only factor that determined the effect of geography on war, we 

should observe a world in which neighboring states are more likely to fight than distant 

states, but no real clustering effect.  The observed effect of distance on costs and conflict 
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would generate wars between neighbors that are evenly distributed in space.  For 

clustering to arise, there must be something that causes risky bargaining events to occur 

nearby one another. 

In the model, wars initiate the clustering process by acting as loci for bargain 

renegotiation.  I find evidence for the claim that wars prompt renegotiation by analyzing 

which agents were chosen by the model to select dyads.  Overwhelmingly, agents chosen 

to select dyads had just fought (and thus won) wars.  Tables 8 and 9 summarize patterns 

of dyad selection control across all interactions.  The variable repeat equals 1 when the 

same agent is allowed to select a partner in consecutive interactions and zero when 

control is passed to a different agent.  The variable switch equals 1 when the agent that 

was selected as a partner at time t-1 is allowed to select a partner at time t.  Other equals 

1 when repeat and switch equal 0.  Repeat and switch help quantify the effect of wars on 

dyad formation in the geographic model.  Table 8 shows that agents maintain selection 

control or gain selection control immediately after being selected with greater frequency 

in the geographic model.   

Table 8: General selection control 

 Mean repeat Mean switch Mean other N 

Basic model .074517 .062358 .863215 57142 

Geog model .392713 .075836 .531451 49451 

 

Table 9 shows that this pattern is driven by wars.  In the geographic model, the agent that 

is allowed to select the next dyad after a war will almost certainly have won that war.   
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Table 9: Selection control following a war 

 Mean repeat Mean switch Mean other N 

Basic model .031596 .026482    .941562    11521 

Geog model .499013     .471203    .029784    9246 

 

From this pattern, a clear causal mechanism for geographic war clustering 

emerges.  Victory in a war is the outcome that maximally increases an agent’s power 

relative to the other agents in the system in a single interaction.  In the aftermath of a war, 

the victor receives an immediate power boost, potentially making it dissatisfied with 

many of the bargains it holds with other agents.  When it bargains with those agents, the 

dyads that are mostly likely to erupt in war are the ones close to it because of the expense 

of projecting power.  The aggrieved agent will keep selecting dyads until it loses a war or 

resolves all of its bargains satisfactorily with its new power.  If it is defeated, a new agent 

gains power and begins a new cycle of renegotiation.  Thus, a loose pattern of 

neighborhoods of war and peace develops within the model. 

 

Discussion 

 Conflict clustering is an emergent property of the model.  This is an important 

break from past results.  Whereas opportunity and willingness theories assume a fixed 

relationship between proximity and interaction, this model begins with behavioral 

assumptions derived from the bargaining theory of war that are agnostic about the 

relationship between proximity and interaction or conflict.  This model also steps beyond 

past theories by including a complete, strategic mechanism for war initiation.  In its 

current form, willingness acts as a stand in for various correlates of war, but does not 

explain why some states are willing to fight and others are not.  By incorporating the 
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logic of strategic bargaining, this model addresses war onset in a way that opportunity 

and willingness theories do not.18  Regional patterns of conflict in this model suggest that, 

even in a simple simulated form, the bargaining theory of war has powerful, 

generalizable insight about interstate conflict behavior.   

 This result comes with a few caveats.  The data and behavior observed here are 

products of a highly stylized model.  Agents that lose wars are eliminated from the 

simulation.  Wars and bargains are the only sources of shifting power.  Because the 

model is so simple, it is quite possible that it describes a broad pattern of behavior that is 

driven by slightly different mechanisms in the real world.  Two are worth noting here.  

First, warfare is probably not the only initiator of conflict diffusion.  While this model 

assumes that warfare causes the power shifts that make bargains obsolete, many other 

mechanisms that are far too complex to be endogenous in this model are possible causes 

for large changes in state power.  Domestic politics, economic changes, technology, etc. 

are all possible causes of significant shifts in power.  One case study that follows begins 

with a revolution as the event that destabilizes the Ottoman Empire’s bargains. 

Second, costly power projection may not be the factor that causes wars to be more 

likely between neighbors once renegotiation begins.  It is possible that the bargains 

between neighbors are different from distant bargains in a way that simple bargaining 

models do not account for.  States may prioritize the bargains they hold with neighbors 

                                                 
18 There are, however, gaps in the bargaining theory of war that opportunity and willingness theories 
address tangentially.  The bargaining theory of war does not address the issues over which states might be 
bargaining.  All interactions are assumed to be structurally identical.  It is possible that the subject of the 
bargaining affects the probability of conflict, the escalation options considered by the states, and a number 
of other relevant variables.  If that is the case, neighboring states may be more likely to fight because they 
bargain over especially volatile things.  This would presumably fall under the willingness umbrella of the 
theory.   
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over distant bargains for reasons of territory, foreign policy preference, or perceived 

salience and thus tend to renegotiate with neighbors first.  Anything that increases the 

probability that neighbors will renegotiate once a portfolio of bargains has been 

destabilized could provide a slightly different mechanism for war diffusion.   

 Finally, demonstrating that the model produces the predicted result for the reasons 

predicted does little to prove its external validity.  Two of the simulation results are a step 

in the right direction: the Moran’s I and local war density findings are quite similar to 

Gleditsch’s empirical findings.  There is still, however, ample reason to be skeptical that 

the theory that explains agent behavior in the model also explains state behavior.  

Because the variables associated with the bargaining theory of war (information, costs, 

etc.) do not lend themselves to observation and quantification, I investigate the processes 

theorized here with case studies. 

 

Case studies 

This section presents case studies of Nazi expansionism and the Young Turk 

Revolution as a plausibility probe. (See Eckstein 1975.) While these cases do not prove 

conclusively that the model describes all instances of war diffusion, they do suggest that 

the model captures some of the historical reality of regional war.  German rearmament 

and expansionism following the Treaty of Versailles and the events following the Young 

Turk Revolution leading to the first Balkan War are consistent with the behavior 

observed in the model.  In the model, a change in power is followed by a pattern of 

renegotiation centered on the changed state.  Some of those challenges escalate into war, 

creating a regional pattern of warfare.   
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A few basic hypotheses are necessary to establish what a confirming case study 

might look like.   

H1: a shift in power should motivate negotiation between states.  When power 

shifts in the model, the agent at the winning end of the shift can expect to renegotiate for 

a more favorable bargain.  This pattern should be observable in the world at large.   

A brief clarification about identifying the causes of renegotiation is worthwhile 

here.  This theory imagines shifting power as a proximate cause of conflict that acts in 

association with a longstanding underlying cause.  Under a probable scenario for 

renegotiation, the initiating state may have an extant grievance or claim, but does not act 

on that claim because it cannot expect to gain from renegotiation under the status quo 

balance of power.  When the balance of power changes, the initiator takes the opportunity 

to renegotiate for a more favorable deal.  Thus, long held territorial claims or ethnic 

grievances are quite compatible with the predictions of the model.     

H2: negotiations should be initiated by the state for which the balance of power 

has changed favorably.  If states are acting strategically to renegotiate their positions 

under favorable circumstances, negotiation initiators should consistently be on the 

winning side of the shift in power.   

H3: not all of these negotiations should result in war.  If states behave in a way 

that mimics a bargaining model, some of their efforts to renegotiate should be resolved 

without war. 

H4: wars should cluster geographically around the state whose power shifted.  

The model predicts that negotiations between neighbors are more likely to escalate 

because closer states pay lower costs of war.   
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Nazi rearmament and expansionism 

“We must regain our power, and as soon as we do, we will naturally take back 
everything we lost.” General Hans von Seeckt 

 

Table 10: German expansionism timeline 
June 28, 1919  Treaty of Versailles signed 

July 23, 1932  German delegation walks out of World Disarmament Conference 

January 30, 1933  Hitler sworn in as German chancellor 

October 14, 1934  German delegation walks out of World Disarmament Conference 

 Germany withdraws from League of Nations 

March 1935  Germany announces reintroduction of conscription, existence of air 
force 

March 7, 1936  Germany occupies demilitarized Rhineland 

March 12, 1938  Anschluss with Austria 

September 29, 1938  Munich Agreement cedes Sudetenland to Germany 

March 15, 1939  Germany occupies rump Czechoslovakia  

September 1, 1939  Germany invades Poland 

 
The rise and expansion of post Versailles Germany demonstrates several of the 

behaviors predicted by the model.  The Treaty of Versailles was a bargain imposed on 

Germany at a low point in its power.  As Germany gained power after WWI, it engaged 

in an incremental renegotiation of the Versailles terms.  Many of these renegotiations 

strengthened Germany economically and militarily, improving its position for further 

renegotiations.  The overall pattern was a one of a strengthening state radiating 

challenges into its neighborhood.  These challenges were not random; Hitler chose targets 

that he expected would strengthen his state.  This pattern culminated in war when France 

and England opted to defend Poland. 

The terms of Versailles were notoriously punitive to Germany.  Strict limits on 

the size of Germany’s military were imposed and conscription was eliminated.  German 

territorial losses included West Prussia, Alsace and Lorraine, its colonies, and several 

smaller border adjustments.  The Rhineland was made a demilitarized zone to be 
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administered by France and England.  Germany was also made to pay reparations, 

initially set at 226 billion Reichsmarks.   

 Covert rearmament was a German goal in the wake of Versailles.  In 1923 the 

Germany Army Ordnance Office issued a memorandum whose mobilization targets 

revealed Germany to be capable of raising an army of 18 divisions, more than twice the 

size allowed by Versailles.   The mobilization plan grew to 21 divisions by 1925.  

(Carroll 115)  The transition from covert to overt rearmament began at the 1932 World 

Disarmament Conference, which was meant to establish revised arms limitations for 

League of Nations signatories.  Germany withdrew from the conference in July of 1932 

when its proposal to double the size of the Reichswehr and retain extant limits on 

offensive weapons in exchange for reciprocal action by other states was rejected.  Adolph 

Hitler, appointed chancellor in January of 1933, withdrew Germany from the conference 

a second time and from the League of Nations in September of 1933.  In March of 1935 

Hitler ended the ruse of German disarmament with the announcement of massive army 

and air force buildup.  Table 11 summarizes Correlates of War power statistics for 

Germany from 1919 to 1940.   
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Table 11: German power 1919-1940 
Year Iron & Steel 

(thousands 
of tons) 

Mil. Exp 
(Thousands 
of USD) 

Mil. Per 
(thousands) 

Energy 
(thousands 
of coal-tons) 

Total Pop 
(thousands) 

Urban Pop 
(thousands) 

1919 7847 80023 114 146740 62897 14803 

1920 9278 79025 114 138844 61694 15381 

1921 9997 74696 114 150490 62473 15980 

1922 11714 27754 114 171743 61185 16602 

1923 6305 866282 114 125961 61577 17249 

1924 9835 118739 114 172094 61953 17922 

1925 12195 147858 114 175621 62411 18620 

1926 12342 156632 114 158646 62866 18779 

1927 16311 169185 114 185821 63252 18940 

1928 14517 183045 114 193392 63618 19101 

1929 16245 164457 114 206473 63957 19264 

1930 12536 162783 114 179814 64294 19429 

1931 8291 146845 114 150606 64631 19595 

1932 5771 149553 114 135613 64911 19762 

1933 7617 452198 118 142316 65218 19930 

1934 11923 709088 315 159244 65595 20101 

1935 16447 1607587 461 176974 66871 20272 

1936 19208 2332782 596 190767 67349 20445 

1937 19849 3298869 603 213420 67831 20620 

1938 22656 7415163 782 232155 68424 20796 

1939 23733 1.20e+07 2750 255050 79798 23627 

1940 21540 2.12e+07 3300 256916 90211 25219 

 

The effect of Hitler’s regime on Germany’s army is striking: military personnel 

quadrupled between 1933 and 1935 after being static since Versailles.  By every measure, 

Germany was substantially more powerful in 1935 than it was when it submitted to 

Versailles.  In the context of the theory, rearmament made Germany more militarily 

powerful and thus more formidable in future negotiations.  Having put Germany in a 

stronger bargaining position, Hitler’s next step was to renegotiate the Treaty of Versailles 

under circumstances more favorable to Germany. 

 Hitler took the first territorial step toward redressing Versailles when Germany 

remilitarized the Rhineland.19  As with rearmament, militarization of the Rhineland began 

covertly.  By 1936, Germany had 22,000 Landespolizei, 200,000 paramilitary troops (SA, 

                                                 
19 The Saar plebiscite of 1935 was part of the original terms of Versailles. 
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SS, Labor Service, and others), and an air regiment illegally stationed in the Rhineland.  

(Schuker 308) On March 7, 1936 Hitler made the remilitarization official, sending regular 

army troops to occupy the Rhineland.  While not resource rich, the Rhineland was 

regarded by Germany as strategically valuable.  Chief of Staff General Ludwig Beck 

announced in February of 1936 that militarization of the Rhineland was vital to realizing 

the army’s offensive goals. (Schuker 306) 

 Anschluss with Austria was the next German territorial advance.  Unification with 

Austria was explicitly forbidden by the Treaty of Versailles and directly opposed by 

Austrian chancellor Kurt Schuschnigg.  Several months of pressure from Germany 

culminated on March 11, 1938 when Hitler issued an ultimatum threatening invasion if 

Austrian Nazis were not granted control of the government.  By this time the German 

army posed a formidable threat to its neighbors; it had roughly tripled in size since 1936.  

Schuschnigg resigned immediately and German soldiers marched into Austria unopposed 

the next day.  While Anschluss was a longstanding cultural goal for Nazis, Hitler was 

motivated in part by the men and materiel to be gained by occupying Austria.  The 

Hossbach Memorandum, minutes taken from a high level Nazi planning meeting in 

November of 1937, demonstrates that Hitler was interested in Austria and 

Czechoslovakia for their resources: 

The annexation of Czechoslovakia and Austria would mean an acquisition of foodstuffs 
for 5 to 6 million people, on the assumption that the compulsory emigration of 2 million 
people from Czechoslovakia and 1 million people from Austria was practicable. The 
incorporation of these two States with Germany meant, from the politico-military point of 
view, a substantial advantage because it would mean shorter and better frontiers, the 
freeing of forces for other purposes, and the possibility of creating new units up to a level 
of about 12 divisions, that is, 1 new division per million inhabitants. 
(“Minutes of the Conference in the Reich Chancellery, Berlin, November 5, 1937, from 
4:15 to 8:30PM,” September 10, 1937, Documents on German Foreign Policy 29-32) 
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 Hitler’s projections were quite accurate.  In addition to Austria’s timber and iron 

ore, Germany conscripted 1.2 million Austrians over the course of the war. (Thaler 12) 

Hitler’s next move was toward Czechoslovakia.  As with Austria, the Nazis cast 

their interest in Czechoslovakia in ethnic terms.  The Czech Sudetendeutsche Partei 

demanded equality for Sudetengermans with their Karlsbader Program on April 24, 1938.  

When Czech president Edvard Benes rejected the Karlsbader Program, Hitler took up the 

cause of the Sudetengermans, eventually demanding incorporation of the Sudetenland 

with Germany.  The primary European reaction to the escalating tension between 

Germany and Czechoslovakia was concern that Germany would attack.  This concern 

produced the Munich Conference on September 30, 1938, at which French, Italian, 

British, and German representatives agreed to cede the Sudetenland to Germany in 

exchange for the promise that Germany would expand no further.  Six months later, 

Hitler compelled Emil Hacha, president of rump Czechoslovakia, to surrender and 

Germany occupied the remaining territory.  The Hossbach Memorandum makes it clear 

that resources were part of the motive for the acquisition of Czechoslovakia.  Hitler’s 

1936 memo on autarky also supports the claim that iron rich regions like Czechoslovakia 

were targets for German expansion (italics in original): 

It is further necessary to increase German production of iron to the utmost. …[I]f we still 

have the possibility of importing cheap ores, well and good. But the future of the national 

economy and, above all, of the conduct of war, must not be dependent on this. 

(“Unsigned Memorandum,” August 1936, Documents on German Foreign Policy 853-
862) 

 
With its new territory, Germany gained access to iron, steel, and chemical industries 

including the Skoda works, which manufactured arms, heavy machinery, and a number of 

other militarily useful products. (Domeratsky 644-5)  These acquisitions, along with 
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Austrian industry, are reflected in the sharp uptick in German iron and steel production 

between 1937 and 1939 in table 11.     

 Open warfare finally broke out when Germany and the Soviet Union attacked 

Poland, which was the first state to militarily resist German advances.  Finally convinced 

that Germany would continue to expand until stopped with force, France and Britain 

joined the war.  By this time, Germany had recovered economically and militarily and 

expanded beyond its Versailles borders.  Hitler’s speech to his commanders in chief on 

August 22, 1939 suggests that he was cognizant of Germany’s improved position and 

counting on more resources from Eastern conquest: 

We will hold our position in the West until we have conquered Poland. We must bear in 
mind our great production capacity. It is much greater than in 1914–1918. …We need not 
be afraid of a blockade. The East will supply us with grain, cattle, coal, lead and zinc.  
(“Speech by the Führer to the Commanders in Chief on August 22, 1939,” August 22, 
1939, Documents on German Foreign Policy 200-204) 

 
 In terms of the model, this is a case in which a weak state grew strong and increasingly 

capable of successfully renegotiating its bargains.  This prompted Germany to radiate a 

series of challenges to the Treaty of Versailles.  German success generated new men and 

materiel, improving its position in future negotiations.  This pattern was arrested when 

Germany’s expansionism became a sufficiently recognizable threat to motivate action 

from Britain and France. 

 The four case study hypotheses posed at the beginning of this section are largely 

confirmed by this case.   

 H1: a shift in power should motivate negotiation between states.  Assessing 

motivation is somewhat tricky in the Nazi case.  Although there is some debate on the 

matter (see A.J.P. Taylor 1961, for example), Hitler’s goals were not ad hoc.  Military 
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power was a consciously pursued instrumental good to be used to enact a broader policy 

of expansion rather than a windfall that motivated serendipitous renegotiation.  Hitler’s 

speech to his military commanders on February 10, 1939 makes his premeditation clear:    

 [A]ll the individual decisions which have been realized since 1933 are not the result of 
momentary considerations but represent the implementation of a previously existing 
plan… We could see from the start that the next step would have to be rearmament 
without the permission of foreign countries. …[I]t was further clear that every further 
step must first involve the remilitarization of the Rhineland. …It was also quite obvious 
that the Austrian and the Czech problems would have to be solved in order further to 
strengthen Germany's political and, in particular, her strategic position. …. [A]ll these 
decisions were not ideas which were realized at the moment of their conception, but were 
long-made plans which I was determined to realize the moment I thought the 
circumstances at the time would be favorable. 
(qtd. in Noakes and Pridham 117) 
 

If Hitler is to be believed, he had a series of long term foreign policy goals for Germany.  

Increased power was a prerequisite to achieving these goals.  When circumstances for 

renegotiation were fortuitous, Hitler pressed the advantage.  This approach is well within 

the bounds of the model.  Premeditated acquisition of resources for the sake of future 

power and resources is precisely what agents with high look values do in the model.  

Hitler’s premeditated militarization of the German state and aggressive renegotiation 

from a position of power is a strong confirmation of H1.    

 H2: negotiations should be initiated by the state for which the balance of power 

has changed favorably.  This is true in all cases except the World Disarmament 

Conference of 1932.  The disarmament conference was an outgrowth of the League of 

Nations (the US and Soviet Union were included) and intended to establish a basis for 

broad disarmament of the world powers rather than reopen the case for German 

armament.  Germany used the opportunity to press for equal application of disarmament, 

which effectively amounted to German rearmament.  The Munich conference is another 

possible exception, but it was precipitated by Germany aggression toward the 
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Sudetenland.  German renegotiation of its position with Czechoslovakia was probably 

inevitable, with or without the conference.    

 H3: not all of these negotiations should result in war.  This is also true.  Several 

of Germany’s renegotiations and faits accomplis were tolerated by their local victims and 

the European powers.   

H4: wars should cluster geographically around the state whose power shifted.  

This is true.  The European theater of WWII was a massive clustering of war with 

Germany at the center.  The sample here is probably too small to conclusively support the 

mechanism in the model.  The German pattern of renegotiation focused heavily on 

neighboring states rather than progressing without respect to geography as in the model.  

The tendency for strengthening states to renegotiate their bargains and build on their 

gains is well reflected here, however. 

 It should also be noted that the broader escalation of WWII was driven in part by 

balancing behavior rather than pure diffusion.  French, British, and American 

involvement in the war was largely precipitated by the threat of ongoing German 

expansion, not German attempts to renegotiate its territorial claims with the Allied 

powers (although Germany was probably heading in that direction, given the 

opportunity).  Balancing is probably an important aspect of the growth and diffusion of 

large wars, but this model is too simple to capture it. 
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The Young Turk Revolution  

Table 12: Ottoman decline timeline 
July 24, 1908 Ottoman constitution restored, marking successful conclusion of 

the Young Turk Revolution 

August 3, 1908 Russian ministers discuss an attack on the Bosphorus  

September 16, 1908 Russia offers support of Austria’s annexation of Bosnia in 
exchange for Austrian support of Russian Straits access  

October 5, 1908 Bulgaria declares independence 

October 7, 1908 Austria Hungary announces annexation of Bosnia Herzegovina 

April 1909 CUP temporarily deposed by Islamic counterrevolution  

February 1910 Albanian uprisings in Korytsa and Elbassan 

March 1910 Albanian uprisings in Prisina, Ipek, and Prizren 

January 1911 rebellion in Yemen 

September 29, 1911 Turko Italian war begins 

October 1911 Russia presses again for Straits access 

May 12, 1912 Crete declares independence 

July 1912 Grand Vizier and CUP cabinet resign in response to Albania 
revolts 

July through August 1912 border skirmishes with Montenegro 

September 30, 1912 First Balkan War begins 

 

The events following the Young Turk Revolution in 1908 track closely with the 

mechanism for war diffusion described in the model.  This case illustrates the logic of 

emergent clustering in a scenario not found in the model.  Here, a weakening state 

prompts its neighbors to target it for renegotiation.  The Young Turk Revolution was an 

externally obvious sign of the deteriorating power of the Ottoman Empire that touched 

off a series of challenges to the Ottoman Empire, leading eventually to the first Balkan 

War.  Some of these challenges became wars, others did not.  All tended to cluster 

geographically.   

The Young Turk Revolution occurred in 1908 when a group of young reformers 

based in Salonika successfully pressured Sultan Abdulhamid to restore the constitution of 

1876 and established a government led by the Young Turk’s Committee on Union and 

Progress (CUP).  While the promise of reform was embraced by some European states 

(England in particular), the revolution was generally perceived as a weakening event. 
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Kaiser Wilhelm, writing to Franz Ferdinand on January 18, 1908 expressed grave 

concern that the weakened authority of the Turkish state would touch off a scramble for 

spoils in the Balkans: 

…Each attempt at so-called Reform on the part of the foreign powers has in reality led to 
the destruction of part of the sultan’s authority. … Any such weakening has increased 
hope for a distribution of the spoils among the Balkan Christians.  Hence everybody 
emphasizes his ethnic interests to snatch the biggest morsel.  Logically this causes 
conflicts with the neighbors who think along the same lines…  
(qtd. in Kann 326-7) 

 

Wilhelm clearly articulates the logic of hypotheses one and two.  He feared that any 

weakening of the sultan’s position risked a clamor for Ottoman territory by Balkan states.  

Wilhelm did have reasons to overstate these concerns – reform of the sultanate threatened 

Germany’s influence on the Ottoman Empire.  The events that followed, however, 

suggest that Wilhelm’s concerns were legitimate despite his incentives to exaggerate. 

Bulgaria, a principality of the Ottoman Empire under the Treaty of Berlin, was the 

first polity to take advantage of the weakened Ottoman Empire.  It declared independence 

Oct 5, 1908.  Unal finds evidence that Ottoman weakness drove Bulgarian independence 

in correspondence between the Ottoman General Staff, War Ministry, and Grand Vizerate 

in September and October of 1908. (147)  Given the timing of the declaration and the 

Porte’s intelligence about Sofia’s motives, it seems reasonable to conclude that 

Bulgaria’s declaration of independence was designed to take advantage of the weakened 

Ottoman state.   

 Austria Hungary made a similar move to renegotiate its position with the Ottoman 

Empire two days after Bulgaria announced its independence.  On October 7, 1908, 

Austria Hungary announced the annexation of Bosnia Herzegovina, which had been an 
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Ottoman holding under Austrian control according to the Treaty of Berlin.  Evidence 

exists that Austria was also motivated by perceived Ottoman weakness.  At a ministerial 

meeting held on Sept 10, 1908 Baron von Aehrenthal, the Austria Hungarian Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, reasoned that  

The Turkish army was at this time so disorganized that scarcely more than a protest was 
to be feared from Turkey and perhaps the rupture of diplomatic relations.  
(qtd. in Schmitt 18) 

 

Aehrenthal also acknowledged this calculus as a motivator for Bulgarian independence in 

a conversation with Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria on Sept 23, 1908: 

Regard should be had for the fact that Bulgaria should not neglect an opportunity which 
was perhaps favourable to realize her legitimate wishes and allow to pass unused the 
superiority which the Principality enjoyed in the Balkans by virtue of its army… 
(qtd. in Schmitt 31) 

 
 

The fact that Aehrenthal would acknowledge the fortuitous circumstance of Ottoman 

weakness as a motivator for Bulgarian independence, particularly considering the timing 

Austria’s annexation and Bulgaria’s declaration of independence, strongly suggests that 

Ottoman decline was a proximate cause of both acts. 

Russia also took the opportunity presented by the Young Turks to probe its 

position with Turkey.  Access to the Bosphorus and Dardanelles had been a long standing 

Russian foreign policy goal.  The idea of using the Young Turk Revolution as an 

opportunity to attack the Bosphorus was discussed and rejected in a Russian ministerial 

meeting held on August 3, 1908.  (Langer 72)  With open warfare off the table, Russia 

pursued diplomatic channels for Straits access.  In negotiations with Austria Hungary 

prior to its annexation of Bosnia Herzegovina, Alexander Isvolski, the Russian foreign 

minister, offered to recognize the annexation in exchange for Austrian support for 
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Russian access to the Straits.  This plan was scuttled when political intrigue in the 

Russian cabinet caused Russia to reverse its position on the annexation.  Next, Isvolski 

attempted to build European support for Straits access while repudiating Austria 

Hungary’s annexation.  England and France rejected Isvolski’s overtures in short order.  

Russia also attempted to negotiate directly with the Ottoman Empire for access.  Seeing 

the emerging consensus against Russia, Ottoman officials made it clear that they would 

not alter their stance on Straits access.  (Langer 82) Russia’s attempts at consensus were 

strikingly different from Austria Hungary and Bulgaria’s faits accomplis.  Because 

Russia had a broad agenda that included its role as a great power and the alignment of 

Balkan states as a bulwark against western threats, it valued diplomatic approval and the 

ongoing stability of the Ottoman Empire.  (Langer 73) Despite its failure, Russia’s bid for 

Straits access jibes with the model.  Isvolski saw Ottoman weakness as an opportunity to 

negotiate for a valuable concession.    

The process by which the Bulgarian and Austrian demands were resolved also 

matches the model well.  Bulgaria and Bosnia Herzegovina’s statuses were established 

through a series of negotiations with war as a costly outside option.  European powers 

helped mediate these negotiations in an effort to keep the situation from escalating into a 

war that would threaten the status quo.  In both cases, a financial settlement was reached.  

The issue of Bulgarian independence was settled on Feb 26, 1909 when Russia offered to 

forgive the Ottoman Empire’s indemnity from Ottoman-Russo War of 1877-1878, 

extending a loan to Bulgaria for part of the sum and paying the rest.  Austria settled the 

annexation of Bosnia on March 15, 1909 by offering the Ottoman Empire ₤T2,500,000, 

renouncing Austrian rights to Novi Bazar, assuring freedom for Muslims in Bosnia 
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Herzegovina, and offering to negotiate about the Catholic protectorate in Albania. 

(Schmitt 119) 

Throughout this process, Ottoman officials were concerned that Austrian and 

Bulgarian advances might spill over into more challenges on their state.  In a letter to the 

Grand Vizier dated Jan 25, 1909 the Ottoman Chief of Staff warned of the risks of 

escalation with Bulgaria. 

It is… within the bounds of possibilities, that even the Slav governments [Serbia and 
Montenegro] … would, following the Bulgarian invasion, also hasten to attack the 
Ottoman Empire in order to obtain the sort of territorial advantages they had sought to 
gain at the Dual Monarchy's expense from the Ottoman possessions, and it cannot be 
assumed that Greece would … keep quiet and stay neutral. Thus it should be deemed 
certain that the whole situation will result in a disaster, unless Bulgaria and the other 
aforementioned governments are not prevented from pursuing aggressive policies.  
(qtd. in Unal 161) 

 

As with other European diplomats, the Chief of Staff was concerned that a weakened 

Ottoman Empire would be subjected to multiple territorial challenges.  The specific 

scenario described hints at the possibility that an initial escalation would incite a 

scramble for Ottoman territory by states concerned about missing the bonanza – a 

behavior not described by the model.  The concern that late acting states might miss their 

opportunity to gain at the Ottoman Empire’s expense appears elsewhere in diplomatic 

documents.  While this suggests that the model does not capture everything about the 

final years of the Ottoman Empire, a scramble for a scarce resource and power motivated 

renegotiation are not mutually exclusive.  The model is merely too simple to capture the 

former dynamic. 

The aftermath of the Bulgarian and Austria challenges touched off a new period 

of instability in Turkish politics.  In April of 1909, elements of the Ottoman First Army in 

Istanbul led a fundamentalist counterrevolution, deposing the CUP for a day before the 
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army was able to establish order and restore the CUP to power.  The army’s prominent 

role in the restoration helped establish a new balance of civil military relations.  The new 

government established martial law and embarked on an aggressive campaign of 

Ottomanization – essentially marginalization of the constitutional rights of non Turkish 

ethnies within the Empire, particularly Albanians. (Psislos 32-3)  In an attempt to 

suppress rising Albanian nationalism, the Ottoman Empire disarmed Albanian tribes, 

quashed newspapers, and banned political clubs.  The first Albanian uprising happened in 

February of 1910 when two rallies were held in Korytsa and Elbassan response to the 

imposition of Arabic in Albanian schools.  On March, 12 Albania tribes in Prisina, Ipek, 

and Prizren took up arms against the Ottoman government.  16,000 Ottoman soldiers 

were dispatched to suppress the uprising, which was finally put down in May.  Through 

the summer, the Ottoman administration made a concerted effort to wipe out the 

Albanian national movement.  The Ottoman army carried out a campaign against 

Albanian political leaders, forcibly disarmed the tribes, and left the area in ruins. (Psislos 

36)  

Again, Turkish officials were concerned that the perception of weakness would 

invite challenges.  In a letter dated August 28, 1910, Arthur Geary, acting British Consul 

at Monastir, related a speech given by Talaat Bay, Ottoman Minister of the Interior to the 

CUP.   

[O]ur organization in the Provinces is sadly inadequate – I might say that it scarcely 
exists – and this fact is, perhaps a real source of danger. … In the absence of branches of 
our central organization, the population begins to suspect us of weakness and lose 
confidence in our power, so that some of our best friends believe that our enemies will 
take advantage of the inadequacy of our organization.  
(Geary to Lowther, 8/29/10, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 209) 
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Bay, reporting from the Albanian stronghold of Monastir, makes the motivation for the 

CUP’s hard-line approach to Albanian nationalism clear.  He was concerned that the 

perception of weakness in the Ottoman state would precipitate new challenges.   

Outside of the Ottoman Empire, Albanian unrest gave rise to rumors that Austria 

Hungary might take advantage of the situation to gain territory near Montenegro. 

Fairfax Cartwright, British Ambassador at Vienna, reported in a letter dated April 13, 

1911 that Austria Hungary might use Ottoman weakness in Albania to effect a swap for 

Montenegrin territory. 

I have received information … that their authorities in Bosnia, and especially the military 
authorities there … would be glad, in the event of further complications arising in 
Albania, to seize the opportunity of compelling Turkey to surrender a small portion of the 
Sanjak to Montenegro… 
(Cartwright to Nicholson, 4/13/11, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 453) 

 
The purported Austrian intrigue never happened, but the fact that the rumor had currency 

in diplomatic circles suggests that the sort of behavior hypothesized here was a very real 

concern. 

 Internal challenges to the Ottoman Empire continued in January of 1911 when 

Imam Yahya Hamid al-Din led a rebellion in Yemen.  30,000 Ottoman soldiers were 

dispatched in response. (Childs 25)  Ottoman attempts at suppression dragged on until 

October of 1911 when terms granting effective Yemeni autonomy were reached.  The 

Ottoman Empire was partly driven to settlement by the urgent need to face a new threat 

from Italy.   

 Italy was the next state to revise its position at the Ottoman Empire’s expense.  

On Sept 27, 1911 Italy issued an ultimatum demanding military occupation of 

Tripolitania and Cyrenaica.  Several factors motivated Italy to strike.  The desire to 
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secure African territory given the recent French occupation of Morocco was a prominent 

reason.  British diplomats also attributed the Italian action to Ottoman weakness.  

Relating a conversation with San Giuliano, the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, J.R. 

Rodd, the British Ambassador at Rome, wrote on Oct 1, 1911 that Italy perceived 

Ottoman weakness as a unique opportunity. 

It was also clear that the occasion was one which might never present itself again under 
such promising conditions.  … The conditions actually prevailing in Tripoli amounting 
almost to a state of famine, the practical impossibility of reinforcing its garrison and the 
preoccupations of Turkey in other provinces, rendered the task an apparently easy one. … 
Thus the conviction was overwhelmingly strong that now or never Italy’s opportunity had 
come, and opportunity has done what it is proverbially credited with doing. 
(Rodd to Grey, 10/1/11, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 292) 

 

San Giuliano makes it clear that Turkish weakness was part of Italy’s decision calculus.  

Italy declared war on September 29, 1911 when the Ottoman Empire rejected its 

ultimatum.  The war dragged on until the October 18, 1912, one day after the Balkan 

declaration of war.  Again, the Ottoman Empire was forced to cuts its losses to focus on a 

more threatening challenge.  

 European diplomats were gravely concerned that the Italian war with Turkey 

would precipitate new challenges.  Prior to the war, San Giuliano wrote a memorandum 

dated July 28, 1911 considering the advantages and disadvantages of attacking Tripoli.  

Balkan challenges provoked by Ottoman weakness were a concern. 

…the probability (probability not certainty) that the blow, which the success of such an 
expedition would have to the prestige of the Ottoman Empire, will induce the Balkan 
peoples to action against it … and the blow will hasten a crisis that could almost force 
Austria to act in the Balkans.  (qtd. in Childs 45) 

 

As a European power, Italy’s preferences for the Ottoman Empire were similar to 

Russia’s.  Both wanted to extract territorial gains from the weakened Empire, but without 

weakening it enough to prompt its dissection by the Balkan states.  This concern, coupled 
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with a desire to avoid great power opprobrium, kept Italy from escalating its war in 

Europe.  (Herrmann 351)  

German foreign minister Alfred von Kiderlen-Wachter also feared that war would 

generate new challenges to the Ottoman Empire.  Alberto Pansa, Italian ambassador in 

Berlin, related a conversation with von Kiderlen-Wachter dated Sept 23, 1911. 

… The eventuality is presented of an Italian military action and of an Italo-Turkish war. 
 Now, this could have the gravest repercussions, provoking the separation of 
Crete, new risings in Albania, rebellion in the Yemen and perhaps an aggression by 
Bulgaria with the danger of the destruction of the Ottoman Empire. (qtd. in Childs 62) 

 

Serbian Minister of Foreign Affairs (and eventual prime minister) Milovan Milovanovic 

expressed a similar concern in late November 1911 that a war would weaken Turkey and 

generate Balkan challenges to the Turkish state.  British Minister at Belgrade Edward 

Grey related a conversation with Milovanovic in a letter dated September 28, 1911. 

M Milovanovic, whom I went to see this morning, told me he was watching 
developments between Italy and Turkey with some anxiety.  … A war would mean 
inevitable disaster to the Turkish arms with the result that risings would take place in 
various parts of the Ottoman dominions and not least in the Balkans.  Albania would 
again be plunged into anarchy and in such an event Austria would certainly not let so 
favourable an opportunity pass, and under the pretext of restoring order would march into 
Albania.  Servia, Bulgaria, and Montenegro to protect their interests would do likewise 
and join in a general scramble for Turkish territory. 
(Paget to Grey, 9/28/11, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 283)  

The diplomatic consensus in Europe was that any weakness in the Ottoman Empire 

would provoke a strike and a subsequent scramble for the Balkans.   

These concerns were realized in short order.  In September of 1911, Russia made 

its second failed play to establish Straits access.  N. Charykov, the Russian ambassador in 

Constantinople, attempted to press the Ottoman Empire for Straits access in exchange for 

Russian help in establishing a status quo oriented Balkan League and some lesser railroad 

concessions.  Turkey ultimately rejected the proposal after a flurry of communication on 
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both sides.  Correspondence on September 30 and October 6, 1911 between Charykov 

and A. A. Neratov, the acting Russian foreign minister, specifically indicated that the two 

were interested in taking advantage of the weakening effect of the Turko Italian war.  

(Mosely 72-73)  Later in the episode, Neratov pressed Charykov to take advantage of a 

rumor that Italy planned to attack Constantinople to complete the Straits negotiation with 

the Ottoman Empire. (Mosely 74)  The negotiation was eventually abandoned in the face 

of Turkish, German, and English resistance and disavowed by Russian foreign minister 

Sergei Sazonov.  Though Russia failed to take advantage of Ottoman weakness again, 

their cagily timed attempts to gain Straits access are very much in line with the model. 

Crete made the next challenge.  On May 12, 1912 Crete declared independence 

from the Ottoman Empire and sent parliamentary delegates to Athens.  Greek diplomats 

were stymied by the move – they were in the midst of negotiations with Bulgaria to 

establish an alliance with designs on Turkey.  Cretan independence was a premature and 

inopportune provocation.  The Greek response was to defer the question of Crete by 

disbanding the Greek parliament and insure against war by strengthening its treaty with 

Bulgaria.  

 Further internal challenges to the Ottoman Empire piled up during the summer of 

1912 while the war with Italy continued indecisively.  Macedonian terrorism provoked 

violent reprisals by Turkey which provoked protests in Sofia in August.  Renewed 

Albanian revolts forced the resignation of the Ottoman grand vizier and the CUP cabinet 

in July.  After rebels gained control of Prizren, Novi Pazar, and Skopje, the new 

government was forced to grant effective regional autonomy to Albania and enact a host 

of reforms.  In July and August Montenegro engaged Turkey in a series of border 
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skirmishes over disputed Albanian towns. (Rossos 52-54)  At this point, Turkey was very 

clearly a weakened state.   

 The final challenge to the Ottoman Empire was the first Balkan War.  The 

ongoing destabilization of the Ottoman Empire and violence against co nationals in 

Macedonia, Albania, and elsewhere created a situation that the Balkan states could not 

ignore.  The war itself began with Serbian, Bulgarian, and Greek mobilization on 

September 30, 1912, but the diplomatic coordination that brought the Balkan states 

together to attack the Ottoman Empire began soon after the Annexation Crisis.  Bulgaria 

sent its first diplomatic feelers regarding an alliance with Serbia in January of 1909.  

After much wrangling over the division of potential spoils and with the help of Russian 

mediation, a system of bilateral alliances was created during the spring, summer, and fall 

of 1912.  The Serbo-Bulgarian alliance was established on March 13, 1912, the Greco-

Bulgarian alliance on May 29, 1912, Bulgaria and Montenegro pledged agreement on 

August 28, 1912, and Serbia and Montenegro completed a treaty on October 6, 1912. 

Diplomatic records indicate that these agreements were driven by the desire to 

make gains against the weakening Ottoman Empire.  Records of conversations with 

Milovan Milovanovic display a line of reasoning that squares quite well with the model.  

He indicated that the Balkan states were watching and waiting for the right time to strike 

the weakened Ottoman Empire.  Fairfax Cartwright, in a letter dated August 12, 1910, 

related a conversation with Milovanovic.  Milovanovic made it clear that the strength of 

the Ottoman Empire was being monitored with great interest by the Balkan states. 

M. Milovanovic said to me, he did not believe that the Young Turkish regime had a 
vitality in itself.  … Things were not going well at Constantinople and the moment a sign 
of this appeared all the Balkan States were on the watch for coming events.  
(Cartwright to Grey, 8/12/10, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 195) 
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The Balkan powers were interested in the power of the Ottoman Empire because it would 

determine the timing of their strike.  In the same conversation, Milovanovic related his 

belief that the Balkan states were observing Turkey for signs of weakness and ready to 

strike when the opportunity arose. 

I asked M. Milovanovic what he thought would be the effect of an outbreak of a Turco-
Greek war on the situation in the Balkans.  He told me that the first effect would be that 
every State would get its army ready and then wait for possible eventualities.  … [I]f the 
Greeks could show that they were in a position partially to check the advancing Turks, it 
would be difficult to restrain Bulgaria and Servia from joining the fray and rushing into 
Macedonia, regardless of the consequences. … It was … generally believed that if 
Turkey showed signs of weakness the best policy for the Balkan States to pursue would 
be to risk everything and to go for Macedonia… 
(Cartwright to Grey, 8/12/10, Gooch and Temperley vol. 9: 196) 

Milovanovic’s speculation is about a Greek war and substantially predates the Italian and 

Balkan wars, but it essentially mirrors the logic of the model.  The Balkan states wanted 

Ottoman territory and were waiting for a sign of Ottoman weakness to strike.  The war 

with Italy gave the Balkan states reason to believe that their claim against the weakened 

Ottoman Empire would be successful.   

So what can we conclude?  After the Young Turk Revolution, the Ottoman 

Empire was challenged about (depending on how one defines unique challenges – I 

regard the Albanian case as a single challenge and Russia’s attempts at Straits access as 

unique) about nine times.  Two of those challenges escalated to the level of interstate 

war.  Three escalated to the level of internal rebellion.  Perhaps the best way to interpret 

the events preceding the first Balkan War is to revisit hypotheses one through four.  

Generally speaking, they are supported by the challenges to the Ottoman Empire. 

H1: a shift in power should motivate negotiation between states.  This generally 

appears to be true.  Most of these challenges had extant grievances as underlying motives.  

Bulgaria and Austria Hungary chafed under the Treaty of Berlin.  Italy was concerned 
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with French gains in Africa and Yemen had been a source of trouble for the Ottoman 

Empire long before the Young Turk Revolution.  The Balkan states sought Slavic unity 

and territory.  However, there is ample evidence that these renegotiations were motivated 

by opportunism.  The timing of these challenges after clear signs of shifting power and 

diplomatic correspondence about motives and the potential for spillover make a strong 

case for slipping Ottoman power as their proximate cause. 

H2: negotiations should be initiated by states for which the balance of power has 

changed favorably.  This is true for the interstate cases.  At no point did Turkey offer to 

negotiate its position with its neighbors from a position of weakness.  The Ottoman 

Empire did, however, take action against Albania and Yemen that could be considered 

renegotiation. 

H3: not all of these negotiations should result in war.  This is true.  Bulgarian 

independence, the Annexation Crisis, Russia’s Straits claims, and Cretan independence 

were all resolved peacefully via negotiation.  The pattern of diplomatic challenges and 

war in this period looks very much like what one might expect in a bargaining model of 

war.  

H4: wars should cluster geographically around the state whose power shifted.  

This is also true, although the concentration of the challenges to the Ottoman Empire 

makes it difficult to evaluate the claim that challenges from neighbors are more likely to 

escalate than those from distant states.  Of all the states that challenged the Ottoman 

Empire between 1908 and 1912, only Italy did not share a border with it.  In this case, 

most of the states that did not share a border with the Ottoman Empire do not seem to 

have been interested in acquiring its territory.  This is an important caveat for both cases.  
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Whereas the model predicts that clustering will arise because proximate renegotiations 

are risky, the German and Ottoman cases contain only proximate renegotiations.  While 

two cases are far from conclusive, it seems that the model captures the incentive to 

renegotiate after a change in power, but misses something about bargaining dynamic 

between neighboring states.  It is possible that neighbors find bargaining and diplomacy 

less costly (particularly during the eras covered by these cases) and thus interact more 

freely.  It is possible shared borders compel neighbors to bargain over territory in a way 

that distant states do not.  For a bargaining model of war to completely capture the 

dynamic observed here, more work will have to be done to determine what motivates 

states to initiate a bargaining process and what, if anything, makes neighbors unique.  

The theory presented here is an important step toward establishing a more complete 

picture of war diffusion, but it is not perfect.  What these case studies do capture well is 

the dynamic that causes a single state to precipitate a series of renegotiations.  When 

power shifts visibly, states are motivated to renegotiate their bargains.  Weakened states 

will attract challenges.  Strengthened states will radiate them.  There is good reason to 

believe that this dynamic is at the heart of the diffusion phenomenon.   

 

 

Conclusion 

 This chapter presents a geographic model and new theory in an attempt to explain 

why wars tend to cluster in time and space.  The theory claims that war clustering is a 

product of destabilized bargains.  Shifts in state power caused by wars make old bargains 

obsolete and compel newly powerful states to renegotiate.  When they do, wars tend to 
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break out with neighboring states because lower costs of conflict increase the probability 

of war.  Analysis of simulation results confirms that this behavior generates a pattern of 

regional warfare in the model.  Analysis of the challenges to the Ottoman Empire 

following the Young Turk Revolution and leading up to the first Balkan War suggest that 

large elements of this theory are externally valid. 

A striking feature of the theory presented in this chapter is that is it broad and 

simple.  The basic idea that shifting power makes bargains obsolete, and thus targets for 

negotiation, is intuitively appealing and applicable to conflicts at nearly all levels of 

human interaction.  This part of the theory is a useful conceptual starting point for 

explanations of conflict initiation and diffusion.  Specific mechanisms for diffusion such 

as refugee flows (Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006), predatory states, and changing ethnic 

balances of power (Lake and Rothchild 1998) are perfectly congruent with the theory and 

results presented here.  This theory also dovetails well with Gleditsch’s evidence of 

neighborhood driven patterns of regional behavior.  Diffusion by way of bargain 

destabilization simply establishes a mechanism for the initiation and spread of conflict in 

bad neighborhoods.  This chapter suggests that the bargaining theory of war is a valuable 

framework for the analysis of interstate conflict.  With a few simple changes, a 

bargaining model produces interesting, logical behavior that is consonant with the 

historical record.  Given that success, it may be fruitful to apply the strategic bargaining 

framework to other empirical puzzles. 
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Chapter 4: The geography of the democratic peace 

 

 

This chapter applies the model to the democratic peace.  With a few simple 

modifications, the model captures the basic characteristics of the democratic peace, 

including overlapping zones of democracy and peace.  Two basic modifications were 

necessary to model the geography of the democratic peace.  First, the model divides 

agents into democracies and nondemocracies based on their treatment of information.  

Depending on the model settings, democracies broadcast perfect information to all 

bargaining partners (monadic transparency) or only to other democracies (dyadic 

transparency).  Second, the model artificially clusters democracies in the middle of the 

map in an effort to capture the empirical tendency of democracies to cluster 

geographically. 

I test five hypotheses exploring the differences between the monadic and dyadic 

transparency models.  Both generate a broad pattern of democratic peace, but the dyadic 

transparency model generates a tighter clustering pattern of wars, stronger correlation 

between zones of peace and zones of democracy, and an independent neighborhood 

effect on the probability of war.  I conclude that the dyadic transparency model captures 

important elements of the democratic peace and may be a useful tool for analyzing the 

geography of the democratic peace.  
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Literature 

The democratic peace occupies an odd space in political science literature.  The 

finding that democracies do not fight other democracies is among the most well known 

and empirically robust in the field.  Despite its prominence in the international relations 

canon, political scientists do not agree on a theory that explains the democratic peace.  

The field has certainly made progress; empirical and theoretical rigor have pushed some 

earlier theories from prominence (normative theories have generally fallen by the 

wayside) and prioritized more formal explanations.  Despite these advances, political 

scientists still have a number of plausible explanations for the democratic peace and no 

authoritative way to evaluate them.  This review traces the democratic peace through its 

early prominence, the rise of formal theories, competing claims, and new geographic 

theories. 20        

 Although the democratic peace was a known empirical regularity for some time 

(see Babst 1964, Small and Singer 1976), it did not receive theoretical scrutiny from 

political scientists until the 1980s and 1990s.  Early theories in the democratic peace 

literature can be divided between normative and structural explanations.  Normative 

theories claim that shared liberal norms encourage democracies to resolve their 

differences cooperatively rather than resorting to violence.  Doyle (1986) extends Kant’s 

theory of democratic peace and contends that the democratic peace is a product of mutual 

normative respect.  Dixon finds that democracies are more likely to settle disputes 

peacefully (1994) and are more likely to accept third party dispute resolution (1993), 

                                                 
20 For the sake of space, this review prioritizes theoretical over purely empirical work.  The empirical work 
of Oneal, Russett, and various coauthors (Maoz & Russett 1992, 1993; Oneal, et al. 1996, 2003; Oneal & 
Ray 1997; Oneal & Russett 1997,  2001), enabled the theoretical debates covered here and continues to be 
a valuable resource.   
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suggesting that democracies share norms that predispose them to peaceful conflict 

resolution.  Although the field has largely moved away from normative theories of the 

democratic peace (they are tricky to model and validate empirically), their claims are 

worth revisiting in the context of bargaining models of war.  I elaborate below.        

Early structural theories are generally monadic and focus on the institutional 

characteristics of democracies that may discourage or arrest wars.  Broadly, structural 

theories claim that democracies are peaceful because their leaders are constrained by 

voters. (Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman (1990, 1992) are good early examples.) 

Empirically, Morgan and Campbell (1991) find support for the institutional constraint 

theory, observing that democratic institutions decrease the probability that conflicts 

between major powers will escalate.  Maoz and Russett (1993) find evidence for both 

normative and structural constraint. 

 Recent theories about the institutional effect of democracy on conflict emphasize 

transparency over direct institutional constraint and are generally congruent with the 

bargaining theory of war.  These theories are built on the assumption that democracies 

have opposition parties, free presses, or a combination thereof that broadcasts 

information that would be unavailable in nondemocracies.  At the simple end of the 

spectrum, Siegel’s (1997) theory of democratic transparency is monadic.  He observes 

that free presses broadcast information about preferences and constraints abroad, 

enhancing transparency.  Van Belle (1997) develops a theory of dyadic transparency, 

contending that democracies do not fight because the political costs of war are greatest 

when an opponent’s press is considered credible.  When facing a nondemocracy, 

democratic leaders can control the coverage of their opponent and take action that might 
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otherwise be unpopular.  Fundamentally, these theories are about the capacity of a free 

press to publicize private information about state preferences. 

Theories that emphasize domestic audience costs imply that democratic 

institutions reveal preferences, but the mechanism by which information is broadcast is 

more nuanced than the revelation of private preferences by journalists.  Fearon (1994) 

argues that democratic leaders pay audience costs when they back down in crises.  

Audience costs thus constrain the ability of democratic leaders to bluff and consequently 

make their threats more credible.  Smith (1998) builds on Fearon’s audience costs model 

by theorizing that voters might punish leaders who back down because they regard crisis 

behavior as an indicator of a leader’s competence.   Schultz (1998) breaks from the 

audience costs formulation with a model of crisis bargaining in which opposition politics 

constrains the government’s ability to misrepresent preferences and bluff.  A democracy 

with strong domestic opposition to war will have a hard time convincing other states that 

its resolve is strong whereas a democracy with strong domestic support for war will find 

it easy to broadcast its resolve credibly.  Schultz (1999) tests the competing institutional 

constraint and transparency theories by comparing the responses of states threatened by 

democracies.  He finds that threats from democracies tend to be more credible than 

threats from nondemocracies, suggesting support for the transparency school. 

Although they are prominent in the field and theoretically rich, relatively little 

empirical work has been done to validate democratic transparency theories.  Rosendorff 

and Vreeland (2006) conduct an important exploratory test of the assumption that 

democracies are actually more transparent than nondemocracies by comparing 

announcements of expected inflation and employment rates. They find that democracies 
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are, in fact, more transparent than nondemocracies.  Although their proxies do not mesh 

perfectly with the transparency that drives bargaining models (information about inflation 

and employment is unlikely to be the subject of crisis bargaining), their finding suggests 

that there is at least some truth to the assumption that drives much of the democratic 

peace literature.    

 A handful of significant competing explanations of the democratic peace have 

arisen in recent years.  The two most prominent are convergent state preferences and 

economic interdependence.  The convergent preferences theory claims that democracies 

do not fight because they share basic preferences about the organization of the 

international system. Whereas proponents of the normative democratic peace expect 

democracies to resolve their differences successfully once they arise, congruent 

preference theorists suggest that differences seldom need to be resolved because 

democracies generally want the same outcomes in the context of the international system.  

This is an interesting argument, especially for proponents of the bargaining theory of war.  

Much of the modern democratic peace literature assumes that democracies have an edge 

(transparency, high costs of fighting) that helps them resolve Rubinstein bargaining 

scenarios without a fight.  If they can avoid adversarial bargaining scenarios altogether, 

they may be just as peaceful, but for different reasons.21 

 The investigation of congruent preferences as an alternative explanation of the 

democratic peace has been empirically thorough, but remains unresolved.  Gartzke 

                                                 
21 It is noteworthy that while early normative theories predict that democracies will resolve conflicts once 
they arise, it is entirely possible that norms are the underlying cause of convergent preferences and conflict 
avoidance.  To my knowledge, no work has been done to unite the old normative theories with preference 
affinity theories.  The task of distinguishing norms from preferences in an empirically robust fashion would 
be daunting, to say the least. 
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(1998) uses UN General Assembly voting patterns to proxy for preference affinity, and 

finds that they are a significant predictor of MIDs behavior.  Oneal and Russett (1997, 

1998, 1999) respond with the claim that UN voting (and preference affinity) is caused by 

regime type.  Gartzke (2000) confronts the problem of covariance by replacing his affinity 

independent variable with residuals from the regression of democracy on affinity (effectively 

using the portion of affinity that does not covary with democracy) and finds that the affinity 

residuals remain a significant predictor of MIDs.  Further, Gartzke claims that the 

democracy finding is vulnerable to problems including “variable construction, model 

specification, and estimating procedure.” (191) 

 Ultimately, the dialogue between Gartzke and Oneal and Russett captures much 

of what is difficult about analyzing the democratic peace.  Gartzke’s theory that 

preference affinity drives the democratic peace is novel and valuable.  It is also, however, 

beset with problems of endogeneity, variable specification, and covariance.  Given that 

war is a rare event, state preferences are unknowable, and preference proxies tend to 

covary with regime type, untangling the relationship between regime type, state 

preferences, and war is frustratingly difficult.  Gartzke’s work is a valuable contribution 

to the field, but it is one more thing to consider rather than a clarifying influence.   

 Economic interdependence is another possible explanation for the democratic 

peace.  Although liberal institutionalist theories trumpeted the pacifying influence of 

economic interdependence well before the prominence of the democratic peace (see 

Deutsch 1978; Keohane and Nye 1989, for example), this review is interested only in the 
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recent theories that directly address the debate.22  As with other democratic peace 

theorists, interdependence advocates have made theoretical and empirical progress, but 

the relationship between interdependence and conflict is still not clear.   

 Recent theorists tend to favor transparency as a causal mechanism for the liberal 

peace, in no small part because it is congruent with the bargaining theory of war. Morrow 

(1999) opens the recent dialogue between advocates of the liberal and democratic peaces 

with the observation that trade and conflict are endogenous.  Markets anticipate conflict and 

trade is consequently reduced before conflict.  Thus, the effect of interdependence on conflict 

via opportunity costs is indeterminate because these costs are observable ex ante and can be 

incorporated into the bargaining process.  Trade can, however, affect conflict by giving states 

more costly signals with which to communicate information.   

   Gartzke, Li, and Boehmer (2001) echo Morrow’s theory.  They claim that the 

opportunity cost of lost trade as a disincentive to conflict is an insufficient explanation 

given strategic nature of war.  States should be able foresee lost trade as a cost of war and 

adjust the bargaining process accordingly.  Instead, Gartzke, et al. propose that 

interdependence, especially in the form of interstate capital flow, gives states an arena in 

which to reveal information and communicate resolve nonviolently.  For example, when 

a state withdraws capital from its rival, the cost of the act communicates resolve credibly 

without resorting to war.  Gartzke, Li, and Boehmer find that measures of monetary 

interdependence and capital investment are more significant predictors of MIDs than 

democracy. 

                                                 
22 “Liberal peace” and “democratic peace” refer to the same empirical pattern.  The term “liberal peace” is 
more causally inclusive and seems to be popular with authors who believe that democracy is not the only 
cause of the liberal peace.  I use “liberal peace” when referring to theories that favor interdependence as an 
explanans.   
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 Gartzke (2007) integrates his convergent preferences and interdependence 

theories into a broader theory of capitalist peace.  He presents three mechanisms by 

which international capitalism generates peace: reduced importance of territorial 

conquest, convergent preferences, and superior signaling.  In a model that adds measures 

of development, interdependence, and interests to the basic Russett and Oneal model, 

Gartzke finds that development, trade and market integration, and interests are significant 

predictors of peace, but democracy is not. 

 Naturally, various authors quibble with the interdependence advocates, claiming that 

democracy is the primary cause of the observed peace.  Kim and Rousseau (2005) assert that 

the correlation between interdependence and war is the product of simultaneity problems 

in logit and probit analysis.  They use a two stage probit to demonstrate that 

interdependence (measured as the ratio of a state’s trade to its GDP) is the result of peace, 

not vice versa.  The finding for democracy as a correlate of peace is robust in their 

results.  Barbieri (1996, 2002), using a slightly different measure of interdependence 

(Barbieri’s measures are based on the ratio of dyadic trade to a country’s total trade whereas 

Oneal and Russett’s measures are based on the ratio of dyadic trade to GDP), finds a positive 

relationship between trade and conflict.  This discrepant finding touched off a dialogue, 

primarily about variable construction, between Gartzke and Li (2003a, 2003b), Barbieri and 

Peters (2003), and Oneal (2003).  Gartzke and Li claim that Barbieri’s measures of 

interdependence actually measure economic isolation.  Goenner (2004) addresses the debate 

with Bayesian model averaging to evaluate the competing models23 and finds evidence 

for democracy as an inhibitor of war, but not interdependence.  More than anything, the 

                                                 
23 Specifically, Goenner tests Oneal and Russett (1999) and Barbieri (2002).   
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debate reveals that the quantification of interdependence is both extremely and important 

extremely tricky.  Interdependence is a concept critical to international relations theorists and 

international political economists, but there is no consensus about measuring it at a dyadic 

level.  In this case, different operationalizations of interdependence generate opposite 

regression results.   

 Oneal and Russett (2001) occupy the theoretical middle ground in the debate 

between interdependence and democracy theorists: they contend that trade, democracy, 

and international institutions work together to create the modern Kantian peace.  Dorussen 

and Ward (2010) confirm the joint result by adding better measures of trade networks to 

the Oneal and Russett model.  Their results reflect Oneal and Russett; trade and 

democracy both have significant effects on the probability of conflict. 

 A cursory look at the literature suggests that many (perhaps most?) political 

scientists suspect that interdependence, democracy, and peace are related, but the 

available data make conclusively establishing the relationship difficult.  Specifically, 

trade and conflict are probably endogenous, war is a rare event, and most measures of 

interdependence tend to covary with democracy.  Many of the findings in the field are 

sensitive to variable construction and model specification.  These obstacles mean that the 

relative importance of democracy and interdependence in establishing the democratic 

peace may remain indeterminate.  Political scientists may have to accept that there is 

probably a relationship between democracy, preferences, interdependence, and war, but 

that it may to too complex to pin down with perfect certainty.   

 This chapter does not attempt to resolve the empirical indeterminacy of the 

democratic peace.  Instead, it is an early effort to shed light on the causal underpinnings 
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of the democratic peace via simulation.  While I am skeptical of the ardent generativist 

claim that, “if you didn’t grow it, you didn’t explain it,” (see Epstein 1999, 2005) I do 

believe that simulation can be a valuable tool when empirical analysis is indeterminate.  

If we can simulate a world that is consonant with our best understanding of political 

behavior and analyze the rules and circumstances required to replicate the democratic 

peace, we may be one step closer to explaining why democracies do not fight one 

another.  A few authors have taken steps in this direction. 

Gleditsch (2002) is among the first to treat the democratic peace as a regional, 

rather than dyadic, phenomenon.  Gleditsch shows that patterns of democracy and peace 

tend to cluster geographically and presents convincing evidence that the peaceful 

behavior within these neighborhoods is driven by the regional concentration of 

democracy and integration.  Gleditsch and Ward (2006) update Gleditsch’s earlier work 

with a theory that democratization is influenced by forces outside the state, especially the 

power and concentration of other local democracies.  They find that regional context 

matters for regime change and survival – autocracies are less likely to survive in regions 

with large populations of democracy, recent transitions to democracy, and peace. 

Cederman and Gleditsch (2004) integrate geographic analysis of the democratic 

peace into an ABM in which democratic transitions are probabilistic based on regional 

context.  (Cederman 2001 uses roughly the same model without regionally driven regime 

change.)  State behavior in the model is based on Cederman’s GeoSim engine: attacks are 

stochastic rather than strategic.  Democracies never fight each other without provocation.  

When this behavior is combined with democratic collective security, democracies are 

able to proliferate and thrive in the simulated system.  The key insight here is about how 
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the democratic peace works as an evolutionary system rather than any of its specific 

causal mechanisms.  Cederman and Gleditsch demonstrate that locally determined regime 

change could be part of the democratic peace as an evolutionary process. 

Obviously, simulation is not a panacea.  This chapter will not resolve the debates 

outlined here.  I do not have new data with which to check the external validity of the 

model, only old.  This is, however, a first step toward understanding a problem that has 

been a rich source of theory, but remains curiously intractable.  With a more holistic 

approach, the field may eventually crack the democratic peace.   

 

Theory 

Following the informational school of the democratic peace, I contend that 

informational transparency between democracies is a sufficient condition to create the 

democratic peace as we observe it.  Specifically, I believe that dyadic transparency, when 

aggregated in space and time, will generate peaceful democratic neighborhoods.   

  Informational explanations of the democratic peace flow naturally from the 

bargaining theory of war.  Comparative static results for bargaining models and the 

simulation results in prior chapters of this dissertation make it clear that the more 

information states have about the reservation points of their opponents, the less likely 

they are fight.  The limit of this relationship is the insight that launched the field: a 

bargain superior to war is always available when both states have perfect information.    

 Many theorists claim that democracies are more transparent than nondemocracies, 

albeit for different reasons. (Free presses, transparent institutions, and normative common 

ground are prominent explanations.)  Most theories of democratic transparency are 
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fundamentally monadic.  If democracies broadcast information about their preferences, 

whether via free press, domestic politics, or the credibility generated by audience costs, 

that information is equally available to all regime types.   

 There is, however, reason to distrust a monadic cause of the democratic peace.  

The democratic peace is empirically dyadic; democracies do not fight each other, but they 

are no more peaceful than other states when dealing with nondemocracies.  Although 

normative theories of the democratic peace are not currently prominent in the field, they 

are a plausible cause for purely dyadic phenomena like the democratic peace.  Whereas 

institutional and structural explanations tend to be naturally monadic, normative theories 

can accommodate dyadic behavior because norms may influence democracies to alter 

their behavior based on the regime type with which they are interacting.  Normative 

common ground may induce democracies to actively share information with other 

democracies, but not nondemocracies.   Dixon’s empirical work supports this idea: 

democracies tend to resolve their disputes peacefully and accept third party conflict 

resolution.  It seems plausible that democracies never fight each other not because they 

cannot help it, but because they actively choose not to.  If that is the case, conditional 

transparency – sharing information with other democracies – is a compelling explanation 

for the democratic peace.   

I build two different versions of the model to test monadic and dyadic theories of 

democratic transparency.  In the monadic version of the model, democracies broadcast 

information perfectly.  Any state bargaining with a democracy has perfect information of 

the democracy’s costs of war.  This configuration captures theories that contend that 

democracies are more transparent than other states because of their political or media 
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institutions.  In the dyadic version of the model, transparency is conditional on the regime 

type of the agent’s partner.  Democracies share information when bargaining with each 

other, but behave normally with nondemocracies.  The behavior of nondemocracies is 

unmodified in both versions of the model.  I derive five hypotheses from the modified 

model. 

H1: In both the monadic and dyadic models, democracies will not fight each 

other, but will fight nondemocracies.  This hypothesis is a straightforward.  Democratic 

dyads should never fight because they bargain with perfect information.   

H2: Mixed dyads in a system of dyadic transparency will fight more often than 

mixed dyads in a system of monadic transparency.  Specifically, in a system with dyadic 

transparency, mixed dyads should be just as likely to fight as nondemocratic dyads.  In a 

system with monadic transparency, the information broadcast by democracies should 

make mixed dyads less likely to fight than nondemocratic dyads. 

H3: In both systems, democracy and peace will tend to coexist geographically, in 

peaceful democratic neighborhoods.  If future wars radiate from present wars, 

neighborhoods with war prone states should stay war prone and neighborhoods with 

peaceful states should stay peaceful.  Democratic neighborhoods should have relatively 

fewer wars that seed future wars, generating a pattern of peace that coexists with 

democracy. 

H4: This clustering will be less apparent in a system with monadic transparency.  

The less unique a behavior is to a particular region, the less it should generate a 

regionally specific pattern.  The ability of democracies to share information with 
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nondemocracies outside of democratic neighborhoods should muddy the geographic 

correlation between democracy and peace. 

H5: In both systems, these neighborhoods will exert an independent, negative 

effect on the probability of war.  If the effects of peace and democracy are the product of 

behavior aggregated across time, they should be statistically significant in a well 

specified regression.   

 

Model modifications 

I translate the intuition behind informational explanations of the democratic peace 

to the model with two simple modifications.  The first is the simulation of democracy 

with monadic and dyadic transparency discussed above.  States in the model are assigned 

a binary regime type and share information according to the monadic or dyadic 

transparency rules. 

Second, the model places all democratic agents in a cluster at the center of the 

map at the beginning of each simulation.  Forcing the democratic agents to cluster in 

neighborhoods was a necessary step to capture the democratic clustering observed in the  
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real world.24  Because the model has no rules for regime change beyond conquest, 

democracies in a random map will not consistently organize themselves into 

neighborhoods over time.  This chapter is indifferent to the factors that cause 

democracies to cluster geographically, so the modification is benign, if inelegant.   

                                                 
24 This note is best taken with a healthy dose of skepticism, but simulations seeded with randomly 
distributed democracies will sometimes show evidence of emergent democratic neighborhoods.  The effect 
is weak and vulnerable to path dependencies, but the value of Moran’s I for democracy occasionally 
increases with time in randomly seeded simulations.  Graph 1 plots Moran’s I for democracy against time 
in ten randomly seeded simulations. 
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Graph 1: Democratic clustering in a randomly seeded model 

 

 
Some of the simulations hover at or below 0, but others show spikes in the value of Moran’s I indicative of 
clustering.  I am skeptical about the external validity of this effect for a few reasons.  First, and most 
importantly, there is little empirical support for conquest as the primary causal mechanism for 
democratization.  Claiming that this pattern explains the emergence of democratic neighborhoods would be 
a stretch.  Second, the clustering observed in these simulations is fleeting and highly path dependent.  
Models with enough warfare to modify the distribution of democracies into clusters generally have enough 
warfare to eat away at those neighborhoods quickly.   

Given enough simulations, this model can produce emergent democratic neighborhoods, but not in 
a theoretically meaningful way.  The rarity and fragility of these emergent democratic neighborhoods 
underscores the stability of observed democratic neighborhoods and suggests that their cause is powerful 
and beyond the scope of this model. 
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As in chapter three, the model replaces conquered agents with new agents rather 

than leaving voids in the map.  The probability that a new agent will be a democracy is 

equal to the percentage of democracies in the population at the time the new agent is 

established.   

 

Results 

To examine the effects of democracy on the geography of war, I conduct two sets 

of 10 simulations using the monadic transparency and dyadic transparency models.  The 

simulations begin with the democratic agents clustered in a (roughly) square 

neighborhood.  All parameter settings were chosen to introduce variance on the 

dependent variable and establish a war rate that would sustain clustering (roughly 5%-

25%; too little war and clusters cannot form, too much and clustering becomes a uniform 

map of war).  All simulations begin with a 30%democratic population.  This number was 

chosen as a rough approximation of reality (although roughly half of all states had polity 

scores at or above 6 in 2009, the post World War II average is closer to 33%) and as a 

happy medium that would allow for variance on the dependent and independent 

variables.25 

 The simulations confirm the five hypotheses presented in the theory section of 

this chapter.  First, democratic dyads fight in neither the monadic nor the dyadic model.  

Second, mixed dyads fight less in the monadic model than they do in the dyadic model.  

Third, regions of democracy and peace tend to coexist.  Fourth, wars cluster less in the 

monadic model, albeit only slightly less.  Fifth, neighborhoods appear to exert an 

                                                 
25 See appendix A for a complete specification of the simulation settings. 
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independent effect on the probability of war, although I only find evidence of this effect 

in the dyadic system. 

 Hypothesis one can be confirmed.  In both models, democracies do not fight other 

democracies, but they do fight nondemocracies.  In the dyadic transparency model, 14777 

democratic dyad interactions yielded no wars.  In the monadic transparency model, 12196 

democratic dyad interactions yielded no wars.  This is an obvious result given the 

model’s behavioral rules.  Dyads with two democracies have complete information and 

are thus able to avoid war with efficient offers.  This result confirms that the model 

captures broad behavioral elements of the democratic peace. 

 Hypothesis two can be confirmed by comparing rates of war by dyad type across 

the two models.  Table 13 presents these results. 

Table 13: War rate by dyad type 

 Dyadic transparency model Monadic transparency model 

Dyad type Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. 
Dev. 

Nondemocratic 12026 .1334608 .3400863 9805 .0604793 .23838
5 

Mixed 22687 .0633402 .2435793 27489 .0174252 .13085
16 

Democratic 14777 0 0 12196 0 0 

 

In the monadic transparency simulations, mixed dyads fight considerably less than 

nondemocratic dyads.  The rate at which mixed dyads fight in the monadic model is also 

lower compared to the rate at with they fight in the dyadic model.26  This result is 

                                                 
26 Note that all dyad types fight less in the monadic model than in the dyadic model.  This phenomenon is 
probably the result of fewer initial wars to destabilize bargains and seed further wars.  Mixed dyads fight 
less in the monadic model than they do in the dyadic model both absolutely and as a proportion of the total 
amount of fighting in the model 
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straightforward and can be directly attributed to the fact that in monadic simulations 

mixed dyads have one state operating with perfect information.   

 The result for dyadic simulations is somewhat puzzling.  Mixed dyads fight 

roughly 50% less than nondemocratic dyads, but this cannot be explained at the agent or 

dyadic level.  In dyadic the model, democracies only gain an informational advantage 

when paired with other democracies.  Democracies in mixed dyads are behaviorally 

identical to nondemocracies.  For the sake of organizational clarity, I discuss this result 

further with hypothesis five. 

 Hypothesis three can be confirmed.  In both models, war and democracy tend to 

cluster and these neighborhoods tend to overlap.  Table 14 summarizes Moran’s I for war 

in the dyadic and monadic models. 

Table 14: Moran’s I  for war 

 Dyadic transparency model Monadic transparency model 

    
Variable 

Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. 

Moran_9 461 .1458515 .1264871 223 .130432 .1225387 

Moran_25 461 .0735652 .0688889 223 .0672371 .0675507 

Moran_49 461 .0216374 .0444129 223 .0186605 .0398526 

 

Wars cluster in both models, albeit slightly less in the monadic model. 

 Table 15 summarizes Moran’s I for democracy in the dyadic and monadic 

models. 

Table 15: Moran’s I  for democracy 

 Dyadic transparency model Monadic transparency model 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. 

Moran_9 1010 .1403764 .1410454 1010 .267826 .1257959 

Moran_25 1010 .0588824 .0782047 1010 .1291559 .0654942 

Moran_49 1010 -.0063042 .0318239 1010 .0218474 .03253 
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Democracies cluster slightly less in the dyadic model than they do in the monadic model.  

This can be attributed to the lower rate of war in the monadic model; wars are disruptive 

to the tight clustering of democracies at the beginning of simulations.  Clearly, 

democracies and wars cluster in both sets of simulations.  There is also evidence that the 

two patterns are related.   

Table 16 summarizes mean regional war and democracy densities in the dyadic 

and monadic transparency models by dyad type.   

Table 16: Local war and democracy densities by dyad type 

 Dyadic transparency model Monadic transparency model 

Dyad type  Obs Mean 
regional 
war 
density 

Mean 
regional 
democracy 
density 

Obs Mean 
regional 
war 
density 

Mean 
regional 
democr
acy 
density 

Nondemocratic  16934 .160 .323 9805 .0636742     .356029
1      

Mixed  21604 .085 .446 27489 .0233975     .482209
4 

Democratic  10940 .030 .497 27489 .0113636     .482209
4     

 

The pattern described in table 16 confirms hypothesis three.  Where democracies 

cluster geographically, those neighborhoods are generally peaceful.  As a more direct 

measure of the geographic relationship between democracy and war, regional democracy 

density and regional war density are negatively correlated and highly significant (-.225, 

p<.001 in the dyadic transparency model and -.094, p<.001 in the monadic transparency 

model).  These results reveal what looks like a neighborhood effect.  The density of 

democracy in a neighborhood is negatively correlated with the density of war in a 

neighborhood.  
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These data also confirm hypothesis four.  Wars cluster slightly less in the monadic 

transparency model than in the dyadic transparency model and the correlation between 

regions of war and democracy is weaker in the monadic model.  This finding makes 

intuitive sense.  In the monadic transparency model, the peaceful informational behavior 

of democracies is not limited to purely democratic dyads.  When democratic transparency 

is expressed in mixed dyads, it extends zones of peace outside of democratic 

neighborhoods, diminishing the correlation between regional democracy and regional 

peace. 

Investigation of hypothesis five yields a mixed result.  One the one hand, 

regression analysis shows no independent neighborhood effects in either model.  On the 

other, analysis of behavior by dyad type reveals patterns in the dyadic transparency 

model that can only be explained by neighborhood effects.  Ultimately, I find evidence of 

neighborhood effects that are masked by covariance in the regression model.   

As a starting point, hypothesis five requires the introduction of a statistical model.  

As in prior chapters, the primary data of interest are dyadic with the occurrence of war as 

the dependent variable.  Because the data are BTSCS, I use Carter and Signorino’s (2010) 

cubic polynomial method to account for temporal effects in the data.  The independent 

variables of interest are total democracy, democratic density, and war density.  Total 

democracy is an ordinal measure of a dyad’s collective regime type.  In the model, 

nondemocracies have a democratic value of zero and democracies have a democratic 

value of 1.  Total democracy takes on the sum of these values for a dyad.  Thus 

nondemocratic dyads have a total democracy value of zero, mixed dyads 1, and 

democratic dyads 2.  Democracy density measures the aggregate density of democracy 
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around a dyad, using the Moore neighborhood around each agent.27  Local war density 

does the same for war.  Table 17 summarizes regression results for the dyadic and 

monadic transparency models. 

Table 17: Regressions 9-12 

 Dyadic simulations Monadic simulations 

 Regression 9 Regression 10 Regression 11 Regression 12 

Total costs -45.295 -38.965 -40.176 -30.774 

 (42.76)** (44.95)** (27.82)** (29.52)** 

Total info 14.648 10.529 7.492 5.224 

 (5.46)** (4.29)** (1.95) (1.58) 

Total r 4.393 3.722 3.991 3.018 

 (33.33)** (33.13)** (21.33)** (20.62)** 

Total democracy -1.804  -2.446  

 (24.13)**  (20.68)**  

Local democracy 
density 

0.108 -2.337 0.180 -3.255 

 (0.55) (14.23)** (0.57) (12.93)** 

Local war density 0.041 0.142 -0.001 0.407 

 (0.49) (1.85) (0.01) (2.75)** 

Tick -96.871 -94.772 -37.326 -48.607 

 (.) (.) (0.00) (0.00) 

Tick square 31.471 30.686 1.219 1.035 

 (0.15) (0.19) (0.00) (0.00) 

Tick cube -2.579 -2.511 -0.010 -0.006 

 (0.08) (0.09) (0.00) (0.00) 

Constant -3.279 -2.108 -1.036 -0.585 

 (3.06)** (2.14)* (0.66) (0.43) 

Observations 49490 49490 49490 49490 

Number of dyads 13616 13616 6503 6503 

Absolute value of z statistics in parentheses 

* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1% 

 

 The results for total democracy further confirm that the models capture the 

democratic peace result.  As dyads get more democratic, the probability of war decreases.  

This is an obvious result given the model’s behavioral rules. 

                                                 
27 As with war density, the calculation is made by counting the total neighbors and total democracies of 
both agents in a dyad, aggregating the totals, then dividing total democracies by total neighbors. 
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For both models, the democracy density and war density independent variables 

suggest that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected for hypothesis five.  In a well specified 

statistical model, neither local war density nor local democracy density is significantly 

related to the probability of war.  This result can be explained by the covariance of 

regime type with the regional densities of war and democracy.  When regime type is 

omitted in regressions 10 and 12, local war density and democracy density are 

appropriately signed and statistically significant.  Initially, this result seems 

straightforward.  The apparent neighborhood effects in the model are purely a product of 

regime type and are not statistically independent.  However, the salient interpretive 

question here is whether variance in regional characteristics can explain results that 

regime type cannot.  A deeper look at the behavior by dyad type in the dyadic 

transparency model suggests that the regression results mask a neighborhood effect.     

In the dyadic transparency model, the oddly low rate of war for mixed dyads 

corresponds to the dyad’s total democracy score, but cannot be explained strictly by 

regime type.  Mixed dyads fight at about half the rate of nondemocratic dyads.  (See table 

13.)  Ceteris parabis, there is no reason for a mixed dyad to be less likely to fight than a 

nondemocratic dyad.    The lower rate of war for mixed dyads must be driven by the 

circumstances surrounding these dyads rather than any inherent characteristic of the 

dyads themselves.  Simple analysis of the neighborhoods in which different dyad types 

exist suggests that the oddly low rate of war in mixed dyads is related to their geography.  

Regional war and democracy densities follow a clear pattern by dyad type.  As the total 

democracy in a dyad increases, the neighborhood in which it lives tends to be more 

peaceful and more democratic.  Compared to nondemocratic dyads, mixed dyads exist in 
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neighborhoods with less war and more democracies. (See table 16.)  Given the clustering 

effect of war in the model, living in “safer” neighborhoods lowers the probability that 

mixed dyads will fight.  This, despite the regression results, is an independent 

neighborhood effect.  Mixed dyads have surprisingly low rates of war because of the 

regions in which they exist. 

The absence of statistically independent neighborhood effects for war and 

democracy is an interesting result.  In his examination of the effects of democracy and 

geography on war, Gleditsch finds independent neighborhood effects for war and 

democracy.  In terms of geographic outcomes, this model replicates interstate behavior 

well – democracies do not fight one another, wars tend to cluster, and democracies cluster 

in neighborhoods that tend to be free of wars.  The model does not produce statistically 

independent neighborhood effects, but it does produce correlations between 

neighborhood characteristics and the probability of war.  These correlations are 

overwhelmed by the effects of regime type in the regression results, but some of the 

variance in war rates can only be explained by neighborhood effects driven by war 

clustering.  While these results are not perfectly congruent with Gleditsch’s empirical 

work, there is reason to believe that both results are different sides of the same coin.  The 

peaceful democratic neighborhoods in the model are products of democratic peace and 

the tendency of wars to spread regionally.  The phenomena created by the model are 

similar, but not perfectly identical to those observed by Gleditsch in his empirical 

analysis.   
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Discussion 

This model demonstrates that with modifications to approximate geography and 

democracy, behavior dictated by the bargaining model of war aggregates to resemble the 

democratic peace systemically and geographically.  Democracies do not fight one another 

and democratic neighborhoods create islands of peaceful interaction.  This is a promising 

result.  The fact that a simple, purely dyadic model generates behavior that resembles 

complex, multilateral real world phenomena suggests that the model may capture 

important elements of interstate behavior.   

In the context of the broader democratic peace literature, these results establish 

the plausibility of dyadic information sharing as the cause of the democratic peace.  

Perhaps the most important contribution of this chapter is the connection it makes 

between the bargaining theory of war and the geographic democratic peace literature.  In 

establishing the bargaining theory of war as a possible microfoundation for the 

phenomena observed by Gleditsch, et al., this chapter adds theoretical robustness to our 

understanding of the interaction between democracy and geography and demonstrates the 

flexibility of the bargaining theory of war as an explanatory tool.   

While the broad congruence between the model and empirical record is 

promising, a deeper look at the quirks of the model reveals some flaws.  This section 

analyzes rates of war and democratic proliferation in an effort to explore the external 

validity and shortcomings of the model.   

As a check on the external validity of the model, I compare rates of war by dyad 

type in the model to rates of war by dyad type in Militarized Interstate Disputes and 

Correlates of War data.  The results are mixed.  The dyadic transparency model is the 
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closest match to the empirical data, but neither model matches perfectly.  In both the 

MID and COW data, mixed dyads fight at approximately the same rate as nondemocratic 

dyads.  Table 18 summarizes rates of war by dyad type using MID and COW data.  Table 

13 is reprinted for convenient comparison.  Following Oneal and Russett, democracies 

are states with Polity scores of 6 or above. 

Table 18: Empirical conflict rates by dyad type 

 MID data (1885-1991) COW data (1816-1992) 

Dyad type Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. 

Nondemocratic 14761 .0594133 .2364047 206177 .0015133 .0388713 

Mixed 18054 .0499612 .2178709 169998 .0017706 .0420415 

Democratic 7181 .0140649 .1177667 39298 .0000254 .0050445 

 
 

Table 13: War rate by dyad type 

 Dyadic transparency model Monadic transparency model 

Dyad type Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. 

Nondemocratic 12026 .1334608 .3400863 9805 .0604793 .238385 

Mixed 22687 .0633402 .2435793 27489 .0174252 .1308516 

Democratic 14777 0 0 12196 0 0 

 
 In wars and militarized interstate disputes, mixed dyads and nondemocratic dyads 

fight at roughly the same rate.  Mixed dyads fight slightly more wars than nondemocratic 

dyads and enter slightly fewer militarized interstate disputes than nondemocratic dyads.   

 While these data do not match the data from the model, they do strongly suggest 

that the democratic peace is not driven by a monadic process.  A monadically driven 

democratic peace would produce data similar to the monadic transparency model, with 

mixed dyad war rates well below nondemocratic dyad rates.  In fact, the MID and COW 

data best match dyadic rates of war that one would expect from the dyadic transparency 

model.  The mismatch between the COW and MID data and the actual dyadic 

transparency model data is interesting and sheds light on the limitations of the model.   
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 The stylized world of the model is probably the best explanation of the mismatch 

between the simulated and empirical data.  In particular, neighborhood effects are 

prominent and occur consistently enough in the model to drive down the rate of war in 

mixed dyads to about 50% of its expected level.  It is quite unlikely that the effects are as 

common or prominent historically.  The implication here is caution when interpreting the 

model.  Clearly, the model captures important elements of the democratic peace, but it 

differs from reality in important ways.    

The proliferation of democracies in these simulations also calls for an 

explanation.  The simulation settings used in this chapter should be disadvantageous to 

democracies on the whole.  Replacement agents spawn as democracies with a probability 

that is set by the overall population of democracies.  At the outset of every simulation, the 

probability that a dead agent will be replaced by a democratic agent is close to 30%.  

These settings should favor nondemocracies.  With a 70% chance of replacing defeated 

agents, nondemocracies should gradually replace democracies, particularly since those 

odds improve as their share of the population grows.  In fact, the opposite is the case.  

Graph 2 plots the relationship between democracy as a percent of the overall population 

and time in the dyadic simulations discussed above.   
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Across several simulations and tens of thousands of interactions, democracies 

replace nondemocracies over time.  Why?  Overwhelmingly, defeated agents in the 

model are nondemocracies.  In the 10 simulations under consideration, 4610 wars 

eliminated 2305 agents.  Of those eliminated agents, 1819 (almost 80%) were 

nondemocracies.  This means that even with favorable respawn rules, the population of 

nondemocracies is unlikely to expand.  Because democracies are rarely replaced, even a 

30% probability that they will replace a nondemocracy is enough to help the population 

grow.  This initial population growth gains momentum as the democratic population 

shifts the probability of democratic replacement agents. 

Why are defeated agents so frequently nondemocracies?  There are two 

possibilities: either democracies tend to win the wars they fight or democracies tend not 
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Graph 2: Democratic growth the dyadic model 
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to fight many wars.  The first possibility would suggest an interesting congruence 

between the model and Lake’s (1992) finding that democracies tend to win the wars that 

they fight.  Unfortunately, the answer lies in the ability of democratic agents to avoid 

wars.  A quick analysis of winners and losers across simulations reveals that democracies 

win a little less than 50% of their wars, but fight far less than nondemocracies.  Table 19 

displays war outcomes by regime type.   

Table 19: War incidence by regime type 

 Democracy Nondemocracy 

Wars per interaction .0192621   .0686962 

Victories per war .4796574 .5051687 

 

This pattern is driven by the informational advantage democracies hold over 

nondemocracies.  A significant portion of a democracy’s interactions with other agents 

cannot result in war.  As a result, nondemocracies tend to kill each other off while 

democracies avoid violence and watch their population grow. 

This effect holds across a number of initial parameter settings.  Because the 

pattern of democratic proliferation is likely to be driven by a few initial parameter 

settings, I conduct a number of new simulations to examine the pattern’s robustness.  The 

two important variables I examine here are size of the initial democratic population and 

the overall rate of war in the model.  (I use average costs to vary the rate of war.)  To 

examine the effects of the initial democratic population on democratic population growth, 

I conduct 3 sets of 10 simulations that vary initial democratic population from 10% to 

30% in increments of 10%.28 

                                                 
28 See appendix A for a complete specification of the simulation settings. 
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Table 20 reports correlation coefficients between democratic population density 

and time.  Graphs 3-5 plot the same variables.   

  

Table 20: Correlation between democratic population and 
time 

Initial democratic 
population 

%democ-time correlation coeff. 

30% 0.6765** 

20% 0.5675**    

10% 0.3883**    

** significant at 1% 
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Graph 3: Democratic growth with a 30% democracy seed 
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Graph 4: Democratic growth with a 20% democracy seed 

Graph 5: Democratic growth with a 10% democracy seed 
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First (and rather obviously), the initial size of the democratic population strongly affects 

the rate of democratic population growth in the model.  Even simulations seeded with 

10% democratic agents tend to see their democratic population grow over time, but the 

growth is slower and less consistent than in simulations with larger seeds.  The graphs 

also make it clear that democratic population growth is probabilistic and vulnerable to 

path dependencies.  One simulation in graph 3 hovers around 20% democracy for its 

duration.   

 These simulations also reveal a complex relationship between the rate of war and 

the overall health of democratic populations in the model.  On the one hand, these 

simulations bear out the neighborhood effect discussed elsewhere in this chapter.  Across 

all simulations, local democratic population density is a significant predictor of whether a 

democracy will die in a given time period.  Democracies that are isolated from other 

democracies tend to get picked off.  Table 21 presents regression results that bear this 

claim out.  This regression pools agent data from the 30 simulations described above, 

including only democratic agents in a BTSCS analysis.  The dependent variable records 

whether the agent was eliminated from the system in a given observation.  This provides 

a more complete picture of the variables that contribute to the probability that a 

democracy will be eliminated. 
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Table 21: Regression 13  

 Elimination 

Total costs -28.324 

 (77.89)** 

Total info 4.481 

 (4.79)** 

Local democracy 
density 

-1.468 

 (29.09)** 

Tick -0.012 

 (5.63)** 

Tick square 0.000 

 (1.41) 

Tick cube -0.000 

 (1.19) 

Constant -0.944 

 (1.82) 

Observations 87853 

Number of indexa 8871 

Absolute value of z statistics in 
parentheses 

* significant at 5%; ** significant at 1% 

 

As one would expect, the variables that predict war also predict the elimination of 

a democracy from the system.  The local democratic density variable is negatively signed 

and highly significant.  The fewer democracies surrounding a democratic agent, the more 

likely it is to be eliminated.  The elimination of isolated democracies is a direct result of 

the diffusion effect discussed in chapter three.  Isolated democracies are vulnerable 

simply because they are more likely to fight than other democracies.  Agents in densely 

democratic neighborhoods benefit from the peaceful shadow of those neighborhoods.  A 

war prone environment is a dangerous place for an isolated democracy.   
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On the other hand, higher rates of war benefit the overall population of 

democracies.  I examine the effect of rates of war on democratic populations with 3 sets 

of 10 simulations that vary average costs from .001 to .002, creating high, medium, and 

low rates of war.29   

Table 22 reports correlation coefficients between democratic population and time 

for the 3 sets of simulations.  Graphs 6-8 plot the same variables. 

Table 22: Correlation between democratic population and 
time 

Average costs %democ-time correlation coeff. 

.001  (high war) 0.6765** 

.0015  (medium war) 0.6036**    

.002  (low war) 0.3567**    

** significant at 1% 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 See appendix A for a complete specification of the simulation settings. 
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Graph 6: Democratic growth in a high war environment 
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Graph 7: Democratic growth in a medium war environment 

Graph 8: Democratic growth in a low war environment 
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The graphs and correlation coefficients show that more war prone environments favor the 

proliferation of democracies.  Although this phenomenon is superficially counterintuitive, 

it is a fairly straightforward product of the model’s structure.  Because war is the only 

mechanism for regime change in the model and the informational structure of the model 

favors democracies, environments with more wars favor democratic proliferation.  

Although democratic proliferation within the model is interesting and promisingly 

matches the pattern of democratic proliferation over the past 60 years, I am forced to 

conclude that the emergent pattern is an artifact of the model rather than an unforeseen 

consequence of strategic bargaining as we believe it to exist in the world of international 

relations.  While this disconnect between the model and the real world is not exactly 

desirable, it does raise valuable questions about the model.   

Much of the stylized behavior observed in this chapter can be attributed to the fact 

that democratization can only occur after wars.  While war is one scenario that causes 

regime change, it is certainly not the only one.  Other models are more nuanced than this 

one (Cederman and Gleditsch determine regime change probabilistically based on local 

democratic density, for example), but the field has not yet seen a model that incorporates 

state of the art theory from the democratization literature.  Any future application of this 

model to the democratic peace needs a theoretically complete mechanism for regime 

change. The key to future models will be finding a balance between completeness and 

tractability.  The model is complex in its current form; adding endogenous, theoretically 

complete regime change could make it unwieldy and raise more questions than answers.  

Meaningfully integrating regime into a model of strategic bargaining will be a challenge, 

but it will substantially advance the field.   
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Conclusion 

 This chapter applies a few simple changes to the model to examine the geography 

of the democratic peace.  The model simulates monadic and dyadic transparency to 

explore the theory that democracies share information with each other voluntarily.  I find 

that the dyadic transparency simulations bear more similarity to known empirical 

findings than the monadic transparency simulations.  I also investigate a secondary 

finding, the proliferation of democratic agents in the simulations despite settings that are 

apparently disadvantageous.  Unfortunately, this pattern appears to be an artifact of the 

model   Democracies proliferate because they are able to avoid wars, which are the only 

mechanism for regime change in the model.   

 This chapter demonstrates the explanatory power of simple bargaining models of 

war.  With a few modifications, this model creates behavior that matches the democratic 

peace; democracies do not fight each other, democratic neighborhoods are peaceful, and 

isolated democracies are at risk.  While this is a valuable contribution, the model is 

limited.  The behavior observed here is straightforward and stylized.  The value of this 

chapter is primarily in taking a first step toward a more complete analysis of the 

democratic peace.  This dissertation and other works devoted to the geography of the 

democratic peace demonstrate rather convincingly that simple dyadic analysis only 

captures a small facet of the democratic peace.  While the finding that established the 

subfield is purely dyadic, the broader empirical pattern of democratic peace is a pattern of 

behavior aggregated in time and space.  Models that can capture that aggregation are the 

most analytically appropriate tools available for this puzzle.  With luck, the model 

presented here will be the first of many.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

 

It has been observed that this dissertation has an Everest problem.  This criticism 

is trenchant; I began this project with an idea for a model and went hunting for questions 

to answer with it.  The hunt for appropriate empirical puzzles has been enlightening, 

however.  Agent based models are still relatively new tools for political scientists and 

thinking hard about which questions they are best equipped to answer is a valuable 

exercise for me and the field.  Ultimately, I believe the questions addressed here are 

interesting, appropriate, and answered in a way that adds some insight to our 

understanding of the geography of war and democracy.   

 At its heart, this dissertation is a methodological extension of the bargaining 

theory of war.  The model presented here translates a basic, two player bargaining model 

into an n-player agent based model that includes forward looking agents, democracy, and 

geography.  There are advantages and disadvantages to this approach.  The primary 

advantage of an ABM in this application is that it handles complexity well.  This model is 

able to analyze the behavior of multiple agents as it aggregates across space and time.  

This capacity for complexity has allowed me to analyze and answer questions for which 

other approaches are ill-suited.   

ABMs share many of the disadvantages of formal models and add a few of their 

own.  It is important to be aware that the conversion from formal model to ABM required 
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some compromises: agents formulate bargains according to the equilibrium solution of a 

formal model that is similar to, but not exactly the same as this model.  This model 

cannot boast the crystalline internal consistency of formal models.  I believe that it is 

close, and I have been careful to keep the reader informed of any and all idiosyncrasies of 

the model so that any deficiencies in its internal consistency will at least be transparent.  

The broader limitation of this approach, and one it shares with formal modeling, is 

external validity.  Identifying the salient properties of the model and confirming them 

empirically has been a challenge.  I have used accepted empirical statistics as a point of 

comparison for the model whenever possible (Moran’s I, wars by dyad, and various 

replicated regressions) and included case studies where appropriate.  While I am pleased 

with the work presented here, there is still plenty of room for healthy skepticism.  Better 

geographic data and more process tracing case studies would go a long way toward 

shoring up the internal validity of the model.  This conclusion proceeds in two parts.  Part 

one summarizes the chapters.  Part two discusses interesting limitations of the model and 

avenues for future research.   

 

Chapter summaries 

Chapter two introduces the model and puts it through its paces.  For the interested 

reader, chapter two includes fairly complete walkthroughs with forward and non-forward 

looking agents.  After introducing the model, I confirm that it behaves as a model based 

on the bargaining theory of war should.  For the most part, the regression results are 

straightforward.  Lower costs in a dyad increase the probability of war.  Less information 

in a dyad increases the probability of war.  Less divisible bargaining space increases the 
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probability of war.  Interestingly, the further agents look into the future, the greater the 

probability of war.  On its face, this is a counterintuitive result.  Given that war is an 

inefficient outcome, rational, forward looking agents should not be more war prone than 

rational, myopic agents.  This odd pattern results from the tendency of bargaining results 

to snowball in the model.  Agents that accrue more resources by bargaining or fighting 

become more powerful and can expect to gain more resources in the future with their 

newfound power.  The opposite is also true: present losses tend to snowball into future 

losses.  The broad implication of this phenomenon is a smaller set of available bargains.  

Because present losses beget future losses, agents need larger offers to be satisfied than 

they would if they were not forward looking.  In extreme cases, there may be no bargains 

that satisfy one or both agents because of the power changes they anticipate post-bargain. 

Chapter two joins Cederman and Bearce and Fisher in the still nascent literature 

that uses agent based models to explore bargaining and fighting.  Although it does not 

explore new theory, chapter two does demonstrate that agent based models can translate 

much of the bargaining theory of war into an environment that accommodates forward 

looking agents, multiple players, and meaningful iteration across time.   

Chapter three introduces geography to the model to explain why wars tend to 

cluster.  The model is modified in three ways to accommodate geography.  First, the 

agents occupy a grid.  Second, projecting power is made costly.  The costs of war 

increase with the distance between agents.  Third, agents are allowed to select their 

bargaining partners.  Each agent analyzes its available partners and selects the one from 

which it expects to gain the most.  These three changes cause wars to cluster in the 

model.  The mechanism that drives the clustering is the tendency for wars to destabilize 
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bargains.  When an agent wins a war, it gains resources and thus power.  Newly 

powerful, the victorious agent has a strong incentive to renegotiate the bargains it made 

when it was weaker.  As a consequence, wars tend to spawn a pattern of bargain 

renegotiation around the winning agent.  Because projecting power is costly, 

renegotiations with neighboring agents are more likely to end in war than renegotiations 

with distant agents.  I confirm this pattern with Moran’s I, a measure of spatial 

autocorrelation, cubic polynomial BTSCS regressions, and some process tracing 

statistical analysis.  Two case studies suggest that the phenomenon observed in the model 

is externally valid.  In the late Ottoman Empire, the Young Turk Revolution signaled 

internal weakness and touched off a series of internal and external renegotiations that 

snowballed as the state grew weaker, clustering conflict around the Ottoman Empire and 

ending in the First Balkan War.  Nazi Germany displayed the aggressive version of this 

phenomenon, radiating an escalating series of renegotiations that were designed to both 

increase its power and capitalize on that increasing power. 

Chapter three is the most important in the dissertation and the most theoretically 

rich.  The theory that changes in power disrupt the networks of bargains held by states is 

novel and intuitive.  Whereas past theories of war diffusion tend to rely on the 

sometimes-slippery concepts of willingness and opportunity, this one is robustly 

microfoundational, building clearly on the bargaining theory of war.  Moreover, chapter 

three demonstrates the value of an agent based model for certain international relations 

questions.  The clustering of wars is a pattern of behavior observable only as it aggregates 

in space and time.  The agent based model illuminates this phenomenon in a way that 

would be difficult with a formal model or informal theory.   
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Chapter four introduces democracy to the model to explain why democracies tend 

to live in peaceful neighborhoods.  Democracy is modeled by altering the way in which 

agents treat information.  I test two different versions of the democratic model.  In the 

dyadic transparency model, a dyad with two democracies will have perfect information, 

but mixed and nondemocratic dyads behave normally.  In the monadic transparency 

model, democracies broadcast perfect information regardless of their partners.  

Comparison of the modeled results to Militarized Interstate Disputes and Correlates of 

War data supports the dyadic transparency model.  Empirically, democracies behave as if 

they voluntarily share information with one another.  Further investigation of the model 

reveals two interesting resulting regarding the survival of democracies in the model.  

First, I confirm that the neighborhood effect described in chapter three is meaningful for 

the survival of democracies.  Specifically, democracies that are isolated from democratic 

neighborhoods are at heightened risk of elimination from the system and tend to live 

shortened lives.  The risk borne by isolated democracies is generated by the 

neighborhoods in which they live.  More wars take place outside of democratic 

neighborhoods than inside.  The second result runs counter to the first.  Despite the fact 

that individual democracies are at risk in war prone neighborhoods, democracies flourish 

collectively in war prone simulations.  Because war is the only mechanism for regime 

change in the model and democracies avoid war better than nondemocracies, wars place 

selective pressure on nondemocracies.  As a consequence, simulations with higher rates 

of war encourage the proliferation of democracies.  

  In terms of its contribution to the literature, chapter four is a mixed bag.  On the 

one hand, it explicitly unites the bargaining theory of war with the democratic peace and 
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suggests a simple, compelling explanation for the democratic peace and the geography of 

the democratic peace.  On the other hand, the chapter sheds light on some of the 

limitations of the model.  Much of the behavior in chapter four is stylized: regime change 

is limited and democracies proliferate unrealistically as a consequence.  While these 

idiosyncrasies do not invalidate the theory presented in chapter four, they do force one to 

be cautious about extrapolating the modeled behavior into the real world.  Ultimately, the 

current form of the democratic model is flawed, but flawed in a way that raises valuable 

questions about the model presented here and agent based modeling in general.  I turn to 

those questions in the next section of the conclusion.   

 

Limitations of the model and the ABMs 

There are two rather obvious limitations of the model that could be modified for 

future applications.  Neither has a simple theoretical solution.  First, adding meaningful 

multilateral interactions to the model would be an important step toward a complete 

model of international behavior.  In its current form, the model is n-player only insofar as 

it can accommodate environments with many agents.  The interaction between agents is 

purely dyadic.  While the model is a valuable addition to the field, it has a lot in common 

with Axelrod’s prisoner’s dilemma tournament.  Both use computer models to aggregate 

and analyze fundamentally dyadic behavior.  

A completely multilateral model faces obstacles of theory and implementation.  In 

the realm of theory, a modeler would have to answer basic questions about the nature of 

international interactions that have been dealt with elsewhere, but are without definitive 

answers.  What decision calculus do states use when they intervene?  How do they 
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choose sides?  When and how do threats of intervention affect dyadic interactions ex ante 

and possibly unobservably?  Under what circumstances do states enter multilateral 

negotiations?  How do states communicate their intentions to other states when trying to 

build a coalition?  Under what circumstances are those communications credible?  The 

theoretical complexity of the events that fill foreign policy journals is staggering.  The 

creation of an ABM that captures multilateral behavior will require intelligent, elegant 

theoretical choices.  

Implementation will also be an obstacle to a multilateral model.  Multilateral 

behavior requires each state to consider the possible behaviors of every other state in the 

system and calculate a course of action based on its guess about the world that those 

behaviors will create.  As a system like this grows, the number of calculations required 

from an ABM grows exponentially.  Any modeler who tackles this problem will be 

forced to make difficult theoretical choices based purely on processing power. 

A second refinement that would make the model more explanatorily powerful is 

the inclusion of domestic regime change in the democratic model.  The use of war as the 

sole mechanism for regime change in chapter four is a clear limitation and one that 

produces some troublingly stylized results.  The challenge here is the integration of 

theories that disaggregate the state with a model that is based on unitary states.  

Democratization is a richly theorized literature, but incorporating it into a bargaining 

model of war would present a unique challenge.  Would an electoral model be necessary?  

Would populations have to be modeled?  Would domestic economies have to be 

modeled?  Militaries?  Could the state be streamlined into a few simple actors that would 

sufficiently capture democratization?  Would those actors have to interact with the 
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bargaining mechanism of the model or could they stand alone?  As with multilateral 

bargaining behavior, the inclusion of democratization in the model could be done in 

innumerable ways and any implementation would require many, many difficult 

theoretical decisions.  The political scientist who elegantly incorporates these behaviors 

into a bargaining ABM will have advanced the field substantially.  

The complexity of interstate behavior means that agent based modelers must 

confront a difficult tradeoff between tractability and theoretical completeness.  The 

temptation to render complex, theoretically complete models of interstate behavior is 

strong.  The empirical puzzles that drive the field are products of human behavior 

baroquely aggregated into varied institutions that interact according to a universe of 

changing preferences and incentives.  Because they are limited only by processing power 

in their capacity to handle complexity, ABMs seem like ideal tools to tackle these 

puzzles.  If it is possible for political science to integrate the modular theoretical boxes 

that the rational choice subfield imagines, ABMs will probably be the implementation 

mechanism of choice. 

That said, ABMs, like most other theoretical models, work best when they are 

simple and tractable.  Most modelers investigate the patterns of complexity that arise 

when agents interact according to simple, nonstrategic behavioral rules.  Models of traffic 

flow and animal schooling behavior are archetypes of this approach.  The model 

presented here is more complicated than most.  The agents are forward looking and 

strategic, making numerous calculations prior to acting.  The unfortunate consequence of 

this complexity is a fairly opaque model.  Each layer of complexity represents a modeling 

decision that could have been executed differently with potentially different results for 
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the model.  I have tried to present these decisions clearly and without academic guile, but 

the fact remains that complex ABMs make it difficult for readers and modelers to see 

everything that’s happening in the model.  As models grow in scope and complexity, it 

becomes increasingly difficult for modelers and readers alike to separate theoretically 

meaningful behavior from artifacts of the model – there are just too many moving parts.  

A model that integrates domestic actors, international bargaining, and international trade 

would be sufficiently complex that it might be regarded as a black box by most readers.   

The best solutions to this problem are not new to the field, but it is valuable to 

apply them specifically to ABMs.  First, theoretical parsimony is just as valuable, if not 

more, to ABMs as it is to the other theoretical tools in the field.  In addition to the general 

appeal of parsimony in theory building, simple ABMs and easy to understand and 

interpret.  For a growing method that still needs to fight for credibility, this transparency 

is valuable.   

Second, agent based modelers should work hard to identify and answer questions 

that will most benefit from agent based modeling.  ABMs are most likely to generate 

valuable new insights when they are applied to questions about aggregated behavioral 

outcomes.  The geography of the democratic peace is a good example of a question 

ideally addressed by an ABM: geographic patterns are more complex than the sum of 

their parts.  A model that can analyze the spatial aggregation of behavior can generate 

insights that simple dyadic theory building might not.  By identifying questions to which 

ABMs are best suited, future political scientists can advance the field and enhance the 

credibility of ABMs while avoiding Everest problems of their own.
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Appendix A: Simulation log 

 

# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

1 .05 .0167 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

2 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

3 .25 .083 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

4 .35 .116 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

5 .45 .15 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

6 .55 .183 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

7 .15 .05 .05 .016 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

8 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

9 .15 .05 .25 .083 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

10 .15 .05 .35 .116 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

11 .15 .05 .45 .15 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

12 .15 .05 .55 .183 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

13 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

14 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 1 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

15 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

16 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 3 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

17 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 4 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

18 .15 .05 .15 .05 50 16.6 50 100 1000 5 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

19 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 50 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

20 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 100 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

21 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 200 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

22 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 500 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

23 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

24 .15 .01 .15 .01 50 5 50 100 2000 2 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

25 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

26 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 3 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

27 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 6 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

28 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 9 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

29 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 12 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

30 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 15 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

31 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 18 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

32 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 21 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

33 .05 .001 .05 .001 50 5 50 100 1000 24 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 2: 
reg 1 & 
2 

34 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

35 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

36 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

37 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

38 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

39 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

40 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

41 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

42 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

43 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

44 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

45 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

46 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

47 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

48 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

49 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

50 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

51 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

52 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

53 .044 .01 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 NA NA rand. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
6,7,8 

54 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

55 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

56 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

57 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

58 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

59 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

60 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

61 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

62 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

63 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

64 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

65 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

66 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

67 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

68 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

69 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

70 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

71 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

72 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

73 .001 .0001 .1 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 NA strat. NA NA 

ch 3: 
reg 
3,4,5 

74 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

75 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

76 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

77 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

78 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

79 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

80 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

81 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

82 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

83 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. monad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

84 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

85 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

86 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

87 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

88 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

89 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

90 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

91 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

92 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

93 .007 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 100 49 1000 1 5 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
reg 11, 
12 

94 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

95 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

96 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

97 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

98 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

99 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

100 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

101 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 
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# 
csts 
mu 

csts 
sig 

inf 
mu 

info 
sig 

sq 
mu 

sq 
sig ticks n Inc. look proj 

dem 
% 

dyad 
sel. 

dem 
mod 

dem 
seed location 

102 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

103 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .3 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
3, reg 
13 

104 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

105 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

106 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

107 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

108 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

109 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

110 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

111 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

Ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

112 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

Ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 

113 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
4, reg 
13 
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114 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

115 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

116 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

117 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

118 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

119 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

120 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

121 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

122 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

123 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .1 strat. dyad clstr 

ch 4: 
graph 
5, reg 
13 

124 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

125 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

126 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

127 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

128 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 
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129 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

130 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

131 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

132 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

133 .001 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 6 

134 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

135 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

136 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

137 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

138 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

139 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

140 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

141 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

142 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

143 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

144 .0015 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 7 

145 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

146 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

147 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

148 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

149 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

150 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

151 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

152 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

153 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

154 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 
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155 .002 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad clstr 
ch 4: 
graph 8 

156 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

157 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

158 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

159 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

160 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

161 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

162 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

163 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

164 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 

165 .0005 .0001 .2 .01 50 5 50 100 1000 0 10 .2 strat. dyad rand. 
ch 4: 
graph 1 
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Appendix B: Model flowchart 
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Appendix C: Pseudocode 

getOptOffer() 
Input: high_offer //highest offer under consideration 

 low_offer //lowest offer under consideration 

 increment //increment by which the bargaining 

space is divided 

 look //how far into the future the agent 

is looking 

 s //status quo bargain 

 war_utility //a’s value of fighting  

Internal: range //range between high and low offers 

 offer //placeholder for the offer under 

consideration 

 delta_s //placeholder for delta_s value 

 probability_accept //probability that a given offer 

will be accepted 

 offer_u //total utility of a given offer, 

including its delta_s 

 EU //expected utility of a given offer 

 max_EU //placeholder for the highest EU 

value 

Output: optimal_offer  

 

The while loop below is essentially brute force differentiation.  This 

block of code steps through potential offers, starting with the 

highest, and establishes their expected utility. 

   

  WHILE offer >= low offer 

   

Because the opponent's costs are assumed to be a uniform pdf, the 

probability that an offer will be accepted is simply 1 minus the 

distance from the considered offer to the lowest offer divided by the 

total range.  Thus, low offers approach a probability of acceptance of 

1 and high offers approach a probability of acceptance of 0.  

   

   SET probability_accept = 1-((offer-low_offer)/range) 

    

Delta_s is zero if the agent is not looking ahead. 

     

   IF look==0 

    SET delta_s = 0 

   END IF 

    

The total value of any offer is equal to the offer’s face value plus 

any expected change it may create across other bargains.  This takes a 

few steps.  First, baseline_delta_s establishes the expected future 

value of the agent’s portfolio if the status quo held.  Second, delta_s 

establishes the expected value of the agent’s portfolio if the offer 

under consideration replaced the status quo bargain.  Finally, the true 

delta_s value is calculated by subtracting the baseline_delta_s and the 

difference between the old and new bargains.  This returns the expected 

change across bargains created by the new offer. 
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   IF look>0  

SET baseline_delta_s = getDeltaEss(s) 

SET delta_s = getDeltaEss(offer) 

SET delta_s = delta_s - baseline_delta_s - 

(offer - s) 

   END IF 

 

   SET offer_u = offer + delta_s     

   SET EU = (p_accept)*offer_u + (1-p_accept)*war_u   

  

   IF EU > max_EU 

     SET max_EU = EU 

    SET optimal_offer = offer 

   END IF 

 

This advances to the next offer under consideration. 

 

   SET offer = offer-increment 

   

END WHILE 

      

  RETURN opt_offer; 
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getDeltaEss()    
Input: bargains[][][] // array containing the bargains and p 

values of all agents in the system 

 b // the opponent agent 

 offer // the offer under consideration 

   

Internal: sum_a // the sum of a’s portfolio 

 sum_b // the sum of b's portfolio 

 p // a's status quo p value 

 new_p //placeholder for a new p value 

 

 s //status quo bargain between a and b 

 new_s //placeholder for a new s value 

 

Output: running_sum //total value of a’s portfolio of 

bargains 

 

             

This step adds the value of the current offer to the agent's portfolio.  

offer - s is the difference between offer and current bargain for the 

dyad.  The two lines that follow update bargs[][] to reflect this new 

offer. 

   

SET running_sum = sum_a + (offer - s) 

 SET bargains_array[a][b] = offer 

 SET bargains_array[b][a] = 1-offer       

               

This loop controls the number of other agents the bargainer will look 

ahead to.  Each pass through the loop advances to consider a new agent 

in the array.  Agent A uses the running sum of its portfolio to 

establish a new p value and uses that p value to estimate a new 

bargain.   

   

WHILE counter < look 

     

 ADVANCE counter 

 SET b = next agent in the array that is not a or dead 

SET s = bargains[a][b][s] // retrieve bargain from array 

 SET p = bargains[a][b][p] // retrieve p value from array 

 SET sum_b = value of b’s portfolio  

 

This step establishes a revised value of p given the new bargain with 

the previous agent. 

   

SET new_p = running_sum / (running_sum + sum_b) 

  

This step calculates new bargain based on new power value. 

 

SET new_s = (s*new_p)/p  

 

This step adjusts the running sum to reflect the new estimated bargain. 
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  SET running_sum = running_sum + (new_s – s) // 

 

These steps update the array in case the agent looks ahead far enough 

to loop back through. 

 

SET bargains_array[a][b][s] = new_s 

  SET bargains_array[b][a][s] = 1-new_s 

SET bargains_array[a][b][p] = new_p 

  SET bargains_array[b][a][p] = 1-new_p 

     

 END WHILE     

     

RETURN running_sum 
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Appendix D: Code 
 

 
A note to the reader: this code is included for the sake of filing a hard copy of the 
dissertation, but it is extremely difficult to read on the printed page.  Consult the 
electronic copy or copy and paste this text into an IDE (e.g. Eclipse) if you are interested 
in exploring the code.  There are three classes here.  The Bargainer class describes the 
agents, the DemocModel class describes the simulation environment, and the 
BargainWindow class controls a GUI that displays bargaining results.  Contact me at 
markculyba@gmail.com if you have any questions. 
 

Bargainer Class: 
 

package src; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileOutputStream; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.awt.Color; 

import java.awt.BasicStroke; 

import uchicago.src.sim.gui.Drawable; 

import uchicago.src.sim.gui.SimGraphics; 

 

import uchicago.src.sim.gui.RoundRectNetworkItem; 

import uchicago.src.sim.network.DefaultDrawableNode; 

import uchicago.src.sim.engine.CustomProbeable; 

//import uchicago.src.sim.engine.SimInit; 

//import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar.NormalGen; 

//import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng.RandMrg; 

//import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng.RandomStream; 

 

/** 

Forward Looking Bargainers Model: Bargainer class 

 

This incarnation is built around Powell's model from In the Shadow of 

Power 

 @author Mark Culyba 

 @version 1.0 

 */ 

public class Bargainer implements Drawable{ 

 

    private int index; // records the bargainer's spot in the original 

population for reference 

    private boolean alive; // records whether a state is alive in the 

system 

    private double sq;        // overall share of the status quo; 

wealth 

    private double power;     // military power of a state 

    private double costs;     // costs of fighting. 

    private double risk;   // willingness of a state to assume risk 

    private double discount; // dicount factor 

    private double info;     // amount of information a state has; 

currently based on a uniform probability distribution  
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    private double war_eu;   // expected utility from fighting in the 

status quo 

    private double mincosts; // minimum possible value of the 

probability distribution of costs for the other state 

    private double maxcosts; // maximum possible value of the 

probability distribution of costs for the other state 

    private double optoffer; // optimal offer 

    private double minoffer; // minimum offer that a state prefers to 

fighting 

    private Bargainer other; // the other state in a dyad 

    private double[][] bargains; // this stores the bargains the 

bargainer has made with all others in the system 

    private int[] wars; //stores all the wars the agent fights to 

measure war density.  index equals agent index, the array stores the    

tick of  the war, -1 equals no war 

    private int[] interactions; // same as wars, but for interactions.  

    private boolean[] repeats; //stores the agents the bargainer has 

interacted with in a given tick for dyad selection 

    private double[] distance; //same as above, but for distance 

    private double sumS; // sum of the bargains held by the agent 

    private int look; //This stores the look ahead number 

     

    private double init_alloc; //stores the initial sq allocation for 

survival analysis 

    private double init_gain; //stores the net result of the first 

interaction for survival analysis 

    private int init_fight; // records 1 if the agent fights a war at 

t=0 

    private int init_win; // records 1 if the agent wins a war at t=0 

    private double r; // records the random guess made by the agent 

when establishing costs 

    private int x; 

    private int y; 

    private double projection; 

    private int unresolvable; //records whether the agent is in an 

unresolvable bargaining situation. 

    private int total_wars; // records the total number of wars the 

agent has fought 

    private int total_bargains; // same but just bargains 

    private int total_interacts; // records total number of 

interactions 

    private double gds; //records expected change in portfolio for 

strategic bargain selection 

    private int democ; //1 if agent is a democracy, 0 if it is not 

    private boolean spawn; // true if the agent was created to replace 

a dead agent 

    private int spawn_index; // serves as an index value to 

differentiate spawned agents from the agents they replace 

    private int victories; // records total victories held by an agent.   

    private int wars_tick; //records wars fought by an agent in a given 

tick for spatial mapping 

    private boolean active; // records whether the agent is actively 

bargaining for display purposes 

    private int n; // initial population size 

    private String label = Integer.toString(index); 
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   /** 

    * This constructor creates a bargainer with all the attributes that 

are not relative to 

    * the second bargainer in the dyad.  This allows dyads to be chosen 

after the world is 

    * populated 

    * @param sq  Overall share of the status quo.  Probably best 

conceptualized as wealth 

    * @param power Overall military power 

    * @param costs Costs of fighting 

    * @param risk  Risk 

    * @param discount Discount factor 

    * @param info Information.  Currently describes the range over 

which the possible 

    * @param bargains this is the number of bargainers in the system.  

The constructor creates 

    * an empty array to contain all the bargains made by the bargainer. 

    * costs of fighting for the other bargainer in the dyad are 

uniformly distributed. 

    * Larger ranges mean less information.  See Powell (1999) for more. 

    */ 

 public Bargainer(int index,double sq, double power, double costs, 

double risk, double discount, double info, int bargains, int look, 

double projection, int democ, boolean spawn, int spawn_index) 

    { 

        super(); 

        this.n = bargains; 

        this.wars_tick = 0; 

     this.index = index; 

        this.alive = true; 

        this.sq = sq; 

        this.power = power; 

        this.costs = costs; 

        if (costs<0) 

        {this.costs = 0;} 

        this.risk = risk; 

        this.discount = discount; 

        this.info = info; 

        this.sumS = 0; 

        this.look = look; 

        this.victories = 0; 

         

        /* 

         * the bargains array stores 5 pieces of data for each agent: 

         * the current bargain held, the p value when that bargain was 

established, the lowest possible costs value, 

         * the highest possible costs value, and the r value associated 

with the bargain. 

         */ 

         

        this.bargains = new double[bargains][5]; 

        for (int i=0;i<bargains;i++) 

         for (int j=0;j<5;j++) 

         {this.bargains[i][j] = -1;} 
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        this.wars = new int[bargains]; 

        this.interactions = new int[bargains]; 

        this.repeats = new boolean[bargains]; 

        this.distance = new double[bargains]; 

         for (int i=0;i<bargains;i++) 

          { 

          this.wars[i] = -10; 

          this.interactions[i] = -1; 

          this.repeats[i] = false; 

          this.distance[i] = -1; 

          }           

           

        this.projection = projection; 

        this.unresolvable = 0; 

        this.total_wars = 0; 

        this.total_bargains = 0; 

        this.total_interacts = 0; 

        this.gds = 0; 

        this.democ = democ; 

        this.spawn = spawn; 

        this.spawn_index = spawn_index; 

      } 

 

    /* Accessors and mutators... */ 

    

     

    public int getX() 

    { 

     return this.x; 

    } 

 

    public int getY() 

    { 

     return this.y; 

    } 

     

    public String getLabel() 

    { 

     return this.label; 

    } 

     

    public int getIndex() 

    { 

        return this.index; 

    } 

 

    public boolean getAlive() 

    { 

        return this.alive;     

    } 

 

    public double getSQ() 

    { 

        return this.sq; 

    } 
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    public double getPower() 

    { 

        return this.power; 

    } 

 

    public double getCosts(Bargainer other) 

    {       

        /* 

         * This bit of code enables the agents to incorporate 

projecting power into 

         * the costs of war.  In the nongeographic model, this can be 

omitted. 

         */  

        double temp_costs = 0;  

        double distance = this.getDistance(other.getIndex());  

        temp_costs = this.costs * distance * this.projection; 

        return temp_costs;  

    } 

 

    public double getRisk() 

    { 

        return this.risk; 

    } 

 

    public double getDiscount() 

    { 

        return this.discount; 

    } 

 

    public double getInfo() 

    { 

        return this.info; 

    } 

 

    public double getMinoffer() 

    { 

        return this.minoffer; 

    } 

 

    public double getOptimaloffer() 

    { 

        return this.optoffer; 

    } 

      

    public Bargainer getOther() 

    { 

        return this.other; 

    } 

 

    public double getWar_eu() 

    { 

        return this.war_eu; 

    } 
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    public int getLook() 

    { 

     return this.look; 

    } 

     

    public double getInit_alloc() 

    { 

     return this.init_alloc; 

    } 

     

    public double getInit_gain() 

    { 

     return this.init_gain; 

    } 

     

    public int getInit_fight() 

    { 

     return this.init_fight; 

    } 

     

    public int getInit_win() 

    { 

     return this.init_win; 

    } 

     

    public int getWars(int agent) 

    { 

     return this.wars[agent]; 

    } 

     

    public int getInteractions(int agent) 

    { 

     return this.interactions[agent]; 

    } 

     

    public double getDistance(int agent) 

    { return this.distance[agent]; } 

     

    public int getTotalWars() 

    { 

     return this.total_wars; 

    } 

     

    public int getTotalBargains() 

    { 

     return this.total_bargains; 

    } 

     

    public int getTotalInteracts() 

    { 

     return this.total_interacts; 

    } 

     

    public double getGDS() 

    { 
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     return this.gds; 

    } 

     

    public int getVictories() 

    { 

     return this.victories; 

    } 

     

    public int setIndex(int index) 

    { 

        this.index = index; 

        return this.index; 

    } 

 

    public boolean setAlive(boolean alive) 

    { 

        this.alive = alive; 

        return this.alive; 

    } 

 

    public double setSQ(double sq) 

    { 

        this.sq = sq; 

        return this.sq; 

    } 

 

    public double setPower(double power) 

    { 

        this.power = power; 

        return this.power; 

    } 

 

    public double setCosts(double costs) 

    { 

        this.costs = costs; 

        return this.costs; 

    } 

 

    public double setRisk(double risk) 

    { 

        this.risk = risk; 

        return this.risk; 

    } 

 

    public double setDiscount(double discount) 

    { 

        this.discount = discount; 

        return this.discount; 

    } 

 

    public double setInfo(double info) 

    { 

        this.info = info; 

        return this.info; 

    } 
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    public double setMinoffer(double minoffer) 

    { 

        this.minoffer = minoffer; 

        return this.minoffer; 

    } 

 

    public double setOptoffer(double optoffer) 

    { 

        this.optoffer = optoffer; 

        return this.optoffer; 

    } 

 

    public void setBargains(int other, double bargain) 

    {  

     this.bargains[other][0] = bargain;  

    } 

     

    public void setRepeat(int other) 

    {  

     this.repeats[other] = true;  

    } 

     

    public void setDistance(int agent, double distance) 

    { 

     this.distance[agent] = distance; 

    } 

 

    public double getBargain(int other) 

    {  

     return this.bargains[other][0];  

    } 

    

    public double getP(int other) 

    {  

     return this.bargains[other][1]; 

    } 

    

    public double setP(int other, double p) 

    {  

    this.bargains[other][1] = p; 

    return p; 

    } 

     

    public void setLowCost(int other, double low) 

    {  

     this.bargains[other][2] = low; 

    } 

     

    public double getLowCost(int other) 

    {   

     return this.bargains[other][2]; 

    } 

     

    public void setHighCost(int other, double high) 
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    {  

     this.bargains[other][3] = high; 

    } 

     

    public double getHighCost(int other) 

    {  

     return this.bargains[other][3]; 

    } 

     

    public void set_R(int other, double r) 

    { 

     this.bargains[other][4] = r; 

    } 

     

    public double get_R(int other) 

    { 

     return this.bargains[other][4]; 

    } 

     

    public int getUnresolvable() 

    {  

     return this.unresolvable; 

    } 

     

    public boolean getRepeat(int other) 

    { 

     return this.repeats[other];  

    } 

     

    public boolean getSpawn() 

    { 

     return this.spawn; 

    } 

     

    public int getSpawnIndex() 

    { 

     return this.spawn_index; 

    } 

     

    public void setLook(int look) 

    { 

     this.look = look; 

    } 

    

    public int getDemoc() 

    {  

     return this.democ; 

    } 

     

    public double setInit_alloc(double alloc) 

    { 

     this.init_alloc = alloc; 

     return this.init_alloc; 

    } 
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    public double setInit_gain(double gain) 

    { 

     this.init_gain = gain; 

     return this.init_gain; 

    } 

     

    public double setInit_fight(int fight) 

    { 

     this.init_fight = fight; 

     return this.init_fight; 

    } 

     

    public double setInit_win(int win) 

    { 

     this.init_win = win; 

     return this.init_win; 

    } 

     

    public void setWars(int index, int tick) 

    { 

     this.wars[index] = tick; 

    } 

     

    public void setInteractions(int index, int tick) 

    { 

     this.interactions[index] = tick; 

    } 

     

    public void setXY(int x, int y) 

    { 

     this.x = x; 

     this.y = y; 

    } 

     

    public void setTotalWars() 

    { 

     this.total_wars++; 

    } 

     

    public void setTotalBargains() 

    { 

     this.total_bargains++; 

    } 

     

    public void setTotalInteracts() 

    { 

     this.total_interacts++; 

    } 

     

    public void setGDS(double gds) 

    { 

     this.gds = gds; 

    } 

     

    public void setVictories() 
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    { 

     this.victories++; 

    } 

     

    public void resetRepeats() 

    { 

     for (int i=0;i<this.repeats.length;i++) 

     { 

      this.repeats[i] = false; 

     } 

    } 

     

    public void setDemoc(int democ) 

    { 

     this.democ = democ; 

    } 

     

    public void resetCurrentWars() 

    { 

     this.wars_tick = 0; 

    } 

     

    public void setCurrentWars(int wars) 

    { 

     this.wars_tick = wars; 

    } 

     

    public String[] getProbedProperties() { 

        String[] props = {"Skills", "X", "Y"}; 

        return props; 

      } 

     

    /** required Drawable implementation 

  * draw() is called whenever the display is updated, 

  *  assuming the agent is part of what is being displayed. 

  */ 

 public void draw( SimGraphics g ) 

 {   

  BasicStroke s = new BasicStroke(); 

   

  if (this.wars_tick<1) 

  { 

   g.drawStringInRoundRect( 

java.awt.Color.gray,java.awt.Color.white,Integer.toString(index) ); 

  } 

  if (this.wars_tick==1) 

  { 

   g.drawStringInRoundRect( 

java.awt.Color.yellow,java.awt.Color.white,Integer.toString(index) ); 

  } 

  if (this.wars_tick==2) 

  { 

   g.drawStringInRoundRect( 

java.awt.Color.orange,java.awt.Color.white,Integer.toString(index) ); 

  } 
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  if (this.wars_tick==3) 

  { 

   g.drawStringInRoundRect( 

java.awt.Color.red,java.awt.Color.white,Integer.toString(index) ); 

  } 

  if (this.wars_tick>3) 

  { 

   g.drawStringInRoundRect( 

java.awt.Color.magenta,java.awt.Color.white,Integer.toString(index) ); 

  } 

  g.drawRectBorder(s, java.awt.Color.black); 

 } 

    

    public double calcDistance(Bargainer b) 

    { 

     int xa = this.getX(); 

     int ya = this.getY(); 

     int xb = b.getX(); 

     int yb = b.getY(); 

      

     double distance = Math.sqrt((xa-xb)*(xa-xb)+(ya-yb)*(ya-yb)); 

     return distance; 

    } 

  

    public int getCurrentWars() 

    { 

     return this.wars_tick; 

    } 

     

     

    /** 

     * calcP() calculates p, the probability that the agent will defeat 

its opponent, by comparing the agent's 

     * portfolio of bargains to that of its oppenent. 

     *  @param other This is the opponent. 

     *  @return p This is the probability of victory. 

     */  

  

 public double calcP(Bargainer other) 

   { 

  double p = this.sumS()/ (this.sumS()+other.sumS()); 

  return p; 

   } 

    

   /** 

    * sums the bargains in the agent's portfolio  

    * @return this is the sum of the agent's bargains with all other 

agents 

    */ 

    

   public double sumS() 

   { 

    double sum =0; 

       for (int i=0;i<this.bargains.length;i++) 

       {sum = sum + this.bargains[i][0]; } 
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       sum = sum + this.getVictories(); 

       this.sumS = sum; 

       return sum;     

        

   /** 

    * establishes maximum and minimum cost guess about another agent.  

this is done randomly; 

    * the true costs of the opponent can fall anywhere between these to 

values.  the randomization is  

    * achieved by adding a random proportion of the value of info to 

the other's costs value 

    * and subtracting 1-the random proportion from the costs value.  

the result is a high cost value and a low 

    * cost value placed randomly about the opponents costs value and 

seperated by the agent's info value. 

    * @param other this is the opponent under consideration. 

    */     

        

   } 

   public void establishCosts(Bargainer other) 

   {     

    double r = Math.random(); 

    int index = other.getIndex(); 

    this.set_R(index,r); 

    double costs = other.getCosts(other); 

    double high = 0; 

    double low = 0; 

    if (this.look == 0) 

    { 

     high = (costs + r * this.info); 

     low = (costs - (1-r) * this.info); 

    } 

    else if (look > 0) 

    { 

     high = (r * this.info); 

     low =  (1 - r)* this.info; 

    } 

       this.setHighCost(index,high); 

       this.setLowCost(index, low);     

   }    

       

  /** 

 * Calculates an optimal offer for a given opponent.  The basic logic 

here is the same as in Powell (1999) and Fearon (1995).  The agent 

calculates the expected utility of a given offer by evaluating the 

value of the offer and the probability that it will be accepted along 

with the value of rejection (i.e. war) and the probability of 

rejection.  Those probabilities are knowable because the agent treats 

its opponent's costs as a uniform probability distribution function 

with the range of possible costs. 

    * @param barg this is the opponent under consideration 

* @param bargs a three dimensional array that contains all 

bargains in the system.  the first two dimensions navigate 

through agents, the third navigates between the value of the 

bargain and a dummy that records whether the bargain is active 
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(both agents are alive). Thus bargs[2][3][0] returns the value of 

the bargain between agents 2 and 3.  bargs[2][3][1] returns 0 if 

agents 2 and 3 are both aliveand 1 if one or both are dead. 

     * @param inc the increment variable from the model 

     * @param alive the number of agents alive in the system 

     * @return value of the optimal offer 

     */ 

 

   public double getOptOffer(Bargainer barg, double[][][] bargs, int 

inc, int alive,int democ_model) 

   { 

  int a = this.getIndex(); 

  int democ_a = this.getDemoc(); 

  int democ_b = barg.getDemoc(); 

     int b = barg.getIndex(); // the index position of bargainer 

b 

  double increment = (1/(double)inc); // this is the size of 

the increments into which the bargaining range is divided.  

 double p = this.getP(b); // p of a with respect to b 

  double s = this.getBargain(b); // a's current bargain with 

b 

  double c = this.getCosts(barg); // a's costs 

  double EU = 0; // expected utility of a given offer 

  double max_EU = 0; // placeholder for the highest EU 

  double opt_offer = 0; // placeholder for the offer with the 

highest EU 

  double info = this.getInfo(); 

   

  /* 

   * conditions for democratic transparency follow. 

   */ 

  if (democ_model == 1 && democ_b == 1) 

   {info = 0;} 

  if (democ_model == 2 && democ_a == 1)  

   {info = 0;} 

  if (democ_model == 3 && democ_a == 1 && democ_b == 1) 

   {info =0;} 

   

  /* 

   * Zero info means perfect information.  This returns a 

perfect offer. 

   */ 

  if (info == 0) 

  { 

   if (look == 0) 

   { 

    opt_offer = 1-barg.getReservation(this) - 

.0000000000001; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

    opt_offer = 1 - 

barg.getWarEquiv(this,bargs,alive) - .0000000000001; 

   } 

   return opt_offer; 
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  } 

 

  double low_c = this.getLowCost(b); //low end of the a's 

cost range for b 

  double hi_c = this.getHighCost(b); //high end 

 

  double p_accept = 0; // the probability that a's offer will 

be accepted 

  double offer_u = 0; //expected utility of the offer  

  

  double war_u = calcWar(barg, bargs, alive); //expected 

utility of fighting -- doesn't change within the method 

   

double baseline_ds_a = getDeltaEss(this, bargs, s, a, b, 

alive); //ds a could expect if its bargain with b didn't 

change.     

   

  double offer_ds_a = 0; // ds for the offer itself. 

  double hi_off = 0; // highest offer considered by a. high 

from a's perspective; it gets more of the range with this offer. 

  double low_off = 0; // lowest offer considered 

   

  /* 

   * if a isn't looking ahead, the range of offers considered 

is straightforward. 

   * p + low_c is the lowest offer the strongest possible 

version of b would accept. 

   * p + high_c is the lowest offer the weakest possible 

version of b would accept. 

   */ 

  if (look == 0) 

  { 

   low_off = p + low_c;  

   hi_off = p + hi_c; 

   war_u = getReservation(barg); 

  } 

      

  /* 

    * the code below reconstructs the r value from the high 

and low  

   * costs terms and uses it to place the info range around 

the opponents's true reservation value. 

   */ 

     

  else if (look > 0) 

    

  { 

   double equiv = 1 - 

barg.getWarEquiv(this,bargs,alive); 

   low_off = equiv - low_c; 

   hi_off = equiv +hi_c; 

  } 

      

  /* 

   * range is reset to match these new values. 
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   */ 

   

  double range = hi_off - low_off; 

   

  double offer = hi_off;  //the evaluation of offers starts 

with the highest offer. 

   

  /* 

   * brute force differentiation.  this block of code steps 

through potential offers, starting with the highest, and 

   * establishes their expected utility for a.  increment 

(here inc) establishes the size of the steps taken through 

   * the potential bargains.  

   */   

   

  while (offer >= low_off) //the loop stops with the lowest 

offer 

  { 

   /* 

    * because the opponent's costs are assumed to be a 

uniform pdf, the probability that an offer will be accepted is 

* simply 1 minus the distance from the considered 

offer to the lowest offer divided by the total range.  

thus,  *low offers approach a probability of 

acceptance of 1 and high offers approach a 

probability of acceptance of 0. 

    */ 

   p_accept = 1-((offer-low_off)/range); 

 

   /* 

    * no delta ess if the agent is not looking ahead. 

    */ 

   if (look==0) 

   {offer_ds_a=0;} 

    

   /* 

* calculating delta ess with the same trick as above.  

first, as baseline delta ess is taken for the current 

bargain *between the two. 

* next, delta ess is calculated for the offer under 

evalation.  from this, the baseline and the 

difference between *the old an new  

    * offers is subtracted to establish a pure delta ess 

value. 

    */ 

   else if (look>0) 

   {     

   offer_ds_a = getDeltaEss(this, bargs, offer,  a, b, 

alive); 

   offer_ds_a = offer_ds_a - baseline_ds_a - (offer - 

s); 

   } 

   offer_u = offer + offer_ds_a; //this is the total 

utilty of the offer, including delta ess. 
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   EU = (p_accept)*offer_u + (1-p_accept)*war_u; // 

expected utility of the offer under consideration. 

    

    

   /* 

    * this tracks the highest EU and records the offer 

associated with it. 

    */ 

   if (EU > max_EU) 

   { 

     max_EU = EU; 

    opt_offer = offer; 

   } 

 

   offer = offer-increment; // moves on to the next 

bargain under consideration by establishing increment. 

  } 

 

  /* 

   * this cleans up offer size exceptions.  agents can't 

offer more than 1 or less than 0. 

   */ 

  if (opt_offer>1) 

  { 

   opt_offer = 1; 

  } 

  if (opt_offer<0) 

  { 

   opt_offer = 0; 

  } 

     

  return opt_offer; 

 } 

         

 /** 

  * calculates the expected utility of fighting given an opponent. 

  * @param barg the opponent under consideration. 

  * @param bargs same array as in getOptOffer(); contains all the 

bargains in the system and records whether they are active. 

  * @param alive the number of agents alive in the system. 

  * @return the expected utility of war. 

  */    

     

   public double calcWar(Bargainer barg, double[][][] bargs,int alive) 

  {    

   double c = this.getCosts(barg); 

   int indexa = this.getIndex(); 

   int indexb = barg.getIndex(); 

   double p = this.calcP(barg); 

   double baseline = 0; 

   double desired = 0; 

   double delta_ess = 0; 

   double war = 0; 

    

   /* 
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    * this block calculates delta ess with the same baseline trick 

as above.  the calculation is only conducted 

    * if the agent is forward looking and if there are more than 

two agents.  delta ess for a war is meaningless 

    * in a world of two agents. 

    */ 

   if (this.getLook() > 0 && alive > 2) 

   { 

   baseline = 

getDeltaEss(this,bargs,this.getBargain(indexb),indexa,indexb,alive); 

   desired = getDeltaEss(this,bargs,1,indexa,indexb,alive); 

   delta_ess = desired - baseline - (1-

this.getBargain(indexb));//this addition keeps the bargain from being 

part of the delta ess value 

   } 

       

   else delta_ess = 0; 

    

   war = p*(1 + delta_ess)-c;  //the EU of fighting 

   return war; 

  } 

    

   /** 

    * returns the total expected value of a's portfolio given an offer 

to consider.  for any given offer, a baseline delta ess for the  

    * status quo bargain must also be calculated and subtracted from 

the expected value that results from the offer under consideration. 

    * this ensures that delta ess reflects the new offer, not the fact 

any of a's bargains do not reflect the current balance of power 

    * between it and other agents.   

    * @param barg the agent under consideration (a, not b, as it is in 

the other two big methods) 

    * @param bargs the same array of bargains as elsewhere 

    * @param offer the offer under consideration 

    * @param a a's index value 

    * @param other b's index value 

    * @param alive number of agents alive in the system 

    * @return 

    */ 

   public double getDeltaEss(Bargainer barg, double[][][] bargs, double 

offer, int a, int other, int alive) 

   {   

   /* 

    * just a check in the event that this method is called for an 

agent that doesn't look forward. 

    */  

   if (this.getLook() == 0) 

    {return 0;} 

           

    int b = other; //b's index value 

    double sum_a = 0; //the sum of a's portfolio.  used for 

calculating power. 

    double sum_other = 0; // the sum of b's portfolio. 

    double a_p = 0; // a's p value 

    double rsum = 0; // running sum. 
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    double new_p = 0; //placeholder for a new value for p. 

    double new_s = 0; //placeholder for a new s. 

    double other_sum = 0; //this records the portfolio sum of the 

other agent being considered. 

    double delta_ess = 0; //delta ess placeholder. 

    double new_value = 0; // new bargain value placeholder. 

     

   /* 

    * this creates a cloned array from bargs[][][] so that it can 

be manipulated with new bargains. 

    */ 

    double[][][] bargs_clone = new 

double[bargs.length][bargs[0].length][3]; 

    for (int i=0; i<bargs.length; i++) 

     for (int j=0; j<bargs[0].length; j++) 

     { 

      bargs_clone[i][j][0] = bargs[i][j][0]; 

      bargs_clone[i][j][1] = bargs[i][j][1]; 

      bargs_clone[i][j][2] = bargs[i][j][2];   

     } 

     

    /* this block ensures that offers of 1 (which are considered 

when calculating the value of war) 

     * are nonnegotiable.  Setting the value of 

bargs_clone[a][b][1] freezes them from consideration. 

     */ 

    if (offer == 1) 

    { 

     bargs_clone[a][b][1] = 0; 

     bargs_clone[b][a][1] = 0; 

    } 

      

    /* 

     * this loops through bargs clone to calculate sum_a.  "self 

bargains" are omitted with the if statement. 

     */ 

    for (int i=0;i<bargs_clone[a].length;i++) 

    {  

     if (a != i) 

     {sum_a= sum_a + bargs_clone[a][i][0];} 

    } 

     

    /* 

     * This loop totals the bargains held by b at the time 

     * the offer is made (the offer is not yet incorporated).  

This allows a assess p at the 

     * time the offer is made and thus make reasonable guesses 

about future bargains. 

     */ 

    for (int i=0;i<bargs_clone[b].length;i++) 

    {  

     if (b != i) 

     {sum_other = sum_other + bargs_clone[b][i][0];}   

    } 
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    /* 

     * This records a's p value with respect to b at the time the 

offer is made. 

     */ 

    a_p = sum_a/(sum_a + sum_other); 

             

    /*  

     * this step adds the value of the current offer to the 

agent's portfolio  

     * offer - bargs[][] is the difference between offer and 

current bargain for the dyad 

     * the two lines that follow update bargs[][] to reflect this 

new offer 

     */ 

    rsum = sum_a + (offer - bargs_clone[a][b][0]); 

    sum_a = rsum; 

    bargs_clone[a][b][0] = offer; 

    bargs_clone[b][a][0] = 1-offer;       

        

    /*  

     * this outer loop controls the number of other agents the 

bargainer will look ahead 

     * to.  each increment of 'look' adds an agent.   

     */ 

     

    for (int i=0;i<this.look;i++) 

    { 

     other_sum = 0; //needs to be reset for each new agent. 

     

     /*  

      * This block of code advances through the array of 

bargains, looping to the beginning of the array 

      * if the end has been reached (the .length condition), 

and skipping bargains with dead states and 

      * self bargains (the bargs_clone[a][b][1] == 0 

condition). 

      */ 

      

     if (alive > 2) 

     { 

     b++; 

     if (b >= bargs_clone.length) 

     { b =0; } 

     while (bargs_clone[a][b][1] == 0 || b == a) 

     { 

      b++; 

      if (b >= bargs_clone.length) 

      { b =0;}    

     } 

     } 

    

  /*  

   * this inner loop sums the bargains for the other agent 

being analyzed.  

   */  
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     for (int j=0;j<bargs_clone[b].length;j++) 

     {  

      if (b != j) 

      {  

       other_sum = other_sum + 

bargs_clone[b][j][0];  

      }  

            

     } 

      

     new_p = rsum / (rsum+other_sum); // establishes a 

revised value of p given the new bargain with the previous agent. 

     new_s = 

(bargs_clone[a][b][0]*new_p)/bargs_clone[a][b][2]; 

   

     /* 

      * s cannot take a value above 1 or below 0. 

      */ 

     if (new_s > 1) 

     {new_s = 1;} 

     if (new_s < 0) 

     {new_s = 0;} 

      

     rsum = rsum + (new_s - bargs_clone[a][b][0]); //adjusts 

the running sum to reflect the new estimated bargain. 

      

     bargs_clone[a][b][0] = new_s; //sets the new estimated 

bargain in the bargs[][][] array. 

     bargs_clone[b][a][0] = 1-new_s; //does the same for 

agent b. 

      

    } 

     return rsum; //returns the total new portfolio value; 

   } 

 

   /** 

    * Curious about this one?  I'm impressed that you're reading.  This 

makes the same calculation as getDeltaEss, but returns an actual  

    * delta ess value rather than a sum.  It's employed for data 

collection. 

    * @param barg 

    * @param bargs 

    * @param offer 

    * @param a 

    * @param other 

    * @param alive 

    * @return 

    */ 

   public double getTrueDelta(Bargainer barg, double[][][] bargs, 

double offer, int a, int other, int alive) 

   {   

   

 /* 
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    * just a check in the event that this method is called for a 

agent that doesn't look forward. 

    */  

   if (this.getLook() == 0) 

    {return 0;} 

         

    int b = other; //b's index value 

    double sum_a = 0; //the sum of a's portfolio.  used for 

calculating power. 

    double sum_other = 0; // the sum of b's portfolio. 

    double a_p = 0; // a's p value 

    double rsum = 0; // running sum. 

    double new_p = 0; //placeholder for a new value for p. 

    double new_s = 0; //placeholder for a new s. 

    double other_sum = 0; //this records the portfolio sum of the 

other agent being considered. 

    double delta_ess = 0; //delta ess placeholder. 

    double new_value = 0; // new bargain value placeholder. 

     

   /* 

    * this creates a cloned array from bargs[][][] so that it can 

be manipulated with new bargains. 

    */ 

    double[][][] bargs_clone = new 

double[bargs.length][bargs[0].length][3]; 

    for (int i=0; i<bargs.length; i++) 

     for (int j=0; j<bargs[0].length; j++) 

     { 

      bargs_clone[i][j][0] = bargs[i][j][0]; 

      bargs_clone[i][j][1] = bargs[i][j][1]; 

      bargs_clone[i][j][2] = bargs[i][j][2];   

     } 

     

    /* this block ensures that offers of 1 (which are considered 

when calculating the value of war) 

     * are nonnegotiable.  Setting the value of 

bargs_clone[a][b][1] freezes them from consideration. 

     */ 

    if (offer == 1) 

    { 

     bargs_clone[a][b][1] = 0; 

     bargs_clone[b][a][1] = 0; 

    } 

      

    /* 

     * this loops through bargs clone to calculate sum_a.  "self 

bargains" are omitted with the if statement. 

     */ 

    for (int i=0;i<bargs_clone[a].length;i++) 

    {  

     if (a != i) 

     {sum_a= sum_a + bargs_clone[a][i][0];} 

    } 

     

    /* 
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     * This loop totals the bargains held by b at the time 

     * the offer is made (the offer is not yet incorporated).  

This allows a assess p at the 

     * time the offer is made and thus make reasonable guesses 

about future bargains. 

     */ 

    for (int i=0;i<bargs_clone[b].length;i++) 

    {  

     if (b != i) 

     {sum_other = sum_other + bargs_clone[b][i][0];}   

    } 

     

    /* 

     * This records a's p value with respect to b at the time the 

offer is made. 

     */ 

    a_p = sum_a/(sum_a + sum_other); 

             

    /*  

     * this step adds the value of the current offer to the 

agent's portfolio  

     * offer - bargs[][] is the difference between offer and 

current bargain for the dyad 

     * the two lines that follow update bargs[][] to reflect this 

new offer 

     */ 

    rsum = sum_a + (offer - bargs_clone[a][b][0]); 

    sum_a = rsum; 

    bargs_clone[a][b][0] = offer; 

    bargs_clone[b][a][0] = 1-offer;       

       

    /*  

     * this outer loop controls the number of other agents the 

bargainer will look ahead 

     * to.  each increment of 'look' adds an agent.   

     */ 

    for (int i=0;i<this.look;i++) 

    { 

     other_sum = 0; //needs to be reset for each new agent. 

     

     /*  

      * This block of code advances through the array of 

bargains, looping to the beginning of the array 

      * if the end has been reached (the .length condition), 

and skipping bargains with dead states and 

      * self bargains (the bargs_clone[a][b][1] == 0 

condition). 

      */ 

      

     if (alive > 2) 

     { 

     b++; 

     if (b >= bargs_clone.length) 

     { b =0; } 

     while (bargs_clone[a][b][1] == 0 || b == a) 
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     { 

      b++; 

      if (b >= bargs_clone.length) 

      { b =0;}    

     } 

     } 

      

 

  /*  

   * this inner loop totals the bargains for the other agent 

being analyzed.  

   */  

              

     for (int j=0;j<bargs_clone[b].length;j++) 

     {  

      if (b != j) 

      {  

       other_sum = other_sum + 

bargs_clone[b][j][0];  

      }  

            

     } 

      

     new_p = rsum / (rsum+other_sum); // establishes a 

revised value of p given the new bargain with the previous agent. 

     new_s = 

(bargs_clone[a][b][0]*new_p)/bargs_clone[a][b][2]; 

          

     /* 

      * s cannot take a value above 1 or below 0. 

      */ 

      

     if (new_s > 1) 

     {new_s = 1;} 

     if (new_s < 0) 

     {new_s = 0;} 

      

     rsum = rsum + (new_s - bargs_clone[a][b][0]); //adjusts 

the running sum to reflect the new estimated bargain. 

      

     bargs_clone[a][b][0] = new_s; //sets the new estimated 

bargain in the bargs[][][] array. 

     bargs_clone[b][a][0] = 1-new_s; //does the same for 

agent b. 

      

    } 

     

  delta_ess = (rsum - sum_a);  

   

     return delta_ess; //returns the net change in portfolio 

value; 

   } 

    

   /** 
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    * lops off decimals to make the recursive value finding loop 

manageable 

    * @param n the number in need of lopping. 

    * @param places the number of decimal places desired. 

    * @return returns the lopped number. 

    */ 

   public double chop(double n, int places) 

   { 

    double x = Math.round(n*Math.pow(10,places)); 

    x = x/Math.pow(10,places); 

    return x;     

   } 

   

   public double getReservation(Bargainer barg) 

   { 

    double res = this.getP(barg.getIndex()) - this.getCosts(barg); 

    return res; 

   } 

    

   /** 

    * finds an offer that is equivalent in value to fighting.  the raw 

calcWar() value  

    * neglects the fact that any offer carries a delta ess value with 

it.  thus, the 

    * same recursion that establish limits for high and low values for 

reservation  

    * values is needed to establish the true reservation value of an 

agent. 

    *  

    * @param barg the other bargainer in the dyad.  in this method, the 

agent (this) 

    * calculates a reservation value for itself, not the other agent. 

    * @param bargs three dimensional array of all bargains within the 

system.  passed to getDeltaEss() and calcWar() 

    * @param alive number of living agents in the system.  passed to 

getDeltaEss() and calcWar() 

    * @return return the offer that is equivalent in value to fighting 

for the opponent. 

    */ 

   

    

   public double getWarEquiv(Bargainer barg, double[][][] bargs, int 

alive) 

   { 

 int indexb = barg.getIndex(); 

 int indexa = this.getIndex(); 

     double s = this.getBargain(indexb); 

 double target = 0; 

 double offer_val = this.calcWar(barg,bargs,alive); 

 offer_val = chop(offer_val,3); 

 double baseline_ds = 

this.getDeltaEss(this,bargs,s,indexa,indexb,alive); 

 double offer_ds = 

barg.getDeltaEss(this,bargs,offer_val,indexa,indexb,alive);  

 offer_ds = offer_ds - baseline_ds-(offer_val-s); 
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 double war_equiv = 0; 

 double tar1 = 0; 

 double tar2 = 0; 

 int j = 0;//tracks the loop number to avoid infinite looping 

 int k = 0;//tracks the number of times infinite looping behavior 

has been observed 

 double bottom = 0; 

 double top = 1; 

 target = offer_val; 

 war_equiv = chop((target+offer_ds),3); 

 

 while(war_equiv != offer_val) 

 { 

  if (target > 1) 

  { 

   target = .5; 

  } 

   

  else if (target < 0) 

  { 

   target = .5; 

  } 

  else if (war_equiv > offer_val) 

  { 

   top = target; 

   target = target-(.5*(top-bottom)); 

   offer_ds = getDeltaEss(this, bargs, target, indexa, 

indexb, alive) - baseline_ds - ((target)-(s)); 

  } 

  else if (war_equiv < offer_val) 

  {  

   bottom = target; 

   target = target+(.5*(top-bottom)); 

   offer_ds = getDeltaEss(this, bargs, target, indexa, 

indexb, alive) - baseline_ds - ((target)-(s)); 

  } 

  war_equiv = chop(target+offer_ds,3); 

   

  /* 

   * this condition deals with exceptional cases with delta 

ess values too large to be resolved with an offer. 

   * if target == 1 and war_equiv is less than offer_val, it 

would take an offer greater than one to achieve offer_val 

   * that's impossible, the max offer of one is returned.  

vice versa for zero. 

   */ 

  if ((target==1&&war_equiv<offer_val) || (target==0 && 

war_equiv>offer_val) || top<.00001) 

   {  

   this.unresolvable = 1; 

   war_equiv = offer_val; 

  

 System.out.println("exception************************************

"); 

   } 
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  else  

  {this.unresolvable = 0;} 

 } 

     war_equiv = target;      

     return war_equiv; 

   } 

    

   /** 

    * Records dyadic data. 

    * @param bargs 

    * @param alive 

    * @param look 

    * @param selector 

    */ 

   public void getDyadData(double[][][] bargs, int alive, int look,int 

selector) 

   { 

  int indexa = this.getIndex(); 

  double EU = 0; // expected utility bargaining.  set to zero 

to record instances in which no partners are available. 

  double sum_a = this.sumS(); 

  double sum_other = 0; 

  double new_s = 0; 

  double new_p = 0; 

 

   

  for (int i=0;i<bargs.length;i++) 

  { 

   /* 

    * confirming that i is alive, not a, and not a 

repeat 

    */  

   sum_other=0; 

   if(bargs[indexa][i][1] != 0 && i != indexa) 

   {  

       for (int j=0;j<bargs[i].length;j++) 

       {  

        if (i != j) 

        {sum_other = sum_other + 

bargs[i][j][0];}   

       } 

        

       new_p = sum_a/(sum_a+sum_other); 

       new_s = 

new_p*this.getBargain(i)/this.getP(i); 

        

       if (look<1) 

       {  

        EU = new_s-this.getBargain(i); 

       } 

       else 

       { 

        EU = new_s -this.getBargain(i) + 

getTrueDelta(this, bargs, this.getBargain(i), indexa, i, alive); 

       } 
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   } 

  } 

  

   } 

    

   /** 

    * This method allows bargainers to select the partner with which 

they most prefer to bargain.  The bargainer calculates optimal offers 

    * for all agents in the system and selects the one with the highest 

expected value. 

    * @param bargs 

    * @param alive 

    * @param look 

    * @return 

    */ 

   public double[] getDyad(double[][][] bargs, int alive, int look) 

   { 

  int indexa = this.getIndex(); 

  double EU = -1000000000; // expected utility bargaining.  

set to zero to record instances in which no partners are                          

available. 

  double max_EU = -1000000000; // placeholder for the highest 

EU 

  int dyad = -1; 

  double sum_a = this.sumS(); 

  double sum_other = 0; 

  double new_s = 0; 

  double new_p = 0; 

  double[] dyad_info = new double[3]; 

  dyad_info[0] = indexa; 

  dyad_info[2] = max_EU; 

   

  for (int i=0;i<bargs.length;i++) 

  { 

   /* 

    * confirming that i is alive, not a, and not a 

repeat 

    *  

    */ 

   sum_other=0; 

   if(bargs[indexa][i][1] != 0 && i != indexa && 

!this.getRepeat(i)) 

   {  

       for (int j=0;j<bargs[i].length;j++) 

       {  

        if (i != j) 

        {sum_other = sum_other + 

bargs[i][j][0];}   

       } 

        

       new_p = sum_a/(sum_a+sum_other); 

       new_s = 

new_p*this.getBargain(i)/this.getP(i); 
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       if (look<1) 

       {  

        EU = new_s-this.getBargain(i); 

       } 

       else 

       { 

        EU = new_s -this.getBargain(i) + 

getTrueDelta(this, bargs, this.getBargain(i), indexa, i, alive); 

       } 

     

    if (EU>max_EU) 

    { 

     max_EU=EU; 

     dyad = i; 

     dyad_info[1]=dyad; 

     dyad_info[2]=EU; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 if (max_EU<-999999999) 

 { 

  dyad = -1; 

 } 

 return dyad_info;  

   } 

  

   public double calcDyad(double[][][] bargs, int alive, int look, int 

indexb) 

   { 

  int indexa = this.getIndex(); 

  double sum_a = this.sumS(); 

  double sum_other = 0; 

  double new_s = 0; 

  double new_p = 0; 

  double EU = 0; 

 

   /* 

    * confirming that i is alive, not a, and not a 

repeat 

    */   

        

       for (int j=0;j<bargs[indexb].length;j++) 

       {  

        if (indexb != j) 

        {sum_other = sum_other + 

bargs[indexb][j][0];}   

       } 

        

       new_p = sum_a/(sum_a+sum_other); 

       new_s = 

new_p*this.getBargain(indexb)/this.getP(indexb); 

        

       if (look<1) 

       {  

        EU = new_s-this.getBargain(indexb); 
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       } 

       else 

       { 

EU = new_s -this.getBargain(indexb) + 

getDeltaEss(this, bargs, 

this.getBargain(indexb), indexa, indexb, 

alive); 

       } 

     

 return EU;  

   }  

} 
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DemocModel Class 
 

package src; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.PrintWriter; 

import java.io.FileOutputStream; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.Enumeration; 

import java.util.Vector; 

import java.util.Arrays; 

 

 

import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.randvar.*; 

import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng.RandomStream; 

import umontreal.iro.lecuyer.rng.RandMrg; 

import uchicago.src.sim.engine.*; 

import uchicago.src.sim.space.*; 

import uchicago.src.sim.gui.*; 

import uchicago.src.sim.util.*; 

 

/** 

 * Forward Looking Bargainers Model: Model Class 

 * 

 * This model populates the world with bargainers, selects dyads, 

allows the to bargain 

 * or fight, and records statistics 

 */ 

public class DemocModel extends SimModelImpl { 

 

    private int n;  //total number of bargainers in the world 

    private int iterations;// number of "years" in the simulation 

    private int alive; //number of living states in the system 

    private double sq_mu; //mean of the distribution of sq values 

    private double sq_sig; // standard deviation of the distribution of 

sq values 

    private double power_mu; //mean of the distribution of power values 

    private double power_sig; //standard deviation of the distribution 

of power values 

    private double costs_mu; //mean of the distribution of costs values 

    private double costs_sig; //standard deviation of the distribution 

of costs values 

    private double info_mu; 

    private double info_sig; 

    private double projection; //the penalty for power projection.  

higher values mean projection is more expensive. 

    private int tick; //counter 

    private int interacts; //counts total number of interactions 

    private int wars; //counts number of wars 

    private double pct_war; 

    private int wars_peryear; 

    private double power; //placeholder for bop calculation 

    private double bop; //records balance of power in the system 

    public BargainWindow bw; //the custom GUI object *** temporarily 

out for multiruns 
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    private double[][][] bargains; 

    private double[][][][] local_density; // separate from bargains to 

keep getDeltaEss functional in Bargainer.  records neighborhood war 

density for each dyad in each tick.  ugh.  also contains a record of s 

and p as a stopgap data collection meaure. 

    private double[] density; //stores wars per agent every tick 

    private int[][] war_map; //stores a grid of wars fought in a given 

tick to calculate Moran's I  

    private int look; 

    private int increment; 

    private double yrlypct_war; //records the percent of interctions 

that end in war per tick 

    private double yrly_interacts; //interactions per year 

    private double avg_costs; //mean costs in the population 

    private double avg_info; //mean info in the population 

    private Object2DGrid hexgrid; 

    private DisplaySurface dsurf; //*** temporarily out for multiruns 

    private Object2DDisplay agentDisplay; //*** temporarily out for 

multiruns 

    private Schedule schedule; 

    private ArrayList agentList; 

    private int batch_label; //number that labels the run uniquely for 

panel data analysis 

    public int counter; //tracks time for agentdata 

    private ArrayList shadowList; 

    private Object2DGrid shadowgrid; 

    private int dyad_selection; // 0 if selection is random, 1 is 

strategic 

    private int democ_model; // 0 if no model, 1 if democracies 

broadcast perfect info to all, 2 if democracies receive perfect 

information from all, 3 if democracies broadcast perfect info to 

democracies 

    private double pct_democ; // pct of democracies in the system 

    private int democ_spawn; // user input variable to determine how 

new regime types are established 

    private int x_axis; 

    private int y_axis; 

    private int total_pop; // records the population of all agents, 

alive and dead, over the course of the simulation 

    private int total_spawn; 

     

    /* Accessors and mutators... */ 

 

    public void setN(int number) 

    { n = number; } 

 

    public void setIterations(int iter) 

    { this.iterations = iter; } 

 

    public void setSq_mu(double sqmu) 

    { this.sq_mu = sqmu;} 

 

    public void setSq_sig(double sqsig) 

    { this.sq_sig = sqsig;} 
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    public void setPower_mu(double pmu) 

    { this.power_mu = pmu;} 

 

    public void setPower_sig(double psig) 

    { this.power_sig = psig;} 

 

    public void setCosts_mu(double cmu) 

    { this.costs_mu = cmu;} 

 

    public void setCosts_sig(double csig) 

    { this.costs_sig = csig;} 

 

    public void setInfo_mu(double imu) 

    { this.info_mu = imu;} 

 

    public void setInfo_sig(double isig) 

    { this.info_sig = isig;} 

     

    public void setProjection(double projection) 

    { this.projection = projection;} 

 

    public void setAlive(int alive) 

    { this.alive = alive; } 

 

    public void setTick(int tick) 

    { this.tick = tick;} 

     

    public void setBargains(int a, int b, int tick, double s) 

    { this.bargains[a][b][0] = s; } 

     

    public void setBargainsBoolean(int a, int b, int tick, int status) 

    { this.bargains[a][b][1] = status; } 

     

    public void setBargainsP(int a, int b, int tick, double p) 

    { this.bargains[a][b][2] = p; } 

     

    public void setLocalDensity(int a, int b, int tick, double density) 

    { this.local_density[a][b][tick][0] = density; } 

     

    public void setP(int a, int b, int tick, double p) 

    { this.local_density[a][b][tick][1] = p; } 

     

    public void setS(int a, int b, int tick, double s) 

    { this.local_density[a][b][tick][2] = s; } 

     

    public void setS_P(int a, int b, int tick, double sp) 

    { this.local_density[a][b][tick][3] = sp; } 

         

    public void setDensity(int tick, double density) 

    { this.density[tick] = density; } 

     

    public void setWar_map(int x, int y, int z) 

    {this.war_map[x][y] = z;} 

     

    public void incrementWar_map(int x, int y) 
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    { this.war_map[x][y] = this.getWar_map(x,y)+ 1; } 

     

    public void setLook(int look) 

    {this.look = look;} 

     

    public void setIncrement(int inc) 

    {this.increment = inc;} 

     

    public void setBatch_label() 

    { 

     Random.createUniform(); 

     this.batch_label = Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(1, 100000); 

    } 

     

    public void setDemoc_model(int democ_model) 

    { this.democ_model = democ_model; } 

 

    public void setDyad_selection(int dyad_selection) 

    { this.dyad_selection= dyad_selection; } 

 

    public void setPct_democ(double pct_democ) 

    { this.pct_democ= pct_democ; } 

     

    public void setDemoc_spawn(int democ_spawn) 

    {this.democ_spawn = democ_spawn;} 

     

    public int getN() 

    { return n; } 

 

    public int getIterations() 

    { return iterations; } 

 

    public double getSq_mu() 

    { return sq_mu; } 

 

    public double getSq_sig() 

    { return sq_sig; } 

 

    public double getPower_mu() 

    { return power_mu; } 

 

    public double getPower_sig() 

    { return power_sig; } 

 

    public double getCosts_mu() 

    { return costs_mu; } 

 

    public double getCosts_sig() 

    { return costs_sig; } 

 

    public double getInfo_mu() 

    { return info_mu; } 

 

    public double getInfo_sig() 

    { return info_sig; } 
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    public double getProjection() 

    { return projection; } 

     

    public int getAlive() 

    { return alive; } 

 

    public int getTick() 

    { return tick; } 

     

    public int getLook() 

    {return this.look;} 

     

    public int getIncrement() 

    {return this.increment;} 

     

    public int getBatch_label() 

    {return this.batch_label;} 

     

    public double getLocalDensity(int a, int b, int tick) 

    { 

     return this.local_density[a][b][tick][0]; 

    } 

     

    public double getP(int a, int b, int tick) 

    { 

     return this.local_density[a][b][tick][1]; 

    } 

     

    public double getS(int a, int b, int tick) 

    { 

     return this.local_density[a][b][tick][2]; 

    } 

     

    public double getS_P(int a, int b, int tick) 

    { 

     return this.local_density[a][b][tick][3]; 

    } 

     

    public double getDensity(int tick) 

    { return this.density[tick]; } 

     

    public int getWar_map(int x, int y) 

    { return this.war_map[x][y]; } 

     

    public int getDemoc_model() 

    { 

     return this.democ_model; 

    } 

     

    public double getPct_democ() 

    {  

     return this.pct_democ; 

    } 
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    public int getDemoc_spawn() 

    { 

     return this.democ_spawn; 

    } 

     

    public int getDyad_selection() 

    {  

     return this.dyad_selection;  

    } 

 

    /** 

     * The BatchModel constructor is currently the default.  buildModel 

creates the 

     * important characteristics of the model and allows for one model 

to be repeatedly 

     * reset with creating a new one. 

     * params[] is an array of strings that establishes the parameters 

that will 

     * appear in the GUI for manipulation.  Part of the Repast toolkit. 

     */ 

    public void GeoModel() 

    { 

        //super(); 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * buildModel is an import from the repast toolkit.  This method 

populates the world 

     * with Bargainers and, in the second loop, establishes the inital 

balance of wealth 

     * and power between states. 

     * 

     */ 

    

    public Schedule getSchedule() 

    { 

     return schedule; 

    } 

 

    public String[] getInitParam() 

    { 

     String[] params = 

{"dyad_selection","democ_model","democ_spawn","pct_democ","projection",

"n","iterations","sq_mu","sq_sig","costs_mu","costs_mu","costs_sig","in

fo_mu","info_sig","look","increment"}; 

     return params;  

    } 

     

    /** 

     * preStep() is a Repast import.  Here it calls resetStages() on 

the GUI. 

     * This resets the GUI variables that address animation sequencing 

for the next 

     * set of bargainers. 

     */ 
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    public void preStep() 

    {   

     //this.bw.resetStages(); //*** temporarily out for multiruns 

      

    } 

 

    /** 

     * postStep() is a Repast import.  It records statistics after 

step() has been 

     * called. 

     */ 

   public void postStep() 

   { 

     this.setTick(this.getTick()+1); 

     this.resetCurrentWars(); 

     this.wars_peryear = 0; 

     this.yrlypct_war = 0; 

     this.yrly_interacts = 0; 

     this.power = 0;      

      

     /* 

      * this block records evolData for all agents that are still alive 

when the simulation is about to end,  

      * whether because no agents remain or time has expired. 

      */ 

      

     if (this.tick == this.iterations || agentList.size()<2) 

       { 

        for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

        { 

         Bargainer a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i);      

    

        } 

       } 

   } 

 

   /** 

    * getDyad randomly selects two states from the population[] array. 

    * 

    * @return Returns an array with the positions of the two selected 

states in the 

    * population[] array. 

    */ 

    

   private int[] getDyad() 

   { 

    int a,b; 

    a = Math.round((float)Math.random() * (agentList.size()- 1)); 

    b = Math.round((float)Math.random() * (agentList.size() - 2)); 

          if (b >= a) 

           b = b + 1; 

    int[] dyad = {a,b}; 

    return dyad; 

   } 
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    private int getBarg(int i) 

    { 

        int b = Math.round((float)Math.random() * (agentList.size() - 

2)); 

           if (b >= i) 

            b = b + 1; 

        return b; 

    } 

     

    /** 

     * calcWarDensity calculates the density of wars within the moore 

neighborhood of a dyad. 

     * @param a first dyad member 

     * @param b second dyad member 

     * @param grid  

     * @return 

     */   

 

    private double calcWarDensity(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, 

Object2DGrid grid) 

    { 

     double war = 0; 

     double agents = 0; 

     double density = 0; 

      

     Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),2,2,false); 

     Vector b_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     b_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(b.getX(),b.getY(),2,2,false); 

 

     for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      if (barg.getAlive()==true) 

       { 

       agents ++; 

       for (int i=0;i<n;i++) 

       { 

        if (barg.getWars(i)==tick ) 

        {war++;} 

       } 

       } 

     } 

      

     for (Enumeration e = b_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      if (barg.getAlive()) 

       { 

       agents ++; 

       for (int i=0;i<n;i++) 
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       { 

        if (barg.getWars(i)==tick ) 

        {war++;} 

       } 

       } 

     } 

 

     if (agents>0) 

     {density = war/agents;} 

     if (agents==0 && war==0) 

     { density=0;} 

     if (agents==0 && war>0) 

     { density = war/1; } 

     return density;        

    } 

     

    private double calcLocalWarDensity(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, 

Object2DGrid grid, int range, boolean alt) 

    { 

     double war = 0; 

     double agents = 0; 

     double density = 0; 

 

     Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),range,range,false); 

     Vector b_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     b_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(b.getX(),b.getY(),range,range,false); 

      

     if (alt) 

     { 

      for (int i=0; i<a_neighbors.size(); i++) 

       { 

        Bargainer x = (Bargainer) a_neighbors.get(i); 

       

        for (int j=0; j<b_neighbors.size(); j++) 

         { 

          Bargainer y = (Bargainer) 

b_neighbors.get(j); 

          if (x.getIndex() == y.getIndex()) 

          {  

           b_neighbors.remove(j); 

          } 

         }        

       } 

     }   

      

     for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      war = war + this.getWar_map(barg.getX(), barg.getY()); 

      if (barg.getAlive()==true) 

       {  agents ++;}            
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     } 

      

     for (Enumeration e = b_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      war = war + this.getWar_map(barg.getX(), 

barg.getY());       

      if (barg.getAlive()) 

       { agents ++;}  

     } 

      

     if (agents>0) 

     {density = war/agents;} 

     if (agents==0 && war==0) 

     { density=0;} 

     if (agents==0 && war>0) 

     { density = war/1; } 

      

     return density; 

        

    } 

 

    private double calcDemocDensity(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, 

Object2DGrid grid, int range, boolean alt) 

    { 

     double democ = 0; 

     double agents = 0; 

     double density = 0; 

     Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),range,range,false); 

     Vector b_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     b_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(b.getX(),b.getY(),range,range,false); 

 

     if (alt) 

     { 

      for (int i=0; i<a_neighbors.size(); i++) 

       { 

        Bargainer x = (Bargainer) a_neighbors.get(i); 

       

        for (int j=0; j<b_neighbors.size(); j++) 

         { 

          Bargainer y = (Bargainer) 

b_neighbors.get(j); 

          if (x.getIndex() == y.getIndex()) 

           {  

            b_neighbors.remove(j); 

           } 

         }   

       } 

     } 
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     for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

      { 

       Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

       if (barg.getDemoc() > 0) 

        {  democ ++;}    

       agents++;    

      } 

      

     for (Enumeration e = b_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement();       

      if (barg.getDemoc()>0) 

       { democ ++;}  

      agents++; 

 

     } 

     

     if (agents>0) 

     {density = democ/agents;} 

     if (agents==0 && democ==0) 

     { density=0;} 

     if (agents==0 && democ>0) 

     { density = democ/1; } 

      

     return density; 

        

    } 

     

    /** 

     * AgentWarDensity calculates density around a given agent rather 

than total density for a dyad 

     * @param a 

     * @param b 

     * @param grid 

     * @return 

     */ 

     

    private double calcAgentWarDensity(Bargainer a, Object2DGrid grid) 

    { 

     double war = 0; 

     double agents = 0; 

     double density = 0; 

 

     Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     a_neighbors = grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),false); 

   

      

     for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      war = war + this.getWar_map(barg.getX(), barg.getY()); 

      if (barg.getAlive()==true) 
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       {  agents ++;}        

     } 

      

     if (agents>0) 

     {density = war/agents;} 

     if (agents==0 && war==0) 

     { density=0;} 

     if (agents==0 && war>0) 

     { density = war/1; } 

      

     return density; 

        

    } 

     

    private double calcAgentDemocDensity(Bargainer a, Object2DGrid 

grid) 

    { 

     double democ = 0; 

     double agents = 0; 

     double density = 0; 

 

     Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

     a_neighbors = grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),false); 

   

      

     for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

      if (barg.getDemoc() > 0) 

   {  democ ++;} 

       agents ++;        

     } 

      

     if (agents>0) 

     {density = democ/agents;} 

     if (agents==0 && democ==0) 

     { density=0;} 

     if (agents==0 && democ>0) 

     { density = democ/1; } 

      

     return density; 

        

    } 

     

    public double sumWars(int n) 

    { 

     double sum = 0; 

     for (int i=0; i<this.x_axis; i++) 

      for (int j=0; j<this.y_axis; j++) 

      { 

       sum = sum + this.war_map[i][j]; 

      } 

     return sum; 

    } 
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    public double sumBinaryWars(int n) 

    { 

     double sum = 0; 

     for (int i=0; i<this.x_axis; i++) 

      for (int j=0; j<this.y_axis; j++) 

      { 

       if (this.war_map[i][j] > 0) 

       {sum++;} 

      } 

     return sum; 

    } 

     

 public double sumDemoc() 

 { 

  double sum = 0; 

  for (int i=0; i<this.agentList.size(); i++)  

  { 

   Bargainer a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

   sum = sum + a.getDemoc(); 

  } 

  return sum; 

 } 

  

 public void placeDemoc() 

 { 

  int democ_pop = Math.round((float)pct_democ*n); 

  int side = Math.round((float)Math.sqrt(democ_pop)); 

  int indent = Math.round((this.x_axis-side)/2); 

  int x,y = indent; 

   

  for (int i=0;i<n;i++) 

  { 

   Bargainer barg = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

   barg.setDemoc(0); 

   agentList.set(i,barg); 

  } 

   

  int d= 0;  

  for (int i=0;i<=side;i++) 

   for (int j=0;j<side;j++) 

   { 

    if (d<democ_pop) 

    { 

     Bargainer barg = 

(Bargainer)hexgrid.getObjectAt(indent+i,indent+j); 

     barg.setDemoc(1); 

     hexgrid.putObjectAt(indent+i, indent+j, 

barg); 

     d++; 

    } 

 

   } 

 } 
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    /** 

     * calcI() calculates I for a row standardized matrix 

     * the current problem is that getMooreNeighborhood returns a 

vector full of dead agents, which inflates the w value 

     * @param n 

     * @param tick 

     * @param avg_wars 

     * @return 

     */ 

     

    public double calcI(int n, int tick, int range, Object2DGrid grid) 

    { 

     double numerator = 0;  //numerator in Moran's I 

     double denominator = 0; //denominator in I 

     int a_wars = 0; // total wars a has fought in a tick 

     int b_wars = 0; //total wars a has fought in a tick 

     double w = 0; // row standardized w 

     double w_sum = 0; 

     double neighbors = 0; 

     double total_neighbors = 0; 

      

     double mean_wars = this.sumWars(this.n)/n; 

 

     for (int i=0; i<n; i++) 

      { 

       neighbors = 0; 

       Bargainer a =(Bargainer)shadowList.get(i); 

       a_wars = this.getWar_map(a.getX(), 

a.getY());//a.getCurrentWars(tick, n); 

       Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

        

       if (range<2) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),false);  

       } 

       else if (range>1) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),range,range,false);  

       } 

 

          /* 

           * This loop counts the living agents in a's neighborhood 

at the beginning of the 

           * tick using shadowgrid 

           */ 

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           neighbors++; 

           total_neighbors++; 
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             } 

           

          w_sum = w_sum+w; 

           

          denominator = denominator + (a_wars-mean_wars)*(a_wars-

mean_wars); 

           

          w = (double)neighbors/(double)n; // this row standardizes 

the connectivity matrix 

           

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           b_wars = this.getWar_map(barg.getX(), barg.getY()); 

           numerator = numerator + (a_wars-mean_wars)*(b_wars-

mean_wars); 

          } 

      } 

 

     double i = (n/total_neighbors)*(numerator/denominator); 

      

     return i;     

    } 

     

    public double calcBinaryI(int n, int tick, int range, Object2DGrid 

grid) 

    { 

     double numerator = 0;  //numerator in Moran's I 

     double denominator = 0; //denominator in I 

     int a_wars = 0; // total wars a has fought in a tick 

     int b_wars = 0; //total wars a has fought in a tick 

     double w = 0; // row standardized w 

     double w_sum = 0; 

     double neighbors = 0; 

     double total_neighbors = 0;      

      

     double mean_wars = this.sumBinaryWars(this.n)/n; 

 

     for (int i=0; i<n; i++) 

      { 

       neighbors = 0; 

       Bargainer a =(Bargainer)shadowList.get(i); 

       a_wars = 0; 

       if(this.getWar_map(a.getX(), a.getY()) > 

0)//a.getCurrentWars(tick, n); 

       { 

        a_wars = 1; 

       } 

       Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

             

       if (range<2) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),false);  
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       } 

       else if (range>1) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),range,range,false);  

       } 

      

          /* 

           * This loop counts the living agents in a's neighborhood 

at the beginning of the 

           * tick using shadowgrid 

           */ 

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           neighbors++; 

           total_neighbors++;       

             } 

           

          w_sum = w_sum+w; 

           

          denominator = denominator + (a_wars-mean_wars)*(a_wars-

mean_wars); 

           

          w = (double)neighbors/(double)n; // this row standardizes 

the connectivity matrix 

           

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           b_wars = 0; 

           if (this.getWar_map(barg.getX(), barg.getY()) > 0)  

            { 

             b_wars = 1; 

            } 

           numerator = numerator + (a_wars-mean_wars)*(b_wars-

mean_wars); 

          } 

      } 

 

     double i = (n/total_neighbors)*(numerator/denominator);      

  

     return i;     

    } 

     

     

    /** 

     * calcI() calculates I for a row standardized matrix 

     * the current problem is that getMooreNeighborhood returns a 

vector full of dead agents, which inflates the w value 

     * @param n 

     * @param tick 

     * @param avg_wars 
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     * @return 

     */ 

     

    public double calcDemoc_I(int n, int tick, int range, Object2DGrid 

grid) 

    { 

     double numerator = 0;  //numerator in Moran's I 

     double denominator = 0; //denominator in I 

     int a_democ = 0; // total wars a has fought in a tick 

     int b_democ = 0; //total wars a has fought in a tick 

     double w = 0; // row standardized w 

     double w_sum = 0; 

     double neighbors = 0; 

     double total_neighbors = 0; 

      

     double mean_democ = this.sumDemoc()/n; //need a sumDemoc method, 

make sure to count living states 

 

     for (int i=0; i<n; i++) 

      { 

       neighbors = 0; 

       Bargainer a =(Bargainer)shadowList.get(i); 

       a_democ = a.getDemoc(); 

       Vector a_neighbors = new Vector(); 

        

       if (range<2) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),false);  

       } 

       else if (range>1) 

       { 

        a_neighbors = 

grid.getMooreNeighbors(a.getX(),a.getY(),range,range,false);  

       }       

 

          /* 

           * This loop counts the living agents in a's neighborhood 

at the beginning of the 

           * tick using shadowgrid 

           */ 

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           { 

            neighbors++; 

            total_neighbors++; 

           }  

          } 

           

          w_sum = w_sum+w; 

          denominator = denominator + (a_democ-mean_democ)*(a_democ-

mean_democ); 
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          w = (double)neighbors/(double)n; // this row standardizes 

the connectivity matrix 

           

          for (Enumeration e = a_neighbors.elements(); 

e.hasMoreElements();) 

          { 

           Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) e.nextElement(); 

           b_democ = barg.getDemoc();//barg.getCurrentWars(tick, 

n); 

           numerator = numerator + (a_democ-

mean_democ)*(b_democ-mean_democ); 

          } 

      } 

 

     double i = (n/total_neighbors)*(numerator/denominator); 

    

     return i;  

    }   

  

    /** 

     * getMiddle is used to average the two optimal offers of the 

bargainers. 

     * Employs the absolute value of the difference, so it works 

whether the offers overlap 

     * or come up short of each other. 

     * @param offer_a The optimal offer of Bargainer a. 

     * @param offer_b The optimal offer of Bargainer b. 

     * @return Returns half the distance between the two offers. 

     */ 

    private static double getMiddle(double offer_a, double offer_b) 

    { 

        double m; 

        m = .5* Math.abs(1-(offer_a + offer_b)); 

        return m; 

    } 

 

    private void kill(int index, int spot) 

    { 

        agentList.remove(spot); 

            

        for (int i=0; i<this.n; i++) 

        { 

         this.setBargainsBoolean(index,i,tick,0); 

         this.setBargainsBoolean(i,index,tick,0); 

        } 

    } 

     

    private void resetCurrentWars() 

    { 

     for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

     { 

      Bargainer barg = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

      barg.resetCurrentWars(); 

      agentList.set(i,barg); 

     } 
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    } 

 

    /** 

     * The fight() method has states fight according to the basic 

Powell model.  War is a 

     * one shot lottery with the probability of victory determining the 

outcome. 

     * States "die" by having the instance variable "alive" set to 

"False", but they 

     * remain in the array.  Adjust random selection to reflect this... 

     * @param a 

     * @param b 

     */ 

    private int fight(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, int spota, int spotb) 

    { 

     int indexa = a.getIndex(); 

     int indexb = b.getIndex(); 

      

     double draw = Math.random(); 

      

     if (draw < a.getP(indexb)) //a defeats b 

     { 

      total_pop++; 

      makeAgentData(a,b,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-

1,1,calcAgentDemocDensity(a,hexgrid)); 

            makeAgentData(b,a,1,-1,-1,-1,0,-

1,0,calcAgentDemocDensity(b,hexgrid)); 

       

      /* 

       * This block updates a's stats and places it back in the 

list.  Its bargain with the new agent is taken care of in the loop 

below. 

       */ 

      a.setWars(indexb,tick); 

      a.setVictories(); 

      a.setTotalInteracts(); 

      a.setTotalWars(); 

      agentList.set(spota,a); 

            hexgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(),a.getY(),a); 

       

      b.setTotalInteracts(); 

      b.setTotalWars(); 

      b.setAlive(false);     

      agentList.remove(spotb); 

       

      b.setBargains(indexa,0); 

      double old_sum = b.sumS(); //calculation of b's share of 

the system at death 

                

         /* 

          * This snippet of code creates a new agent to replace b. 

          */  

      RandomStream rs = new RandMrg(); 

            double sq = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getSq_mu(),this.getSq_sig()); 
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            double costs = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getCosts_mu(),this.getCosts_sig()); 

            if (costs<0) 

            {costs = 0;} 

            double info = 0; 

            if (this.getInfo_mu() != 0)             

            {info =  

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getInfo_mu(),this.getInfo_sig());} 

            if (info<0) 

            {info = 0;} 

             

            uchicago.src.sim.util.Random.createUniform(); 

             

            /* 

             * There are three regime spawn systems: 

             * 1. Current population of democracies in the system to 

set the probability that a new agent will be a democracy.   

             * 50% democracies --> 50% probability of a new democracy. 

             *  

             * 2. New regime matches the regime of the agent that wins 

the war. 

             *  

             * 3. New regime matches old regime. 

             */ 

             

            int democ = 0; 

            if (democ_spawn == 0) 

            {              

             double democ_rate = 

this.sumDemoc()/this.agentList.size(); 

               if (Math.random()<= democ_rate) 

               {democ =1;} 

             System.out.println("spawn state democ = "+democ); 

            } 

             

            if (democ_spawn == 1) 

            { 

             democ = a.getDemoc(); 

            } 

             

            if (democ_spawn == 2) 

            { 

             democ = b.getDemoc(); 

            }     

            

           /* 

            * The new agent retains the old agent's index and 

place in the grid.  This makes integrating the new agent into the 

existing  

            * arrays relatively easy.  Spawned agents can be 

distinguished in data analysis with their "spawn labels".  Their dyads 

are distinct 

            * from the agents they replace -- they just piggyback 

on the spots of the agents they replace for simplicity. 

            */ 
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            this.total_spawn++; 

            Bargainer newb = new 

Bargainer(indexb,sq,power,costs,5,5,info,n,look,projection, democ, 

true, n+this.total_spawn); //i establishes index, so it should be n+1 

            newb.setXY(b.getX(), b.getY()); 

             

            /* 

             * This loop establishes bargains between the spawn and the 

other agents in the system.  Those bargains reflect the resources the 

spawn 

             * inherits from the dead agent. 

             */ 

            for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

            { 

             Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) agentList.get(i); 

             if (barg.getIndex() != newb.getIndex()) 

             { 

                 double s = old_sum/(barg.sumS()+old_sum); //the new 

bargain reflects the share of the system the spawn inherits from the 

dead agent. 

                 barg.setBargains(newb.getIndex(), 1-s);  

                 barg.setP(newb.getIndex(), 1-s); 

                 newb.setBargains(barg.getIndex(), s); 

                 newb.setP(barg.getIndex(), s); 

                 agentList.set(i,barg);   

                 hexgrid.putObjectAt(barg.getX(),barg.getY(),barg); 

                  

                 this.setBargains(indexb, i, tick, s); 

                 this.setBargains(i, indexb, tick, 1-s); 

                  

                 this.setS(indexb, i, tick, s); 

                 this.setS(i, indexb, tick, 1-s); 

                  

                 newb.establishCosts(barg); 

                 barg.establishCosts(newb); 

              

newb.setDistance(barg.getIndex(),newb.calcDistance(barg)); 

              

barg.setDistance(newb.getIndex(),barg.calcDistance(newb)); 

             } 

            } 

             

            for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

            { 

             Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) agentList.get(i); 

            } 

       

            newb.setCurrentWars(this.getWar_map(b.getX(), b.getY())); 

            hexgrid.putObjectAt(b.getX(), b.getY(), newb);  

            agentList.add(newb); 

 

      return indexa; 

     } 

     else // b defeats a 

     { 
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      total_pop++; 

      makeAgentData(a,b,1,-1,-1,-1,1,-

1,0,calcAgentDemocDensity(a,hexgrid)); 

            makeAgentData(b,a,1,-1,-1,-1,0,-

1,1,calcAgentDemocDensity(b,hexgrid)); 

       

      /* 

       * This block updates b's stats and places it back in the 

list.  Its bargain with the new agent is taken care of in the loop 

below. 

       */ 

      b.setWars(indexa,tick); 

      b.setVictories(); 

      b.setTotalInteracts(); 

      b.setTotalWars(); 

      agentList.set(spotb,b); 

            hexgrid.putObjectAt(b.getX(),b.getY(),b); 

       

      a.setTotalInteracts(); 

      a.setTotalWars(); 

      a.setAlive(false);     

      agentList.remove(spota); 

       

      a.setBargains(indexa,0); 

      double old_sum = a.sumS(); //calculation of a's share of 

the system at death 

                

         /* 

          * This snippet of code creates a new agent to replace a. 

          */  

      RandomStream rs = new RandMrg(); 

            double sq = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getSq_mu(),this.getSq_sig()); 

            double costs = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getCosts_mu(),this.getCosts_sig()); 

            if (costs<0) 

            {costs = 0;} 

            double info = 0; 

            if (this.getInfo_mu() != 0)             

            {info =  

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getInfo_mu(),this.getInfo_sig());} 

            if (info<0) 

            {info = 0;} 

             

            uchicago.src.sim.util.Random.createUniform(); 

 

            /* 

             * There are three regime spawn systems: 

             * 1. Current population of democracies in the system to 

set the probability that a new agent will be a democracy.   

             * 50% democracies --> 50% probability of a new democracy. 

             *  

             * 2. New regime matches the regime of the agent that wins 

the war. 

             *  
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             * 3. New regime matches old regime. 

             */ 

             

            int democ = 0; 

            if (democ_spawn == 0) 

            {              

             double democ_rate = 

this.sumDemoc()/this.agentList.size(); 

               if (Math.random()<= pct_democ) 

               {democ =1;} 

             System.out.println("spawn state democ = "+democ); 

            } 

             

            if (democ_spawn == 1) 

            { 

             democ = b.getDemoc(); 

            } 

             

            else 

            { 

             democ = a.getDemoc(); 

            } 

            

           /* 

            * The new agent retains the old agent's index and 

place in the grid.  This makes integrating the new agent into the 

existing  

            * arrays relatively easy.  Spawned agents can be 

distinguished in data analysis with their "spawn labels".  Their dyads 

are distinct 

            * from the agents they replace -- they just piggyback 

on the spots of the agents they replace for simplicity. 

            */ 

             

            this.total_spawn++; 

            Bargainer newb = new 

Bargainer(indexa,sq,power,costs,5,5,info,n,look,projection, democ, 

true, n+this.total_spawn); //i establishes index, so it should be n+1 

            newb.setXY(a.getX(), a.getY()); 

             

            /* 

             * This loop establishes bargains between the spawn and the 

other agents in the system.  Those bargains reflect the resources the 

spawn 

             * inherits from the dead agent. 

             */ 

            for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

            { 

             Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) agentList.get(i); 

             if (barg.getIndex() != newb.getIndex()) 

             { 

                 double s = old_sum/(barg.sumS()+old_sum); //the new 

bargain reflects the share of the system the spawn inherits from the 

dead agent. 

                 barg.setBargains(newb.getIndex(), 1-s);  
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                 barg.setP(newb.getIndex(), 1-s); 

                 newb.setBargains(barg.getIndex(), s); 

                 newb.setP(barg.getIndex(), s); 

                 agentList.set(i,barg);   

                 hexgrid.putObjectAt(barg.getX(),barg.getY(),barg); 

                  

                 this.setBargains(indexa, i, tick, s); 

                 this.setBargains(i, indexa, tick, 1-s); 

                  

                 this.setS(indexa, i, tick, s); 

                 this.setS(i, indexa, tick, 1-s); 

                  

                 newb.establishCosts(barg); 

                 barg.establishCosts(newb); 

              

newb.setDistance(barg.getIndex(),newb.calcDistance(barg)); 

              

barg.setDistance(newb.getIndex(),barg.calcDistance(newb)); 

             } 

            } 

             

            System.out.println("Spawn: "+newb.getIndex()); 

            for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

            { 

             Bargainer barg = (Bargainer) agentList.get(i); 

            } 

       

            newb.setCurrentWars(this.getWar_map(a.getX(), a.getY())); 

            hexgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(), a.getY(), newb);  

            agentList.add(newb); 

 

      return indexb; 

     } 

    } 

 

    public void prepSystemData() 

    { 

        PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("systemData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println("Tick"+'\t'+"N"+'\t'+"BOP"+'\t'+"wars/yr"+'\t'+"%w

ar"+'\t'+"sq_mu"+'\t' 

                             

+"sq_sig"+'\t'+"power_mu"+'\t'+"power_sig"+'\t'+"costs_mu"+'\t'+"costs_

mu" 
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+'\t'+"costs_sig"+'\t'+"info_mu"+'\t'+"info_sig"+'\t'+"look"+'\t' 

                             

+"increment"+'\t'+"alive"+'\t'+"yrlypct_war"+'\t'+"avg_costs"+'\t'+"avg

_info"+'\t'+"Moran" 

                             

+'\t'+"Moran_2"+'\t'+"Moran_3"+'\t'+"Democ_I_1"+'\t'+"Democ_I_2"+'\t'+"

Democ_I_3"+'\t'+"Percent_democ" 

                             

+'\t'+"binary_I_one"+'\t'+"binary_I_two"+'\t'+"binary_I_three"); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    }  

 

    public void makeSystemData(double i,double two_i,double 

three_i,double democ1,double democ2,double democ3,double democ_pct,  

      double binary1, double binary2, double binary3) 

    {      

     PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("systemData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println(Integer.toString(tick)+'\t'+Integer.toString(n)+'\

t'+Double.toString(bop)+ 

                

'\t'+Double.toString(wars_peryear)+'\t'+Double.toString(wars/agentList.

size()) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(sq_mu)+'\t'+Double.toString(sq_sig)+'\t'+Double.t

oString(power_mu) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(power_sig)+'\t'+Double.toString(costs_mu)+'\t'+Do

uble.toString(costs_mu) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(costs_sig)+'\t'+Double.toString(info_mu)+'\t'+Dou

ble.toString(info_sig) 

                

+'\t'+Integer.toString(look)+'\t'+Double.toString(increment)+'\t'+Doubl

e.toString(alive) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(yrlypct_war)+'\t'+Double.toString(this.avg_costs)

+'\t'+Double.toString(this.avg_info) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(i)+'\t'+Double.toString(two_i)+'\t'+Double.toStri

ng(three_i)+'\t'+Double.toString(democ1) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(democ2)+'\t'+Double.toString(democ3)+'\t'+Double.

toString(democ_pct)+'\t'+Double.toString(binary1) 
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+'\t'+Double.toString(binary2)+'\t'+Double.toString(binary3)); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    } 

 

    public void prepStateData() 

    { 

        PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("dyadData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println("dyad"+'\t'+"tick"+'\t'+"n"+'\t'+"war"+'\t'+"error

"+'\t'+"ineff" 

                             

+'\t'+"power"+'\t'+"power_diff"+'\t'+"s"+'\t'+"costs_a"+'\t'+"costs_b" 

                             

+'\t'+"total_costs"+'\t'+"info_a"+'\t'+"info_b"+'\t'+"total_info" 

                             

+'\t'+"look"+'\t'+"alive"+'\t'+"increment"+'\t'+"offer_error"+'\t'+"bar

gaining_range"+'\t'+"total_r" 

                             

+'\t'+"war_density_A"+'\t'+"war_density_B"+'\t'+"global_war_density"+'\

t'+"distance"+'\t'+"time_since"+'\t'+"unresolvable"+ 

                             

'\t'+"d_power"+'\t'+"s_minus_p"+'\t'+"d_s_minus_p"+'\t'+"d_s"+'\t'+"A_d

emoc"+'\t'+"B_democ"+'\t'+"total_democ"+'\t' 

                             

+"democ_density_1"+'\t'+"democ_density_2"+'\t'+"democ_density_3"+'\t'+"

alt_democ_density_1"+'\t'+"alt_democ_density_2"+'\t'+"alt_democ_density

_3" 

                             

+'\t'+"war_density_1"+'\t'+"war_density_2"+'\t'+"war_density_3"+'\t'+"a

lt_war_density_1"+'\t'+"alt_war_density_2"+'\t'+"alt_war_density_3"); 

                outputStream.close(); 

    } 

 

    public void makeStateData(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, int war, int 

err, double ineff, double offer_error, double bargaining_range,double 

total_r, 

      String dyadlabel,double density_a, double density_b, double 

democ_d_one, double democ_d_two, double democ_d_three, double 

alt_democ_d_one, double alt_democ_d_two, 

      double alt_democ_d_three, double density_1,double 

density_2,double density_3,double alt_density_1,double 

alt_density_2,double alt_density_3) 

    { 

     int indexa = a.getIndex(); 
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     int indexb = b.getIndex(); 

        double a_s = a.getBargain(indexb); 

        double b_s = b.getBargain(indexa); 

        double a_p = a.getP(indexb); 

        double b_p = b.getP(indexa); 

        double avg_global_density = 0; 

        double avg_local_density = 0; 

        double d_power = 0; 

        double s_minus_p = 0; 

        double d_s_minus_p = 0; 

        double d_s = 0; 

        double total_democ = a.getDemoc()+b.getDemoc(); 

        /* 

         * these loops keep p and s in line with the dyad label 

convention. 

         */ 

        double temp_s; 

        double temp_p; 

         

        int time_zero = a.getInteractions(indexb); 

        int time_since = tick-time_zero; 

        /* 

         * need to check if the dyad hasn't interacted before. 

         */ 

        if (time_zero<0) 

        { 

         d_power=0; 

         d_s_minus_p=0; 

         d_s = 0; 

        } 

        else 

        { 

         if (indexa<indexb) 

         { 

          d_power = 0; 

             d_s_minus_p = 0; 

             d_s = 0; 

         } 

         else 

         { 

          d_power = 0; 

             d_s_minus_p = 0; 

             d_s = 0; 

         } 

        } 

        if (indexa<indexb) 

         { 

         temp_s = a_s; 

         temp_p = a_p; 

         s_minus_p = 0; 

         } 

        else  

         { 

         temp_s = b_s; 

         temp_p = b_p; 
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         s_minus_p = 0; 

         } 

          

     PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("dyadData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println(dyadlabel+Integer.toString(this.getBatch_label())+

'\t'+Integer.toString(tick) 

                

+'\t'+Integer.toString(agentList.size())+'\t'+Integer.toString(war)+ 

                '\t'+Integer.toString(err)+'\t'+Double.toString(ineff) 

                +'\t'+Double.toString(temp_p)+'\t'+Double.toString(a_p-

b_p) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(temp_s)+'\t'+Double.toString(a.getCosts(b))+'\t' 

                

+Double.toString(b.getCosts(a))+'\t'+Double.toString(a.getCosts(b)+b.ge

tCosts(a)) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(a.getInfo())+'\t'+Double.toString(b.getInfo()) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(a.getInfo()+b.getInfo())+'\t'+Double.toString(loo

k) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(alive)+'\t'+Double.toString(increment) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(offer_error)+'\t'+Double.toString(bargaining_rang

e)+'\t'+Double.toString(total_r) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(density_a)+'\t'+Double.toString(density_b)+'\t'+a

vg_global_density+'\t'+a.getDistance(indexb)+'\t'+time_since 

                

+'\t'+(a.getUnresolvable()+b.getUnresolvable())+'\t'+d_power+'\t'+s_min

us_p+'\t'+d_s_minus_p+'\t'+d_s 

                

+'\t'+a.getDemoc()+'\t'+b.getDemoc()+'\t'+total_democ+'\t'+Double.toStr

ing(democ_d_one)+'\t'+Double.toString(democ_d_two) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(democ_d_three)+'\t'+Double.toString(alt_democ_d_o

ne)+'\t'+Double.toString(alt_democ_d_two)+'\t'+Double.toString(alt_demo

c_d_three) 

                

+'\t'+Double.toString(density_1)+'\t'+Double.toString(density_2)+'\t'+D

ouble.toString(density_3)+'\t'+Double.toString(alt_density_1)+'\t'+Doub

le.toString(alt_density_2) 

                +'\t'+Double.toString(alt_density_3)); 
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        outputStream.close(); 

    }  

     

    public void prepEvolData() 

    { 

        PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("evolData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println("state_index"+'\t'+"tick"+'\t'+"age_pctl"+'\t'+"in

it_alloc"+'\t'+"init_gain"+'\t'+"look" 

                             

+'\t'+"info"+'\t'+"costs"+'\t'+"init_fight"+'\t'+"init_win"); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    } 

  

    public void prepGdsData() 

    { 

        PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("gdsData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println("indexa"+'\t'+"indexb"+'\t'+"costs"+'\t'+"info"+'\

t'+"power"+'\t'+"s" 

          +'\t'+"distance"  

         

 +'\t'+"tick"+'\t'+"counter"+'\t'+"selector"+'\t'+"projection"+'\t

'+"gds"+'\t'+"p_prime"); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    } 

     

    public void prepAgentData() 

    { 

        PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("agentData.txt",true)); 

        } 
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        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println("total_costs"+'\t'+"total_info"+'\t'+"total_r"+'\t

'+"local_war_density"+'\t'+"local_democ_density"+'\t'+"indexa"+'\t'+"in

dexb"+'\t'+"war"+'\t'+"tick"+'\t'+"subtick"+'\t'+"time"+'\t'+"costs"+'\

t'+"info"+'\t'+"power"+'\t'+"look"+'\t'+"r"+'\t'+"s" 

         

 +'\t'+"distance"+'\t'+"offer"+'\t'+"unresolvable"+'\t'+"rejected_

a"+'\t'+"rejected_b"+'\t'+"total_wars"+'\t'+"total_bargains"  

         

 +'\t'+"total_interacts"+'\t'+"total_portfolio"+'\t'+"selector"+'\

t'+"projection"+'\t'+"gds"+'\t'+"winner"+'\t'+"democracy"); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    } 

     

 

     

    public void makeAgentData(Bargainer a, Bargainer b, int war, double 

offer, double gds, int subtick, int selector, double local_density, int 

winner,double democ_density) 

    {      

     int indexa = a.getIndex(); 

     int indexb = b.getIndex(); 

     double costs = a.getCosts(b); 

     double info = a.getInfo(); 

     double power = a.getP(indexb); 

     double r = a.get_R(indexb); 

     double s = 0; 

     double total_costs = a.getCosts(b) + b.getCosts(a); 

     double total_info = a.getInfo() + b.getInfo(); 

     double total_r = a.get_R(indexb) + b.get_R(indexa); 

     int democ = a.getDemoc(); 

      

     if (tick>0) 

     { 

      s = this.getS(indexa, indexb, this.tick-1);  

     } 

     else 

     { 

      s = this.getS(indexa, indexb, this.tick);  

     } 

      

     double distance = a.getDistance(indexb); 

     int unresolvable = a.getUnresolvable(); 

     int rejected_a = 0; 

     int rejected_b = 0; 

     int total_wars = a.getTotalWars(); 

     int total_bargains = a.getTotalBargains(); 

     int total_interacts = a.getTotalInteracts(); 

     double total_portfolio = a.sumS(); 
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     if (a.getSpawn()) 

     { 

      indexa = a.getSpawnIndex(); 

     } 

      

     if (b.getSpawn()) 

     { 

      indexb = b.getSpawnIndex(); 

     } 

      

     PrintWriter outputStream = null; 

        try 

        { 

             outputStream = new PrintWriter(new 

FileOutputStream("agentData.txt",true)); 

        } 

        catch(FileNotFoundException e) 

        { 

            System.out.println("Error opening your data file."); 

            System.exit(0); 

        } 

        

outputStream.println(Double.toString(total_costs)+'\t'+Double.toString(

total_info)+'\t'+Double.toString(total_r)+'\t'+Double.toString(local_de

nsity)+'\t'+Double.toString(democ_density)+'\t'+ 

Integer.toString(indexa)+Integer.toString(this.getBatch_label())+'\t'+I

nteger.toString(indexb)+'\t'+Integer.toString(war)+'\t'+Integer.toStrin

g(this.tick)+'\t'+Integer.toString(subtick)+'\t'+Integer.toString(this.

counter) 

         

 +'\t'+Double.toString(costs)+'\t'+Double.toString(info)+'\t'+Doub

le.toString(power)+'\t'+Integer.toString(this.look)+'\t'+Double.toStrin

g(r) 

         

 +'\t'+Double.toString(s)+'\t'+Double.toString(distance)+'\t'+Doub

le.toString(offer)+'\t'+Integer.toString(unresolvable) 

         

 +'\t'+Integer.toString(rejected_a)+'\t'+Integer.toString(rejected

_b)+'\t'+Integer.toString(total_wars)+'\t'+Integer.toString(total_barga

ins) 

         

 +'\t'+Integer.toString(total_interacts)+'\t'+Double.toString(tota

l_portfolio)+'\t'+Double.toString(selector)+'\t'+Double.toString(this.p

rojection)+'\t'+Double.toString(gds)+'\t'+Double.toString(winner)+'\t'+

Double.toString(democ)); 

        outputStream.close(); 

    } 

     

    /* 

     * return the agent's spot in the AgentList given its index 

     */ 

    public int getAgentSpot(int index) 

    { 

     int spot = -1; 

     for (int i=0;i<agentList.size();i++) 
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     { 

      Bargainer b = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

      if (b.getIndex() == index) 

       spot = i; 

     } 

     return spot; 

    } 

      

    /** 

     * This is the generic Repast main() method. 

     * @param args 

     * @throws IOException 

     */ 

    public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException 

    { 

        SimInit init = new SimInit(); 

        DemocModel model = new DemocModel(); 

        init.loadModel(model, null, false); 

    } 

 

 /** required method - 

  *    name to display on the Controller toolbar. 

  */ 

 public String getName() 

 { 

  return "Template"; 

 } 

 

 // Every model must have begin() and setup() methods 

 //  (required for implementing the SimModel inteface). 

 

 /** begin() intializes the model for the start of a run. 

Consequently, 

 ** the build* methods are called here, and any displays are 

displayed. 

 ** This is called whenever the start button is clicked, 

 *   or the step button if the run has not yet started. 

 *    

 *  note that this is called after setup and can load values from 

 *  GUI screens into various local variables... 

 */ 

  

 public void begin() 

 { 

  buildModel(); 

  buildDisplay();   

  buildSchedule(); 

  dsurf.display(); 

 } 

  

 

 /** setup() prepares the model for another run. 

 **  This is called when the setup button is clicked. 

 **  Clean up previous run -- set any objects that are created 

over the 
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 **    course of a run to null, and dispose of any DisplaySurfaces 

or graphs. 

 **    While not strictly necessary, calling System.gc() might 

prevent 

 **     memory leaks. 

 ** Then create new schedule and display objects and 

 **   initialize parameters to whatever defaults the user wants. 

 **/ 

 public void setup() 

 {  

  schedule = null; 

  agentList = null; 

  hexgrid = null; 

  shadowList = null; 

  System.gc(); 

  schedule = new Schedule( 1 ); 

  agentList = new ArrayList(); 

  shadowList = new ArrayList(); 

  dsurf = new DisplaySurface( this, getName() );  

  registerDisplaySurface( getName(), dsurf );  

 } 

 

 /** The buildModel() method is responsible for creating those 

parts of the 

 ** simulation that represent what is being modeled. Consequently, 

the agents 

 ** and their environment are typically created here together with 

any 

 ** optional data collection objects. Of course, this method may 

call other 

 ** methods to help build the model. 

 **/ 

 public void buildModel() 

 { 

   this.prepSystemData(); 

   this.prepStateData(); 

   this.prepAgentData(); 

   this.setBatch_label(); 

      this.tick = 0; 

      this.wars = 0; 

      this.power = 0; 

      this.interacts = 0; 

      this.yrlypct_war = 0; 

      this.yrly_interacts = 0; 

      this.counter = 0; 

      int n = this.getN(); 

      this.total_pop = n; 

      this.total_spawn = 0; 

      this.bargains = new double[this.n][this.n][3]; 

      this.local_density = new 

double[this.n][this.n][this.iterations+1][4]; 

       

      for (int i=0;i<n;i++) 

      { 

       for (int j=0;j<n;j++) 
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       { 

        for (int k=0;k<this.iterations;k++) 

         this.setLocalDensity(i, j, k, 0); 

       } 

      } 

       

      this.density = new double[this.iterations+1]; 

      for (int i=0;i<iterations;i++) 

      { this.setDensity(i,0); } 

       

      /* 

       * This snippet of code establishes the size of the 

hexgrid. 

       * If the population is a perfect square, the grid will 

be a square. 

       * If not, the x axis will be the floor of the square 

root of the population and the 

       * y axis will be the ceiling.  So a population of 257 

would get a 16*17 grid. 

       */ 

       

      double xaxis = Math.floor(Math.sqrt(n)); 

      double yaxis = 0; 

       

      if (n%Math.sqrt(n) > 0) 

      { 

       yaxis = xaxis+1; 

      } 

      else 

      { 

       yaxis = xaxis; 

      } 

       

      this.x_axis = (int)xaxis; 

      this.y_axis = (int)yaxis; 

       

      this.war_map= new int[this.x_axis][this.y_axis]; 

      for (int x=0; x< this.x_axis; x++) 

       for (int y=0; y<this.y_axis; y++) 

       { 

        this.setWar_map(x, y, 0); 

       } 

       

      hexgrid = new Object2DGrid((int)xaxis,(int)yaxis);// 

this is the space in which the agents reside        

       

      /* This block of code creates the objects for the 

NormalGen PRG. 

      The RandomStream rs is of type RandMrg -- this is the 

basic PRG. 

      The NormalDist nd is a normal distribution object with 

mu = 0 and 

      sigma = 1.  The NormalGen object normal is used to 

randomly pull numbers 
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      from a normal distribution.  These classes are the work 

of Pierre L'Ecuyer of 

      the Univeristy of Montreal.  See the url below for 

details. 

      

www.iro.umontreal.ca/~lecuyer/ssj/dist/doc/html/umontreal/iro/lecuyer/r

andvar/NormalGen.html 

      */ 

      RandomStream rs = new RandMrg(); 

 

      /*  This loop populates the model with bargainers. */ 

 

      int i; 

      for (i=0; i<n; i++ ) 

      {      

          double sq = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getSq_mu(),this.getSq_sig()); 

          double costs = 

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getCosts_mu(),this.getCosts_sig()); 

          if (costs<0) 

          {costs = 0;} 

          double info = 0; 

          if (this.getInfo_mu() != 0)             

          {info =  

NormalGen.nextDouble(rs,this.getInfo_mu(),this.getInfo_sig());} 

          if (info<0) 

          {info = 0;} 

           

          int x, y; //coordinates in the hex grid 

          uchicago.src.sim.util.Random.createUniform(); 

           

          /* 

           * this do while loop randomly draws unoccupied 

spaces from the hexgrid. 

           * the code is lifted from the tutorials section of 

the repast website 

           */ 

         do { 

            x = 

uchicago.src.sim.util.Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, 

hexgrid.getSizeX() - 1); 

            y = 

uchicago.src.sim.util.Random.uniform.nextIntFromTo(0, 

hexgrid.getSizeY() - 1); 

         } while (hexgrid.getObjectAt(x, y) != null);       

         /* 

          * This snippet assigns democracy with the 

probability established in pct democ. 

          */ 

         int democ = 0; 

         if (Math.random()<= pct_democ) 

         {democ =1;} 
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          Bargainer b = new 

Bargainer(i,sq,power,costs,5,5,info,n,look,projection, democ, false, 

0); 

          hexgrid.putObjectAt(x, y, b); 

          b.setXY(x, y); 

          agentList.add(b);           

      } 

 

      /* This loop establishes the initial bargains that each 

state holds with all other 

      states.  The outer loop runs through all the states, 

the inner loop runs through each 

      state's set of bargains.  The initial bargain is set by 

the states share of the total 

      wealth (SQ) in the dyad.  From here, the bargains are 

subject only to the interaction of 

      the bargainers. */ 

      for (i=0; i<n; i++) 

      { 

        Bargainer b1 = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

 

        for (int j=0; j<n; j++) 

        { 

            if (i == j) 

            {    

              b1.setBargains(j,0); 

              agentList.set(i,b1); 

              this.setBargains(i,j,tick,0); 

              this.setBargainsBoolean(i,j,tick,0); 

              this.setS(i, j, tick, 0); 

              this.setP(i, j, tick, 0); 

              this.setS_P(i, j, tick, 0); 

            } 

            else 

             { 

                Bargainer b2 = (Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

                double s = (b1.getSQ()/(b1.getSQ() + 

b2.getSQ())); 

                if (s>1) 

                { 

                 System.out.println("SQ too big"); 

                 s = 1; 

                } 

                 

                if (s<0) 

                { 

                 System.out.println("SQ too small"); 

                 s = 0; 

                } 

                 

                b1.setBargains(j, s); 

                b1.establishCosts(b2); 

                b1.setDistance(j,b1.calcDistance(b2)); 

                agentList.set(i,b1); 

                this.setBargains(i,j,tick,s); 
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                this.setBargainsBoolean(i,j,tick,1); 

                this.setS(i, j, tick, s); 

                this.setS_P(i, j, tick, 0);     

             } 

        } 

      } 

       

      for (i=0; i<n; i++) 

      { 

        Bargainer b1 = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i);         

        for (int j=0; j<n; j++) 

        { 

         if (i!=j) 

         { 

          Bargainer b2 = (Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

           

          b1.setInit_alloc(b1.sumS()/this.n); //sums 

b1's bargains and divides by n to allow for comparison across 

populations 

          b2.setInit_alloc(b2.sumS()/this.n); 

           

          double onep = b1.calcP(b2); 

          double twop = b2.calcP(b1); 

           

          b1.setP(j, onep); 

          b2.setP(i, twop); 

           

          this.setBargainsP(i,j,tick,onep); 

          this.setBargainsP(j,i,tick,twop); 

          this.setP(i, j, tick, onep); 

          this.setP(j, i, tick, twop); 

           

          agentList.set(i,b1); 

          agentList.set(j,b2); 

         } 

        } 

      } 

 } 

 /** buildDisplay() builds those parts of the simulation that 

 **  have to do with displaying the simulation to a user. 

 **/ 

 private void buildDisplay() 

 { 

     agentDisplay = new Object2DDisplay(hexgrid); 

     agentDisplay.setObjectList(agentList); 

    agentDisplay.reSize(200, 200); 

 

    dsurf.addDisplayable(agentDisplay, "Agents"); 

    dsurf.setSnapshotFileName("war_map"); 

    //dsurf.setMovieName("war_movie", DisplaySurface.QUICK_TIME); 

    addSimEventListener(dsurf); 

 } 

 

 /** buildSchedule() builds the schedule that changes the 

simulation state. 
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 ** Under this scheme, a simulation is a state machine where all 

transitions 

 ** between states are the result of actions initiated by a 

schedule. 

 **/ 

 public void buildSchedule() 

 { 

  schedule.scheduleActionBeginning(0, this, "step");   

 } 

 

 public void getAvgDistance() 

 { 

  double agent_distance = 0; 

  double mean = 0; 

  double dev = 0; 

  double std_dev = 0; 

  for (int i=0; i<this.n; i++) 

   { 

    Bargainer x = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

    for (int j=0; j<this.n; j++) 

    { 

     if (i!=j) 

     { 

      Bargainer y = 

(Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

      agent_distance = agent_distance + 

x.calcDistance(y); 

      counter++; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

  mean = agent_distance/counter; 

  for (int i=0; i<this.n; i++) 

   { 

    Bargainer x = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

    for (int j=0; j<this.n; j++) 

    { 

     if (i!=j) 

     { 

      Bargainer y = 

(Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

      agent_distance = x.calcDistance(y); 

      dev = dev+((agent_distance-

mean)*(agent_distance-mean)); 

     } 

    } 

   } 

  std_dev = Math.sqrt(dev/counter); 

  System.out.println("avg distance: " +mean); 

  System.out.println("std_dev: "+std_dev); 

 } 

  

    /** 

     * step() treats the bargaining process like a silent auction. 
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     * Each bargainer submits its optimal offer.  If either state 

prefers fighting to the 

     * offer it has received, bargaining stops and the states fight. 

     * If the two offers are compatible, getMiddle is employed to 

average them, and the 

     * resources are redistibuted accordingly. 

     * If the two offers are equivalent, resources are redistributed 

accordingly. 

     * step() is part of the Repast toolkit and allows the model to be 

incremented 

     * by the GUI. 

     * 

     */ 

 public void step() 

 { 

 int init_size = agentList.size(); 

 double wars_tick = 0; 

  

  

 if (tick == 0) 

 { 

  this.placeDemoc(); 

 } 

  

 for (int i=0; i<this.x_axis; i++) 

  for (int j=0; j<this.y_axis; j++) 

  { 

   this.setWar_map(i, j, 0); 

  } 

  

 shadowList.clear(); 

 shadowgrid = new 

Object2DGrid(hexgrid.getSizeX(),hexgrid.getSizeY()); 

  

 for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

 { 

  Bargainer a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

  shadowList.add(a); 

  shadowgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(), a.getY(), a); 

 } 

  

 /* 

  * this loop updates the war density array at the beginning of 

each tick, ensuring that war densities are 

  * recorded even for those dyads that do not bargain in a given 

tick. 

  */ 

 for (int i=0;i<init_size;i++) 

 { 

  for (int j=0;j<init_size;j++) 

  { 

   Bargainer barg_i = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

   Bargainer barg_j = (Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

   if (barg_i.getAlive() && barg_j.getAlive()) 

   { 
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 this.setLocalDensity(i,j,tick,calcWarDensity(barg_i,barg_j,hexgri

d)); 

   }    

  } 

 } 

  

 if (this.getTick() == iterations) 

   this.stop(); 

  

    if (agentList.size()<2) 

       this.stop(); 

     

     Vector dyads = new Vector(agentList.size()); //records all the 

dyads selected in a given tick 

      

      

  double tc = 0; //placeholder for total costs 

        double ti = 0; //placeholder for total info 

        double total_r = 0; //placeholder for totalr 

      

        /* 

         * This loop collects the total amount of information in the 

system and resets the agents'  

         * records of which agents they've bargained with in a given 

tick. 

         */ 

         

     for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

        { 

      Bargainer a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(i); 

         ti = ti + a.getInfo(); 

         a.resetRepeats(); 

         agentList.set(i,a); 

        } 

      

     this.avg_costs = tc/agentList.size();  

     this.avg_info = ti/agentList.size(); 

      

     for (int i=0; i<agentList.size(); i++) 

     { 

       /* 

       * quick fix to limit the loop to once pass when only one 

dyad remains. 

          */ 

      if (agentList.size()<3) 

         {i++;} 

       

        if (agentList.size()<2) 

           { 

            this.stop(); 

           } 

         

     this.setAlive(agentList.size()); 

     this.interacts = this.interacts+1; 
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        this.yrly_interacts = this.yrly_interacts+1; 

 

        System.out.println("Tick: "+ tick); 

         

        String dyadlabel;//stores the name of the current dyad 

        boolean repeat = false;//records whether a duplicative dyad has 

been created 

        Bargainer a; 

        Bargainer b; 

        int indexa; 

        int indexb; 

        int spota; //this value records a's place in the agentlist (not 

its index) 

        int spotb; //this value records b's place in the agentlist (not 

its index) 

         

        /* 

         * dyad creation is contained in a do loop to ensure that there 

are no duplicative dyads in  

         * a given tick.  duplicative dyads generate data that is not 

amenable to panel analysis. 

         * if a duplicative dyad is created, the loop keeps making 

dyads until it creates an original one. 

         */ 

         

 

        if (dyad_selection==0) 

        { 

        // old random dyad selection method below.  ready to be 

switched back if need be. 

         

        do { 

          

         int[] dyad = this.getDyad();  

         spota = dyad[0];  

         spotb = dyad[1];          

         a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(spota); 

         b = (Bargainer)agentList.get(spotb); 

         indexa = a.getIndex(); 

         indexb = b.getIndex(); 

          

         int label_a = indexa; 

         int label_b = indexb; 

          

         if (a.getSpawn()) 

         { 

          label_a = a.getSpawnIndex(); 

         } 

          

         if (b.getSpawn()) 

         { 

          label_b = b.getSpawnIndex(); 

         }  
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            //      This bit of code makes sure that dyadlabels are 

consistent regardless of which 

            //      agent was selected first.  The agent with the lower 

index always goes first. 

            //      

                if (label_a<label_b) 

                 dyadlabel = 

(String)(Integer.toString(label_a)+"."+(String)Integer.toString(label_b

)); 

                else  

                 dyadlabel = 

(String)Integer.toString(label_b)+"."+(String)Integer.toString(label_a)

; 

                 

                for (int z=0;z<dyads.size();z++) 

                { 

                if (dyadlabel.equals((String)dyads.get(z))) 

                 { 

                  repeat = true; 

                  break; 

                 } 

                else 

                {  

                 repeat = false; 

                } 

          } 

         // 

         // * this if statement checks to see if there are only two 

agents left and the dyad is a repeat. 

         // * if that's the case, step ends because the agents need 

to keep their interactions to one per tick. 

          // 

         if (agentList.size()<3 && repeat) 

          { 

          

 System.out.println("********************************"); 

           return; 

          } 

          } while(repeat == true); 

} 

else  

{ 

    do { 

     double high_barg[] = new double[3]; 

     high_barg[2] = -100000000; 

     double barg[] = new double[3]; 

     for(int j=0;j<agentList.size();j++) 

     { 

      a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(j); 

       

      barg = a.getDyad(this.bargains, this.alive, this.look); 

 

      if (barg[2]>high_barg[2]) 

      { 

       high_barg[0]=barg[0]; 
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       high_barg[1]=barg[1]; 

       high_barg[2]=barg[2]; 

      } 

       

     } 

 

     if (high_barg[1]<0) 

     { 

      return; 

     } 

     spota = this.getAgentSpot((int)high_barg[0]); 

     spotb = this.getAgentSpot((int)high_barg[1]); 

      

     a = (Bargainer)agentList.get(spota); 

     b = (Bargainer)agentList.get(spotb); 

      

     indexa = a.getIndex(); 

     indexb = b.getIndex(); 

      

     int label_a = indexa; 

     int label_b = indexb; 

      

     a.setRepeat(label_b); 

     b.setRepeat(label_a); 

      

     if (a.getSpawn()) 

     { 

      label_a = a.getSpawnIndex(); 

     } 

      

     if (b.getSpawn()) 

     { 

      label_b = b.getSpawnIndex(); 

     }     

      

 //     

 //      This bit of code makes sure that dyadlabels are 

consistent regardless of which 

 //      agent was selected first.  The agent with the lower index 

always goes first. 

 //      

     if (label_a<label_b) 

      dyadlabel = 

(String)Integer.toString(label_a)+"."+(String)Integer.toString(label_b)

; 

     else  

      dyadlabel = 

(String)Integer.toString(label_b)+"."+(String)Integer.toString(label_a)

; 

      

     for (int z=0;z<dyads.size();z++) 

     { 

     if (dyadlabel.equals((String)dyads.get(z))) 

     { 

      repeat = true; 
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      break; 

     } 

     else 

     {  

      repeat = false; 

     } 

     } 

    // 

    //  this if statement checks to see if there are only two agents 

left and the dyad is a repeat. 

    //  if that's the case, step ends because the agents need to keep 

their interactions to one per tick. 

     // 

    if (agentList.size()<3 && repeat) 

     { 

     

 System.out.println("********************************"); 

      return; 

     } 

     } while(repeat == true);  

} 

 

        this.counter++; //counting interactions for agentdata 

         

        dyads.add(dyadlabel); 

         

         

        total_r = a.get_R(indexb) + b.get_R(indexa); 

         

        a.sumS(); 

        b.sumS(); 

         

        

this.setLocalDensity(indexa,indexb,tick,calcWarDensity(a,b,hexgrid));     

                 

        double a_p = a.getP(indexb); 

        double b_p = b.getP(indexa); 

        double a_s = a.getBargain(indexb); 

        double b_s = b.getBargain(indexa); 

               

        double a_opt = 

a.getOptOffer(b,this.bargains,this.getIncrement(),this.alive,this.democ

_model); 

        double b_opt = 

b.getOptOffer(a,this.bargains,this.getIncrement(),this.alive,this.democ

_model); 

         

        double a_war = 0; 

        double b_war = 0; 

         

        /* 

         * gds_a and gds_b are included to record data on strategic 

selection. 

         */ 
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        double gds_a = 

a.calcDyad(this.bargains,this.alive,this.look,indexb); 

        double gds_b = 

b.calcDyad(this.bargains,this.alive,this.look,indexa); 

        a.calcDyad(this.bargains, this.alive, this.look, indexb); 

        a.getDyadData(this.bargains, this.alive, this.look,1); 

        b.getDyadData(this.bargains, this.alive, this.look,0); 

        /* 

         * calcWar is only employed when look == 0.  When agents are 

looking forward their reservation value 

         * is not the same as their value of fighting -- getWarEquiv() 

calculates an offer with the same value (once delta ess is  

         * included) as fighting.  

         */ 

         

        if (this.look == 0) 

        { 

          a_war = a.getReservation(b); 

         b_war = b.getReservation(a); 

        } 

        else if (this.look > 0) 

        { 

         a_war = a.getWarEquiv(b,this.bargains,this.alive); 

         b_war = b.getWarEquiv(a,this.bargains,this.alive); 

        } 

         

        /* 

         * offer_error tracks how aggressive the agents are with their 

offers.  It records the total distance between the two offers 

         * and the reservation values.  As the value of offer_error 

gets smaller, agents are being more aggressive.  Negative values mean  

         * that one or both agents have asked for more than the 

opponent is willing to give. 

         *  

         * (1-b_opt - a_war) -- the distance between b's offer and a's 

reservation value.  1-b_opt normalizes the value to a's perspective 

because 

         * the b_opt value registers the value of the offer to b. 

         *  

         * (1-b_war - a_opt) -- the distance between b's reservation 

value and a's offer.  The terms are reversed from the above expression 

         * because an offer above b's resevation value on the 

bargaining spectrum is equivalent to one below a's reservation value. 

         */ 

        double offer_error = (1-b_opt - a_war)+ (1-b_war - a_opt); 

         

        /* 

         * again, (1-b_opt) normalizes the value of b_war to a's 

"perspective" so that like items are being manipulated. 

         */ 

         

        double bargaining_range = 1 - b_war - a_war; 

         

        /* 

         * This block of text ensures that agent do not make offers 
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         * that are less valuable to them than fighting. 10/04/06 

         */ 

  

        if (a_opt < a_war) 

        { 

         a_opt = a_war; 

         System.out.println("opt_offer will not satisfy offering 

state"); 

         System.out.println("a p: "+a.getP(indexb)); 

         System.out.println("a c: "+a.getCosts(b)); 

         System.out.println(); 

         System.out.println("b p: "+b.getP(indexa)); 

         System.out.println("b c: "+b.getCosts(a)); 

         System.out.println("distance: "+a.getDistance(indexb)); 

         System.out.println(); 

        } 

        if (b_opt <b_war) 

        { 

         b_opt = b_war; 

         System.out.println("opt_offer will not satisfy offering 

state"); 

         System.out.println("a p: "+a.getP(indexb)); 

         System.out.println("a c: "+a.getCosts(b)); 

         System.out.println(); 

         System.out.println("b p: "+b.getP(indexa)); 

         System.out.println("b c: "+b.getCosts(a)); 

         System.out.println("distance: "+a.getDistance(indexb)); 

         System.out.println(); 

        } 

         

        double m = getMiddle(a_opt, b_opt); 

         

        double density_1 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 1, 

false); 

        double density_2 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 2, 

false); 

        double density_3 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 3, 

false); 

        double alt_density_1 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 

1, true); 

        double alt_density_2 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 

2, true); 

        double alt_density_3 = this.calcLocalWarDensity(a, b, hexgrid, 

3, true); 

         

        double agent_densityA = this.calcAgentWarDensity(a, hexgrid); 

        double agent_densityB = this.calcAgentWarDensity(b, hexgrid); 

         

        double democ_d_one = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,1,false); 

        double democ_d_two = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,2,false); 

        double democ_d_three = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,3,false); 
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        double alt_democ_d_one = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,1,true); 

        double alt_democ_d_two = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,2,true); 

        double alt_democ_d_three = 

this.calcDemocDensity(a,b,hexgrid,3,true); 

 

        power = Math.abs(a_p - b_p) + power; 

 

        if (a_war >(1 - b_opt) || b_war > (1 - a_opt)) 

        {          

         int err = 0; 

            if (b_war > 1 - a_opt)   // if this statement is true, a 

made the fatal error. 

            {err = 1;} 

                         

            makeStateData(a,b,1,err,(1-a_opt)-

b_war,offer_error,bargaining_range,total_r,dyadlabel,agent_densityA,age

nt_densityB,democ_d_one,democ_d_two,democ_d_three, 

             

 alt_democ_d_one,alt_democ_d_two,alt_democ_d_three,density_1,densi

ty_2,density_3,alt_density_1,alt_density_2,alt_density_3); 

             

            this.incrementWar_map(a.getX(),a.getY()); 

            this.incrementWar_map(b.getX(),b.getY());             

            int victor = this.fight(a,b,spota,spotb); 

            this.wars = wars+1; 

            this.wars_peryear = wars_peryear + 1; 

            wars_tick++; 

        } 

 

        else if (a_opt + b_opt > 1) 

            { 

          double deal = a_opt-m; 

          if (deal > 1) 

          { 

           deal = 1; 

          } 

          if (deal < 0) 

          { 

           deal = 0; 

          }  

          

          makeStateData(a,b,0,0,(1-a_opt)-

b_war,offer_error,bargaining_range,total_r,dyadlabel,agent_densityA,age

nt_densityB,democ_d_one,democ_d_two,democ_d_three, 

                 

 alt_democ_d_one,alt_democ_d_two,alt_democ_d_three,density_1,densi

ty_2,density_3,alt_density_1,alt_density_2,alt_density_3); 

                makeAgentData(a,b,0,a_opt,gds_a,i,1,agent_densityA,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(a,hexgrid)); 

          makeAgentData(b,a,0,b_opt,gds_b,i,0,agent_densityB,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(b,hexgrid)); 
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               a.setBargains(indexb,deal); //reworking this to prevent 

deals > 1 or < 0 

               b.setBargains(indexa,1-deal); 

                

               a.setTotalBargains(); 

               a.setTotalInteracts(); 

               b.setTotalBargains(); 

               b.setTotalInteracts(); 

                

               this.setBargains(indexa,indexb,tick,deal); 

               this.setBargains(indexb,indexa,tick,1-deal); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

                

               this.setS(indexa, indexb, tick, deal); 

               this.setS(indexb, indexa, tick, 1-deal); 

               this.setP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

               this.setS_P(indexa, indexb, tick, Math.abs(deal-

a.calcP(b))); 

               this.setS_P(indexb, indexa, tick, Math.abs(1-deal-

b.calcP(a))); 

                

               a.setP(indexb,a.calcP(b)); 

               b.setP(indexa,b.calcP(a)); 

                                             

            if (tick == 0) 

          { 

           a.setInit_gain(a.sumS()/this.n - 

a.getInit_alloc()); 

           b.setInit_gain(b.sumS()/this.n - 

b.getInit_alloc()); 

           a.setInit_fight(0); 

           b.setInit_fight(0); 

           a.setInit_win(0); 

           b.setInit_win(0); 

          } 

 

               agentList.set(spota,a); 

               agentList.set(spotb,b); 

                

               hexgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(),a.getY(),a); 

               hexgrid.putObjectAt(b.getX(),b.getY(),b); 

            } 

            else if (a_opt + b_opt < 1) 

            { 

          double deal = a_opt+m; 

          if (deal > 1) 

          { 

           System.out.println("deal too big"); 

           deal = 1; 

          } 

          if (deal < 0) 

          { 

           System.out.println("deal too small"); 
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           deal = 0; 

          }  

              

             makeStateData(a,b,0,0,(1-a_opt)-

b_war,offer_error,bargaining_range,total_r,dyadlabel,agent_densityA,age

nt_densityB,democ_d_one,democ_d_two,democ_d_three, 

                 

 alt_democ_d_one,alt_democ_d_two,alt_democ_d_three,density_1,densi

ty_2,density_3,alt_density_1,alt_density_2,alt_density_3); 

                makeAgentData(a,b,0,a_opt,gds_a,i,1,agent_densityA,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(a,hexgrid)); 

                makeAgentData(b,a,0,b_opt,gds_b,i,0,agent_densityB,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(b,hexgrid)); 

 

               a.setBargains(indexb,deal); 

               b.setBargains(indexa,1-deal); 

                

               a.setTotalBargains(); 

               a.setTotalInteracts(); 

               b.setTotalBargains(); 

               b.setTotalInteracts(); 

                

               this.setBargains(indexa,indexb,tick,deal); 

               this.setBargains(indexb,indexa,tick,1-deal); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

                

               this.setS(indexa, indexb, tick, deal); 

               this.setS(indexb, indexa, tick, 1-deal); 

               this.setP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

               this.setS_P(indexa, indexb, tick, Math.abs(deal-

a.calcP(b))); 

               this.setS_P(indexb, indexa, tick, Math.abs(1-deal-

b.calcP(a))); 

                

               a.setP(indexb,a.calcP(b)); 

               b.setP(indexa,b.calcP(a)); 

                

           if (tick == 0) 

          { 

           a.setInit_gain(a.sumS()/this.n - 

a.getInit_alloc()); 

           b.setInit_gain(b.sumS()/this.n - 

b.getInit_alloc()); 

           a.setInit_fight(0); 

           b.setInit_fight(0); 

           a.setInit_win(0); 

           b.setInit_win(0); 

          } 

 

               agentList.set(spota,a); 

               agentList.set(spotb,b); 

                

               hexgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(),a.getY(),a); 
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               hexgrid.putObjectAt(b.getX(),b.getY(),b); 

            } 

            else 

            { 

          double deal = a_opt; 

          if (deal > 1) 

          { 

           System.out.println("deal too big"); 

           deal = 1; 

          } 

          if (deal < 0) 

          { 

           System.out.println("deal too small"); 

           deal = 0; 

          }  

              

             makeStateData(a,b,0,0,(1-a_opt)-

b_war,offer_error,bargaining_range,total_r,dyadlabel,agent_densityA,age

nt_densityB,democ_d_one,democ_d_two,democ_d_three, 

                 

 alt_democ_d_one,alt_democ_d_two,alt_democ_d_three,density_1,densi

ty_2,density_3,alt_density_1,alt_density_2,alt_density_3); 

                makeAgentData(a,b,1,a_opt,gds_a,i,1,agent_densityA,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(a,hexgrid)); 

                makeAgentData(b,a,1,b_opt,gds_b,i,0,agent_densityB,-

1,calcAgentDemocDensity(b,hexgrid)); 

 

               a.setBargains(indexb,deal); 

               b.setBargains(indexa,1-deal); 

                

               a.setTotalBargains(); 

               a.setTotalInteracts(); 

               b.setTotalBargains(); 

               b.setTotalInteracts(); 

                

               this.setBargains(indexa,indexb,tick,deal); 

               this.setBargains(indexb,indexa,tick,1-deal); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setBargainsP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

                

               this.setS(indexa, indexb, tick, deal); 

               this.setS(indexb, indexa, tick, 1-deal); 

               this.setP(indexa, indexb,tick, a.calcP(b)); 

               this.setP(indexb, indexa,tick, b.calcP(a)); 

               this.setS_P(indexa, indexb, tick, Math.abs(deal-

a.calcP(b))); 

               this.setS_P(indexb, indexa, tick, Math.abs(1-deal-

b.calcP(a))); 

                

               a.setP(indexb,a.calcP(b)); 

               b.setP(indexa,b.calcP(a)); 

                              

           if (tick == 0) 

          { 
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           a.setInit_gain(a.sumS()/this.n - 

a.getInit_alloc()); 

           b.setInit_gain(b.sumS()/this.n - 

b.getInit_alloc()); 

           a.setInit_fight(0); 

           b.setInit_fight(0); 

           a.setInit_win(0); 

           b.setInit_win(0); 

          } 

 

               agentList.set(spota,a); 

               agentList.set(spotb,b); 

                

               hexgrid.putObjectAt(a.getX(),a.getY(),a); 

               hexgrid.putObjectAt(b.getX(),b.getY(),b); 

                

            } 

         a.setCurrentWars(this.getWar_map(a.getX(), a.getY())); 

         b.setCurrentWars(this.getWar_map(b.getX(), b.getY())); 

         this.dsurf.setVisible(true); 

         this.dsurf.updateDisplay(); 

         this.dsurf.takeSnapshot(); 

         a.setInteractions(indexb, tick); 

         b.setInteractions(indexa, tick);        

        } 

     

     this.yrlypct_war = wars_tick/this.yrly_interacts; 

     this.bop = this.power/agentList.size(); 

 

     double temp = wars_tick/init_size; 

     this.setDensity(tick, temp); 

      

     double i = this.calcI(init_size, tick,1,shadowgrid); 

     double two_i = this.calcI(init_size, tick,2,shadowgrid); 

     double three_i = this.calcI(init_size, tick,3,shadowgrid); 

         

     double binary_i = this.calcBinaryI(init_size, tick,1,shadowgrid); 

     double binary_two_i = this.calcBinaryI(init_size, 

tick,2,shadowgrid); 

     double binary_three_i = this.calcBinaryI(init_size, 

tick,3,shadowgrid); 

 

     double democ_i = this.calcDemoc_I(init_size, tick,1,shadowgrid); 

     double democ_two_i = this.calcDemoc_I(init_size, 

tick,2,shadowgrid); 

     double democ_three_i = this.calcDemoc_I(init_size, 

tick,3,shadowgrid); 

     double democ_pct = this.sumDemoc()/this.agentList.size(); 

      

    

 this.makeSystemData(i,two_i,three_i,democ_i,democ_two_i,democ_thr

ee_i,democ_pct,binary_i,binary_two_i,binary_three_i);//record stats 

      

     for (int y= 0; y<this.y_axis; y++ ) 

     { 
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      for (int x=0; x<this.x_axis; x++) 

      { 

       System.out.print(this.getWar_map(x, y)+" "); 

      } 

      System.out.println(); 

     } 

      

     System.out.println(); 

      

     for (int y= 0; y<this.y_axis; y++ ) 

     { 

      for (int x=0; x<this.x_axis; x++) 

      { 

       Bargainer cypher = (Bargainer) hexgrid.getObjectAt(x, 

y); 

       System.out.print(cypher.getCurrentWars()+" "); 

      } 

      System.out.println(); 

     } 

      

     this.resetCurrentWars(); 

 

        System.out.println("Total interactions: "+interacts+" Total 

wars: "+wars+" %war: "+this.yrlypct_war); 

        System.out.println("total democracies: "+ this.sumDemoc()); 

         

        this.setTick(this.getTick()+1); 

 } 

} 
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BargainWindow Class 
 

package src; 

import javax.swing.*; 

import java.awt.*; 

import java.text.NumberFormat; 

 

/** 

 * User: Mark Culyba 

 * Date: Apr 22, 2005 

 * Time: 4:23:41 PM 

 * This class established the GUI that displays the bargaining space 

and the actions 

 * of two bargainers.  It's here to provide a display that makes the 

model easier to 

 * understand and more engaging.  It's also handy for debugging for me 

and those with 

 * wishing to extend or check the model. 

 */ 

public class BargainWindow extends JFrame{ 

 

    private int statea; // The index value for statea.  Provides a 

label. 

    private int stateb; // The index value for statea.  Provides a 

label. 

    private double a_offer; // a's offer in units of the model 

    private double b_offer; //same for b 

    private double a_min;   //a's minimum acceptable offer in units of 

the model 

    private double b_min;   // same for b 

    private double a_p;    // a's value for p 

    private double b_p;    // same 

    private double a_costs; // costs, in units of the model 

    private double b_costs; // costs, in units of the model 

    private double m_sq; //model sq -- testing 

    private double m_settlement; 

    private int minoffera; // the following variables are in pixel 

units. 

    private int minofferb; 

    private int sq; 

    private int offera; 

    private int offerb; 

    private int settlement; 

    private boolean offers; 

    private boolean settle; 

    private boolean war; 

    private int victor; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        public BargainWindow() 

        { 
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            super(); 

            /* 

            minoffer1 = 0; 

            minoffer2 = 0; 

            sq = 0; 

            offer1 = 0; 

            offer2 = 0; 

            settlement = 0; 

            */ 

            war = false; 

 

 

            Container contentPane = getContentPane(); 

            this.setSize(550,250); 

            contentPane.setBackground(Color.WHITE); 

            this.setTitle("Two states are bargaining"); 

            this.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE); 

        } 

 

        public void setBargainers(int statea, int stateb, double a_p, 

double b_p, double a_costs, 

                                  double b_costs, double mo1, double 

mo2, double sq) 

        { 

            this.statea = statea; 

            this.stateb = stateb; 

            /* Yuck.  This is my inelegant way of getting the GUI to 

only display 3 decimal places. 

            Expect revision here. */ 

            this.a_p = (Math.round(a_p*1000)); 

            this.a_p = this.a_p/1000; 

            this.b_p = (Math.round(b_p*1000)); 

            this.b_p = this.b_p/1000; 

            this.a_costs = (Math.round(a_costs*1000)); 

            this.a_costs = this.a_costs/1000; 

            this.b_costs = (Math.round(b_costs*1000)); 

            this.b_costs = this.b_costs/1000; 

            this.a_min = (Math.round(mo1*1000)); 

            this.a_min = this.a_min/1000; 

            this.b_min = (Math.round(mo2*1000)); 

            this.b_min = this.b_min/1000; 

            this.minoffera = (int)(mo1*500 + 25); 

            this.minofferb = (int)((1-mo2)*500 + 25); 

            this.sq = (int)(sq*500 + 25); 

            this.m_sq = (Math.round(sq*1000)); 

            this.m_sq = this.m_sq/1000; 

        } 

 

        public void setOffers(double offer1, double offer2) 

        { 

            this.a_offer = (Math.round(offer1*1000)); 

            this.a_offer = this.a_offer/1000; 

            this.b_offer = (Math.round(((1-offer2)*1000))); 

            this.b_offer = this.b_offer/1000; 

            this.offera = (int)((offer1)*500 + 25); 
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            this.offerb = (int)((1-offer2)*500 +25); 

            this.offers = true; 

        } 

 

 

        public void setSettlement(double settlement) 

        { 

            this.settlement = (int)(settlement*500 +25); 

            this.m_settlement = (Math.round(settlement*1000)); 

            this.m_settlement = this.m_settlement/1000; 

            this.settle = true; 

        } 

 

        public void setWar(boolean war,int victor) 

        { 

            this.war = war; 

            this.victor = victor; 

        } 

 

    /** 

     * resetStages is used to reset the placemarking variables for the 

GUI.  Resetting them 

     * prepares the GUI for a new set of Bargainers. 

     */ 

        public void resetStages() 

        { 

            this.offers = false; 

            this.settle = false; 

            this.war = false; 

            m_settlement = 0; 

        } 

 

       public int getMinoffera() 

       {return this.minoffera;} 

 

       public int getMinofferb() 

       {return this.minofferb;} 

 

 

        public void paint(Graphics g) 

        { 

            super.paint(g); 

            /* This block draws the basic line for bargaining. */ 

            g.drawLine(25,125,525,125); 

            g.drawLine(25,122,25,128); 

            g.drawLine(24,122,24,128); 

            g.drawLine(525,122,525,128); 

            g.drawLine(526,122,526,128); 

 

            /* This marks the status quo settlement and provides a 

caption. */ 

            g.drawLine(sq,122,sq,128); 

            g.drawString("SQ",sq-8,145); 
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            /* This draws the triangle that marks state 1's minimum 

acceptable settlement 

            (p-c).  State 1 is red. */ 

            g.setColor(Color.RED); 

 

            int[] x = {(minoffera-5),minoffera,(minoffera+5)}; 

            int[] y = {135,125,135}; 

            g.fillPolygon(x, y, 3); 

 

            String caption1 = "State "+statea; 

            g.drawString(caption1,minoffera-15,155); 

 

            /* This draws the triangle and caption that mark state 2's 

minimum 

            acceptable settlement (p-c).  State 2 is blue. */ 

            g.setColor(Color.BLUE); 

 

            int[] a = {(minofferb-5),minofferb,(minofferb+5)}; 

            int[] b = {135,125,135}; 

            g.fillPolygon(a, b, 3); 

 

            String caption2= "State "+stateb; 

            g.drawString(caption2,(minofferb-15),165); 

 

            /* "offers" is true only when it is appropriate for the GUI 

to display the offers 

            made by states 1 and 2.  Evaluating the variable ensures 

that the display is 

            appropriately timed.  5/13/05 update.  offers is no longer 

evaluated -- it's 

            simpler just to display everything and make only settlement 

and war conditional */ 

            // if (offers) 

            // { 

            /* This draws the triangle and caption that mark state 1's 

offer.  Still red. */ 

            g.setColor(Color.RED); 

 

            int[] c = {(offera-5),offera,(offera+5)}; 

            int[] d = {115,125,115}; 

            g.fillPolygon(c, d, 3); 

 

            g.drawString("State "+statea+"'s offer",offera-10,95); 

            g.setColor(Color.BLACK); 

            g.drawString("State " +statea,5,200); 

            g.drawString("p: "+ a_p,5,210); 

            g.drawString("costs: "+ a_costs,5,220); 

            g.drawString("minimum acceptable: "+ a_min,5,230); 

            g.drawString("offer: "+ a_offer,5,240); 

 

            g.drawString("sq: "+m_sq,220,200); 

            g.drawString("settlement: "+m_settlement,220,210); 
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            /* This draws the triangle and caption that mark state 2's 

offer.  Still blue. */ 

            g.setColor(Color.BLUE); 

 

            int[] e = {(offerb-5),offerb,(offerb+5)}; 

            int[] f = {115,125,115}; 

            g.fillPolygon(e, f, 3); 

 

            g.drawString("State "+stateb+"'s offer",offerb-10,85); 

            g.setColor(Color.BLACK); 

            g.drawString("State " +stateb,400,200); 

            g.drawString("p: "+ b_p,400,210); 

            g.drawString("costs: "+ b_costs,400,220); 

            g.drawString("minimum acceptable: "+ b_min,400,230); 

            g.drawString("offer: "+ b_offer,400,240); 

           // } 

 

            /* "settle" is true when it is appropriate to display the 

new settlement. */ 

            if (settle) 

            { 

            /* This marks the new settlement and provides a caption. */ 

            g.setColor(Color.BLACK); 

            g.drawLine(settlement,122,settlement,128); 

            g.drawString("Settlement",settlement-2,105); 

            } 

 

            if (war) 

            { 

            g.setColor(Color.BLACK); 

            g.drawString("No settlement was reached. State " + victor + 

" won the war.",140,50); 

            m_settlement = 0; 

            } 

        } 

 

   /*     public static void main(String[] args) 

        { 

            BargainWindow bw = new BargainWindow(); 

            bw.setVisible(true); 

 

            bw.setBargainers(35,42,55); 

            bw.repaint(); 

 

 

        } 

     */ 

    } 
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